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Abstract

This thesis is a study of political thought in Islam from the
viewpoint of history of ideas and the relevance of these ideas
to contemporary Islamic political thought. It analyses the
notions of 'orthodoxies' and 'un-orthodoxies', commonly
applied to movements and intellectual currents in Islamic
history, and attempts to show the tensions, ambiguities, and
even contradictions within the phenomena so designated. It
draws on examples of such assumed 'orthodoxies' and
'unorthodoxies' and argues that these categories are by no
means self-defining, and that the realities they subsume are
more various than is commonly recognized by Muslims and
non-Muslims alike.
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Note s on Tran slati on and
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In translating Arabic texts, I benefited from the generous suggestio ns by Tony (A.H.)
Johns and Tony (A. D.) Street. When available, I also consulted published
translations of some of the Arabic texts referred to in this thesis. But unless otherwise
stated, translations of Arabic and French are my own.
The limitations of the software available to me resulted in a number of minor
inconsistencies. While I tried to be consisten t in giving full transliteration in the text
of Arabic terms, especially those that may be regarded as technical, I could not give
full transliteration in the footnotes, as I could not insert diacritical marks.
A Glossary of Arabic terms and their English equivalents is available at the end of
the thesis.
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Preface

More so than many other topics of investigation, Islam has now been reduced to
a commodity.

In consequence, anyone studying Islam is, directly or indirectly,

associated with and perhaps benefiting from the intellectual industry that has become
of Islamic studies. This thesis is no exception.

In line with this qualification, it is perhaps inappropriate to avoid addressing
epistemological issues related to the 'subject' and 'other'. The industrious writings
with various,

sometimes interchangeable,

headings

on Post-colonialism and

Orientalism have made it almost imperative for scholars, especially those working in
Islamic studies, to locate themselves in, if not to pledge allegiance to a particular
intellectual approach.

There is a great deal of preaching and debating in Islamic

Studies today about who speaks for whom, what is the best way forward, and who
should lead. It would be an academic complacency not to be informed about or alert
to the significance and implications of such debates, and Chapters One and Two of
this study refer to some of the contributions to the field originating from them. It
would be problematic, however, if these debates became the-end of a discourse. But

the general point needs to be made that these writings, whether they are by so-called
post-colonial or Western writers, share a crucial common denominator: they qualify
as First World writings.
All academic writings, one may argue, qualify as elitist. But some writers, to
borrow a phrase from the novelist Saul Bellow, are 'not thinkers but snobs',
concerned more with generating jargon than with substance. This is not to discount
the relationship between the degree of power vis-a-vis discourse originating from
Western and that from non-Western worlds. But to take no account of the privileges
associated with this First World writing that moves fluently, easily and often with
deliberate ambiguity across the languages and intellectual histories of the two worlds
would amount to delusions of grandeur attached to intellectual discourse.
This thesis is a study of political thought in Islam from the viewpoint of the
history of ideas and the relevance of these ideas to contemporary political discourse.
It challenges assumed understandings of the Islamic tradition (turath), often presented

in dichotomous terms of references such as 'orthodoxies' (associated with the
religious aspect) and 'unorthodoxies' (associated with the philosophical aspect). In
doing so, it draws on relevant aspects of both the religious (turath dfnf) and the
philosophical currents (turath falsafi) in the Islamic tradtion.
T. Baldwin notes that the word 'territory' derives from the Latin terreor, 'to
frighten' via territorium, a place from which people are frightened off.

1

In · some

respects, this study trespasses on the territories of the religious and the philosophical
in the Islamic tradition in order to engage in a critical political understanding(s) of the
turath. This exercise of trespassing has led me to discover that, viewed from the

1

T. Baldwin, 'The Territorial State', in H. Gross and R. Harrison (eds.), Jurisprudence: Cambridge
Essays, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992, pp. 207-30.
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angles of 'orthodoxies' and 'unorthodoxies', these supposedly different territories are
similar, but this similarity is not always a positive matter.

Th esi s Str uct ure
Apart from the Preface, Introduction and Concluding Comments, this thesis
comprises three sections, each consisting of two chapters. Each section has a brief
introduction setting out the theme of the section. Section One deals with current
intellectual approaches to the Islamic tradition, addressing in particular the scholarly
(Chapter One) and religio-political (Chapter Two) approaches. Section Two analyses
assumed 'orth odox ies', with Chapter Three exploring the way in which allegorical
interpretation (ta 'wfl) lends itself to the construction of different 'orth odox ies', and
Chapter Four probing prevalent 'orthodoxies' pertaining to the role of Islam in
politics. Section Three deals with assumed 'unorthodoxies' in the Islamic tradition,
with Chapter Five analysing what the philosophical heritage has to offer to the
broader and contemporary understanding of the Islamic tradition, and Chapter Six
presenting a critique of the philosophic discourse and the philosophers' claims of its
superiority over the religious discourse.

ix

Intr oduc tion

The only tools we have which are capable of liberating us
internally and effecting a change of register in our very mode
of perception are critical thought, and the sharp blade of a
fundamental, merciless scrutiny brought to bear on even the
most exclusive truths
Daryush Shayegan

Forgive, forgive
You must forgive
For if you do not
1
Empty your paradise will be

Such challenging language by which the tribes of Bani Lam in Iraq are reputed to
have addressed God is seldom mentione d in relation to the Islamic tradition (turath). Nor
for that matter does one take the commonl y invoked Arabic proverb 'no one bums
incense to one's God for free' as a product of this tradition. Islam, as its Arabic meaning
indicates, is a religion that requires the individual/believer to submit to the one God. The
esprit de corps of Islam is then commonl y characterised not by a challengi ng rapport
between the believers and the deity but by an emphasis on a relationship of subservience
between the worshippers and (he worshipped.
It is not uncommon that certain labels, periods and figures come to be identified

with or dominate a particular cultural or religious tradition. Such, perhaps inevitably, is

1

Cited in Hal1II1 Barakat, al-Mujtam a' al- 'Arabf al-Mu 'asir: Bahth Istitla 'f, Beirut: Markaz Dirasat alWahda al-'Arabiyya, 1986, p. 231.
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the case with the development of most traditions. It is also inevitable that tense
dynamics ensue between the minor and the dominant trends of a tradition, each
appropriating to its own values a sense of righteousness and authenticity, a~ala being the
Arabic term often invoked in the case of the Islamic turath.
Complications arise, however, when tensions between conflicting intellectual
trends move from a state of reasoning limited to and accommo dated by differences
(ikhtilafa t) of views and values to a state of 'reasonin g by eliminati on'. That is to say,

when conflicting trends tum from being a source of intellectual challenge to one of
burdenso me strain when one trend within the tradition perceives the different or nonconformist other trend(s) as a threat to its own values, and seeks to eliminate it either as
an intrinsic realisation of these values or as a defensive mechanis m for safeguarding
them. Such dynamics characterise current prevalent Islamic intellectual discourses on the
subject of the Islamic tradition/heritage/legacy (turath), how it ought to be understood
and the relevance to be accorded it in the present. One apposite way of expressing these
unaccommodating dynamics is, in intellectual Arabic parlance, to speak of the turath, not
as a study (bafith) but as a problematique (ishkaliyy a).
It should be noted, however, that such conflicting dynamics on the contemporary

understanding of the turath feed on other historical precedents as well as on a form of
politicisation of meanings. It is useful here to draw attention to ethical norms in the
Islamic tradition which, if they do not foster, at least permit the developm ent of what may
lead to irreconcilable differences. This is not to suggest that such norms always act as
causal factors for the emergence of differences, but simply to refer to the existence of
certain norms that can be invoked and deployed if they happen to suit the circumstances

3

of those advocating them. There is a well known dictum in Islam of the moral duty to
command right and forbid wrong (al-amr bil-ma 'ruf wal-nahy · 'an al-munkar).

2

It is

attested in the Qur' an and is elaborated by different schools of Islamic thought, some of
whom stress 'the commanding right', others stressing the 'forbidding wrong' component
of the phrase, and others again being somewhat indifferent to or restrained in the
3

imposition of these duties. In addition to this quranic dictum, there is also a saying
(hadfth) attributed to Muhammad to the same effect. This hadith, as cited in Michael

Cook's book, is as follows: 'Whoever sees a wrong (munkar) and is able to put it right
with his hand (an yughayyirahu bi-yadihi), let him do so; if he can't, then with his tongue
(bi-lisanihi); if he can't, then with [or in] his heart (bi-qalbihi), which is the bare

minimum of faith.'

4

As Cook shows in his book, this Prophetic tradition (hadith) is

widely quoted and commented upon by Muslims of different theological and political
affiliations over the centuries.

5

On the other hand, while this ethical norm, i.e., command right and forbid wrong, is
clearly established in the foundation texts of Islam, Qur'an and Hadith, it did not
historically follow that it assumed a universal adoption by Muslims. In exploring the
historical development of this dictum, based on and supported by foundation texts, Cook
notes that political circumstances of the places where these supporting hadiths sprang and
2

Qur'an, 9: 71.

3

See Chapter Three, 'Tradition' in Michael Cook, Commanding Right and Forbidding Wrong in Islamic
Thought, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000. Cook' s book is devoted entirely to this moral
duty, and follows its development in the various Islamic schools of thought. The book provides a thorough
investigation of this notion as well as an erudite history of Islamic thought. On this point, see also the
discussion in Abfi-1-Hasan 'All bin Muhammad bin Habib al-Basr1 al-Baghdad1 al-Maward1, Kitab alAhkam al-Sultaniyya, Beirut: Dar al-Fikr, n.d., chapter 20; and Taqiyy al-Din Ahmad bin Taymiyya, AlSiyasa al~Shar'iyyafi Islah al-Ra'f wal-Ra 'iyya, Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya, 2000, pp. 73-4.
4
As cited in Cook, Ibid., p: 33.

4

expounded were critical in determining whether they were given what he terms a
6

'positive' or a 'negative tendency.' The positive entailed preaching ·the performa nce of
this duty, while the second, though of a lesser preponderance, was reflected in sources
playing down the duty and hence going against established/scriptural propensity.

7

In

highlighting the role of the political circumstances, Cook observes that the principal
source of these traditions exhorting the performa nce of the duty comes from Kfifa, which
was at the time the bastion for provincial opposition to Damascu s during the Umayyad
period, whereas Syria, which was the centre of metropol itan government, is traced as the
principal source for traditions playing down this duty.

8

Politics or politicisation then is a

key compone nt contributing to the way in which such traditions are expressed and
deployed.

The Turath and the Presen t
The term 'tradition ' carries complex meanings and connotations. In Arabic, aside
from the technical sense of referring to a saying of the prophet, hadith, the term
'traditional' (taqlfdf) implies a positive connotation for those who wish to maintain
inherited values from the past, and a negative connotati on amountin g to backwardness
(raj 'f) by those who wish to break with that past, sometimes contrastin g it with

'progress ive' attitudes (taqaddumf).

In contempo rary Arabic discourse, turath, the

equivalent term to 'tradition ', is imbued with complex connotations. When invoked, as
Muhamm ad Jabiri notes, turath carries the meaning of a cultural, intellectual, religious,
5

Ibid.

6

Ibid., pp. 44-5.

7

Ibid., pp. 39-44.

5

literary and artistic legacy enveloped in some sort of an ideological empathy.

9

In the

context of this thesis, the tenn 'tradition' is understood in a sense that takes into account
Jabiri' s analysis of it. This will be discussed in detail later.
No one disputes that the Islamic intellectual heritage/tradition (turath) is of critical
relevance in contemporary political thought among Muslims.

10

This view can be

discerned in the discourse of many political players and intellectuals in the Islamic world.
It is .also evident in the ideas that provide the framework for the formulation of or

construction of opposition to policies and strategies by Muslims and non-Muslims alike.
The past, for instance, figures extensively in the discourse of so-called Islamists, i.e.,
Islamic groups who use Islam as an ideological tool/weapon for their political ends.
They generally advocate emulating a climactic period in the past during which the
Islamic community is believed to have been most perfectly observant of religious beliefs
and at the same time experienced a combination of economic, military and political
eminence. These Islamists then advocate emulating the strict religious observance of the
past in the hope that similar glory may be achieved in the present and the future. Sayyid
Qutb, an influential Islamist ideologue speaks of ideal Islamic periods that Muslims
should endeavour to emulate, the period during Muhammad's leadership in Medina (62232 AD) and that during the rule of U mar II (717-20 AD).
Some non-Muslims, on the other hand, also resort to some features of the Islamic
heritage in order to account for what they consider as a lack of progress (taqaddum) in
8

Ibid., p. 45. On examples of how rulers used this duty and politicised it, see pp. 470-94.
9
Muhammad 'Abid al-Jabiri, Al-Turath wa-l-Hadatha, Beirut: Markaz Dirasat al-Wahda al-'Arabiyya,
1991, pp. 21-3.
10

See Ahinad S. Moussalli, 'The Dialectics between the Intellectual, Culture and the State: Renaissance
Experiences in the Arab World', Encounters, vol. 6, no. 2, 2000, pp. 151-76. See also Hisham Sharabi,

6

Islamic societies or as an explanation for the terrorist activities of radical Islamic groups.
The war historian John Keegan, for example, explained the events of 11 September 2001,
when the radical Islamic group al-Qa'ida attacked the Pentagon and the twin towers of
the World Trade Centre, as attributable to a clash of civilisations. Drawing on Samuel
Huntington's Clash of Civilizations,

11

he explained the nature and motive of this attack in

cultural terms, describing it as 'very Islamic, but particularly very Arab' tracing its roots
th

to 'Arab Islamic style of war making that goes back to the 7 century AD.'

12

Similarly but for a different agenda, the past also figures in the discourse of those
who oppose what they consider a narrow and dogmatic understanding of Islam as
preached by the Islamists. A number of Muslim intellectuals, for example, regard the
turcith potentially as a corrective mechanism for current religious radicalism and argue

that it should be understood and interpreted in such a way that the past may be used as a
constructive force for the present and the future. It is along this line of thinking that the
cultural heritage of Islam has found its way even in the United Nations ' (UN)
publications concerned with the elaboration of policies for the building of a better future
for the Arab world. For example, the UN Arab Human Development Report 2002, in
formulating guidelines for good governance in the Arab world, draws on the teachings of
'Ali bin Abi Talib (cousin and son-in-law of Muhammad, and fourth Caliph - 656-661
AD), setting out principles for preaching upright conduct for rulers and justice among

'The Scholarly Point of View: Politics, Perspective, Paradigm', in Hisham Sharabi (ed.), Theory, Politics
and the Arab World: Critical Responses, London: Routledge, 1990.
11
'Sir John Keegan is Wrong- Radical Islam could Win', Asia Times, 10-11-2001,
http://www.rense.com/general15/sirjohn.htrn
12
Foreign Correspondent, transcript of an interview with John Keegan,
10/10/01,
http://www.abc.net.au/foreign/stories/s3 87060.htm

7

people.

13

One way of moving forward, the report suggests, would be to make available as

a priority the 'digitisin g [of] aspects of cultural heritage.'

14

Amid these different views of lessons to be drawn from, or uses to which the turath
may be put, one often reads as an explanati on for the radical activities carried out by
Islamists that Muslims in dire social and political circumsta nces or when concerne d about
the survival of their identity, 'tum to Islam' for answers to their problems .

15

The phrase

'tum to', at times even invoked by like-mind ed Muslim and non-Mus lim scholars, carries
a number of assumptio ns.

On one level, it assumes that Islam may be equated with

radical Islamism , forgetting or ignoring the fact that those held to be so turning were

Muslims prior to this 'turning to Islam'.

At another level, this phrase 'tum to' also

assumes that Islam has some sort of ready-ma de, take away program that caters for th~
disenfran chised in societies. The implicati ons of the use of this phrase are then two-fold:
(1) In accusing Islamism /fundame ntalism of exploitin g religion for non-relig ious
purposes (i.e., political and/or economic ), it assumes that trends within Islam apart from
that of the Islamists are immune to such exploitati ve practices; (2) In blaming political
and economic malaise for the rise of Islamist groups, it ignores the political motives and
agendas that Islamists are engaged in that are attributab le at times solely to expedien cy.
Chapter Two deals with these points in greater detail.

13

See the Arab Human Development Report 2002, chapter 7 'Liberating human capabilities: governance,
human development and the Arab world', p. 107, available on http://www.undp.org/rbas/ahdr/
14
Ibid., 'Executive Summary', p. 7.
15

Edward W. Walker, 'Islam in Chechnya', http://ist-socrates.berkeley.edu/~bsp/caucasus/riewsletter/199806 walker.pd£; Daniel Pipes, 'God and Mammon: Does Poverty Cause Militant Islam?' , The Middle East
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Appro ach
This thesis is a study of political thought in the Islamic tradition. The primary
sources used are mostly in Arabic. The Islamic tradition, however, extends beyond the
Arab world and finds expression in other languages.

While, in certain respects, an

emphasis on these sources may narrow the breadth of this study, it is also the case that
the influence of Arabic thought extends to the Islamic world in general. It should in
addition be stressed that Arabic is also the language of non-Mus lim Arabs, some of
whom contributed to the development of the Islamic intellectual tradition.

16

It is inevitable that this study draw primarily on the works of past thinkers. But it

needs to be pointed out that it is not a philological study, nor does it approach the past
thinkers' works from a purely contextualist angle that relies heavily on historical and
biographical materials. It has nevertheless tried to be attentive to the contents of the
works examined ·as well as be alert to the historical context of the past thinkers drawn
upon.

This thesis then is a theoretical study of political thought in Islam from the

viewpoint of history of ideas and the relevances of these ideas to the contempo rary world.
It draws on aspects of both the religious (turath dfnf) and the philosophical currents
(turath falsafi) in the Islamic tradtion, for the purposes of re-evaluating assumed

understanding(s) of the Islamic tradition in general. In some respects, it somewha t
trespasses on the history of these two terrains, the religious and the philosophical en

Forum, January 2002, http://www.meforum.org/article/pipes/104; Jeremy Iggers, 'Faces of Islam',
StarTribune, Dec. 23, 2001, http://www.startribune.com/stories/1576/2110312.html
16
One may for instance note the influence of Christian and Jewish figures who were translators of texts
pertaining to the Hellenic tradition into Arabic, philosophers and grammarians who left a mark in the main
intellectual circles (Ibn Ishaq, Yahya bin 'Adi, Abu Bishr Matta and Maimonides, amongst others). One
may also note contemporary influential Arab scholars, of Christian origin, who work on Islam (Boulos
Nwiyya, Georges Maqdisi, Georges Hourani, and Albert Hourani amongst others).

9

route towards a critical contemporary and political understanding(s) of the turftth. By
critical is meant that it attempts to lead not to a closed interpretation of the canon, but as
an open one, continually subject to re-evaluation.
Further, it moves beyo nd the old questions or debates as to whether it is possible
for rationalism to be a product of the Islamic tradition, as argued by Erne st Renan in the
19

th

Muhsin Mahdi

century and continues to resonate in some current debates.

succinctly summates the ground of these debates in the words 'if Islamic philo soph y is
rational or philosophic in the Greek sense, then it is Gree k and not Islamic; if it is
irrational, non-philosophic in the Greek sense, then it is the product of Islam or Islamic
civilization'.

17

This study then moves from the premise that like other traditions, the

Islamic tradition includes thinkers whose intellectual products are a composite of
imitation, innovation and manipulation of ideas internal and external to their intellectual
environments.

In this sense, therefore, this study avoids unfounded academic value-

judgements of the Islamic tradition, be it positive or negative.
It draws on studies and arguments advanced in the works of other scholars in the

field of Islamic studies. That the Islamic tradition (turd th) is a comp osite of various,
sometimes conflicting but skilfully integrated trends, is a poin t that a num ber of
influential scholars have made.
Goldziher (1850-1921),

18

Among others, one can poin t to the works of Ignaz

David Samuel Margoliouth (1858-1940),

17

19

Ham ilton - Gibb

Muhsin Mahdi, 'Orientalism and the Study of Islamic Philosophy', Journ al of Islamic Studies, vol. 1,
1990, p. 91.
18
See for instance his Ignaz Goldziher, Introduction to Islamic Theology and Law (trans. by Andras and
Ruth Hamori), Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981; Muslim Studies, Albany: State University of
New York Press, 1967, vols 1 & 2.
19
See for instance his, Moha mmed and the rise of Islam, New York: Putnam's, 1905.

10

(1895-1971),
Rosenthal.

23

20

Abdul Rahman Badawi' (d. 2002),

21

Muh sin Mahdi,

22

and Franz

More recen t studies addressing the variety and comp lex components of the

Islamic tradition have been more specialised in scope.

Mich ael Cook 's recen t book

Commanding Righ t and Forbidding Wrong in Islamic Thought,

24

refer red to above, is

particularly useful for the study of the variety of religio-political thought in Islam.
This study develops such an analysis of the comp lex make up of the Islamic
tradition and relates it to conte mpor ary Islamic intellectual discourse from the viewpoint
of political thought. In doing so, it examines two assumed categories that are prev alent
in contemporary Islamic intellectual discourse, so-called

'orth odox ies' and 'un-

orthodoxies' and challenges the prem ises and consistencies of these categories.

Th em es in que stio n
The central thrust of this thesis is to show inconsistency and diversity in the
assumed categories that make up the Islamic intellectual tradition.

20

By exploring a

See for instance his, Whither Islam?: A survey of mode m movem ents in the Mosle m world, Lond on: V.
Gollancz, 1932; Mode m trends in Islam (The Haskell Lectures in Comparative Religion, 1945), Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 1947.
21
See for instance his Madhflhib al-Islamiyyfn, Beirut: Dar al-'Ilm lil-Malayin, 1997; Histoire de la
philosophie en Islam, Paris: J.Vrin, 1972, tomes 1 & 2.
22
See for instance his Ibn Khaldun's Philosophy of History: a Study in the Philosophic Foundation of the
Science of Culture, London: Allen and Unwin, 1957.
23
See for instance Greek Philosophy in the Arab world, Brookfield, VT: Variorum, c1990; The Classical
Heritage In Islam, tr. from the German by E. and J.Marmorstein, Berkeley: University of California Press ,
1975; A History of Muslim Historiography, Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1952.
24
Cook, op. cit. Also worth mentioning here George Makdisi, The Rise of Huma nism in Classical Islam
and the Christian West, Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1990; Abdulazizi Abdulhussein
Sachedina, The Just Ruler in Shi 'ite Islam: The Comprehensive Autho rity of the Jurist in Imamite
Jurisprudence, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988. Wilfred Madelung, Relig ious and ethnic movem ents
in medieval Islam, Great Britain: Variorum, 1992 and his The succession to Muhammad: a Study of the
Early Caliphate, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997. Some what ambitious is the work by
Antony Black, The History of Islamic Political Thought: From the Proph et to the Present, New York:
Routledge, 2001.
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number of political trends and dimensions in the Islamic tradition, it argues that the
generally accepted uniformity of certain aspects in this tradition is in most cases
presumed rather than well founded. In other words, it shows that the main strea m Islamic
orthodoxy (closely and popularly linked to contemporary Islamism) is not as consistent
and monolithic in its 'orth odox y' as many from within and without the Islamic tradition
claim it to be. It also shows that a number of the 'unor thod ox' trends that make up the
Islamic tradition (sometimes romantically linked to 'liber al' trends), as in the case of
rational Islamic theology (kalam) and Islamic philosophy are also contaminated with
'orth odox y', albeit of a different kind to that assumed in popular parlance.
The relevance of identifying inconsistent trends should be seen in view of and in
concert with the contemporary prevailing and assertive claims by Mus lims and nonMuslims alike about the nature and authenticity of the legacy of the Islamic tradition
(Chapters One and Two). There exists a strong perception that the heritage (tura th) is a
uniform and identifiable set of values and that adhering to or emul ating the practices of
the tura,th ensures not only its survival, but also a revival of the glories achieved in the
past.

The implications resulting from the uncritical acceptance of these assumed

categories, have contributed to a sharp divide in contemporary Islamic intellectual
discourse. Amongst the manifestations of this divide are those, mainly intellectuals, who
call for a complete rupture with the past, if significant intellectual or social progres.s is to
be achieved, and others, mainly the so-called Islamists, who call for a return to what they
consider as the authentic Islam of the eqrly Islamic community so that the glory of the
past may be renewed.

12

This study does not claim to be all-embracing. In pointing out inconsistencies in a
numb er of assumed categories in the analysis of the Islamic tradition, it seeks to invite a
more inclusive approach to the study of Islam, one that acknowledges the non-conformist
trends that are also part of the tradition. Amo ng the points it highlights is that intellectual
and political dissent were not abse nt in the Islamic tradition. It also argues that the
history of Islam is not characterised by an unchanging attitude towards the understanding
of the Qur' an and the prophetic message, but rather by an appr oach that is open to
disag reem ent (ikhtilaf) in matters of religion. The fact that disse nt and disag reem ent are
not alien to the Islamic tradition is of particular saliency for conte mpo rary Islamic
political theories.
Contemporary political theories addressing issues pertaining to the Islamic tradition
need to apply a critical approach to the understanding of the tradition, if they are to go
beyo nd wholesale generalisations about the 'natu re' of Islam. But a critical approach
cann ot afford to be selective if it seeks to claim credibility.

As Dary ush Shayegan

strongly argues, scholarly scrutiny must not spare even the most exclu sive of truths.

25

In

this light, scholars of Islam claiming to apply critical thinking to their works will be less
credible if they criticise the divide betw een Islam and the Wes t of Sam uel Hunt ingto n's
Clash of Civilisations without extending a similar criticism to Jama l ad-Din al-Afghani

(1838/9-1897) for using differentiating categories similar to those of Huntington.
While this study draws attention to a numb er of trends in the Islamic tradition, it
should not be understood as an apologia for Islam, nor should it be cons trued as one that
argues that Islam is a pluralist religion that inherently allows for the concurrence of

25

Daryush Shayegan (trans. fro~ the French by John Howe), Cultural Schizophrenia: Islamic Societies
Confronting the West, London: Saqi Books, 1992, p. 26.
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different intellectual trends.

26

To borrow a phrase from Ham ilto n Gib b that still

resonates today, '[m ]os t writers approach the subject of Mo ham me dan ism from one or
other of two opp ose d points of view, .. , one group approaches [it] from the angle of
apologetic, the other de hau t en bas '.

27

As noted earlier, the approach of this study is
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Intr oduc tion

The status accorded to 'tradition ' is not only an issue of sole relevance to the
Islamic world, and it may even be said that 'tradition ' is also a contentious topic in the
Western world. But without intending to get into dichotomies of an intellectual order
between East and West, one can argue that the Western world now basks in higher
levels of economic and political stabilities than the post-colonial world, a causal
factor perhaps for the relatively stable intellectual space the West enjoys which, in .
tum, allows it to accommodate a diversity of trends ranging from the fundamentalist
to the nihilist.
On the Islamic terrain, however, words and symbols seem to tum into r~dical
ideologies and orthodoxies at a very fast pace. As will be discussed in Chapter Two,
Hisham Sharabi argues that this has to do with the nature of Arab.:.Islamic societies, of
their 'neopatriarchal' character. But the story is more complex than that.

If the

problem is inherent to these societies, why is it that these very societies were once
part of a thriving and politically affluent Islamic empire? Indeed as Hussein Amin
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century.

In fact, hardly an element of the classical consensu s about Prophetic

authority became establish ed without serious contest. '

4

Those contested elements and other non-conf ormist trends in the Islamic
tradition are discussed in Sections II and III. This Section outlines the scholarly and
political settings of contempo rary debates about the Islamic tradition. The first chapter
discusses the scholarly constraints associated with the study of a tradition especially
in so far as one seeks to establish an objective or an authentic view of it. It also
surveys and presents a critique of the prevailin g scholarly approach es to the study of
the Islamic tradition.
It was noted in the Introduction that the Arabic term for 'tradition ' (turath) is

prone to carry many different meanings.

The ways in which these meanings are

invoked are not simply characterised by reasoning accommo dated by differences of
views and values, but by a kind of reasoning by elimination.

Chapter two of this

section enumerates and presents a critique of a number of such prevailin g current
approaches that seek to preach or impose a particula r understan ding and interpretation ·
of the Islamic tradition.
This section therefore serves as an informative backgrou nd about contempo rary
relevant debates surrounding the subject of the Islamic tradition. It also highlights the
relevance of this study in showing the variety of trends that make up the Islamic
tradition for the study of political thought in Islam.

4

Daniel Brown, Rethin_king Tradition in Modern Islamic Thought, Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1996, p. 6.
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CHAPTER ONE

The Tradition (turath) in Scholarship

A tradition of enquiry characteristically bears within itself an always open
to revision history of itself in which the past is characterized and
recharacterized in terms of developing evaluations of the
relationship of the various parts of the past
to the achievements of the present.
Alasdair MacIntyre

Introduction
The increasing clout the subject of the Islamic tradition (turath) is gathering in
contemporary political and intellectual discourses, has led a number of scholars to
advocate a stronger emphasis on the philosophical component (turath falsafi) of the
Islamic tradition for a better understanding of the turath.

1

Islamic Philosophy, it is

argued, will counter-balance the seemingly rigid understanding of the turath that gets
reflected in the emphasis on its religious aspects. As noted in the introduction, the
subject of the turath in contemporary Arabic discourse is a contentious one and
carries social and political implications in Islamic countries and on the international
scene.
This chapter therefore looks at the merits and claims in favour of stronger
emphases on Islamic philosophy. It examines some of the scholarly constraints tied to
pursuing a study of the past. It first highlights the relevance of the 'tradition' (turath)
in contemporary intellectual discourse and the various complex meanings and
connotations attached to it. The chapter then explores a number of positions on the
subject of hermeneutic and the way in which the 'facts' of history are to be
understood in view of the unavoidable assumptions within which scholars operate. In
1

Among others Muhammad Waqidi, jur'at al-Mawqif al-Falsafi, Beirut: Afriqya al-Sharq, 1999, p. 9,
Khalid al- 'Abud, Hiwar .'ala Ard Muhayida, Damascus: al-Ahali, 1997, p. 19.
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light of these considerations, the chapter examines and presents a critique of current
scholarly approaches to the philosophical component of the Islamic tradition.

It

examines the methods some scholars are advocating and the kind of emphases others
are placing on its philosophical component. It surveys and presents a critique of the
prevailing approaches, in particular those advocated by Muhammad Jabiri and Dimitri
Gutas.

Turath and Meanings
It is not a point of contention to state that in contemporary Islamic intellectual

discourse, the Islamic tradition (turath) is influential and politically conditioned. But
it is the way the tradition is understood and interpreted that is strongly contested. It is
worth noting here the historical connotations of the term turath and the knotty
meaning its contemporary usage carries. Muhammad Jabiri remarks that the term
turath has never had more currency in Arabic thought than in the twentieth century
(onward). He also notes that its early historical usage carried the meaning of
inheritance. Jabiri' s remark is consistent with the Arabic lexicon Lisan al- 'Arab that
says that originally the 't' in turath was 'waw', i.e., from wirath, 'inheritance', putting
it in the same category as other terms that share the same root and mean material
2

inheritance. Contemporary Arabic discourse, Jabiri notes, carries the meaning of a
cultural, intellectual, religious, literary and artistic legacy enveloped in some sort of
3

an ideological empathy. In other words, the turath in contemporary Arabic discourse
does not simply imply a history of a tradition that extends to the present, but a present

2

Ibn Manzfu, Lisan al- 'Arab, Beirut: Dar Ihya' al-Turath al- 'Arabi, 1999, vol. 15, p. 266.
3
Muhammad 'A.bid al-Jabiri, Al-Turath wa-l-Hadatha, Beirut: Markaz Dirasat al-Wahda al-'Arabiyya,
1991, pp. 21-3.
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that seeks to shape its political and intellectual identity by connecting itself according
to a particular image of the tradition.

Problems of Objectivity
While this study is not an analysis of the Islamic tradition according to any
specific school of hermeneutical studies, it is nevertheless appropriate to discuss the
intellectual constraints vis-a-vis hermeneutic one faces when one is engaged in the
study of the past. When hermeneutic is invoked in contemporary studies, it is often
equated with schools of thought engaged in the study of interpretation as being one
determinant factor in the pursuit and outcome of'knowledge. In simple terms, the
concern of hermeneutic is that knowledge, as a cognitive product, is not limited to
'what' one knows but also 'how' one comes to reach this knowledge.

But

hermeneutic is also an old discipline, perhaps having its earliest origins in
commentary and exegesis of religious texts.

4

These two sometimes inter-linked

understandings of hermeneutic are drawn upon in this thesis, and the context in which
they are invoked is sufficient to indicate their meanings.
These understandings need to be read in the framework of this thesis. The
central thread that runs throughout it is a concern to probe the generally accepted
uniformity of certain aspects in the Islamic tradition, which have a contemporary
political relevance. They broadly fall under the banner of mainstream 'orthodoxy' - a
current that appropriates itself a set of defined beliefs 'as values according to religious
texts and to the writings of prominent 'orthodox' figures; and 'unorthodoxy' - a

4

Donald R. Kelley, 'Hermes, Clio, Themis: Historical Interpretation and Legal Hermeneutics' , The
Journal of Modern History, vol. 55, issue 4, 1983, pp. 644-668. This article is also a comprehensive
overview of the history . of hermeneutic and a summary of the main contemporary thinkers on the
subject.
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cur ren t per cei ved to be non -co nfo rmi st to ma ins trea m 'ort hod oxy ' and as suc h stan ds
out sid e it in term s of the val ues it see ks to foster. In exp lori ng som e asp ect s of the se
cur ren ts, the pur pos e of this stu dy is to stre tch the bou nda ries of 'ort hod oxy ' as wel l
as 'un ort hod ox' cur ren ts in the trad itio n. It doe s so in sho win g tha t 'ort hod oxy ' is not
con sist ent and mo nol ithi c as ma ny fro m wit hin and out sid e the Isla mic trad itio n cla im
it to be, and it fur the r sho ws tha t 'un ort hod ox' cur ren ts are also con tam ina ted wit h
'ort hod oxy ', alb eit of a diff ere nt kin d.
For the pur pos e of this the sis, one ma y acc oun t for two rele van t and, to som e
ext ent con nec ted , lay ers inv olv ing her me neu tic tha t are ass oci ate d wit h a stu dy
ana lys ing the pas t of a trad itio n. The firs t lay er has to do wit h the inte rpr eta tion of the
trad itio n, and this asp ect put s into que stio n the wa y in wh ich tex ts oug ht to be
inte rpr ete d and the ran ge of con sid era tion s tha t oug ht to be acc oun ted for. The oth er,
and of mo re rele van ce to this stud y, has to do wit h acc oun ting for the var iety of tren ds
tha t ma ke up a trad itio n, and not ide ntif yin g a trad itio n sol ely wit h its pre val ent
con tem por ary ma nife stat ion . Wh ile the firs t lay er doe s pla y a par t in the sec ond , it is
also . the cas e tha t the sele ctiv e pro ces ses of the sec ond can ass um e a qua siind epe nde nt app roa ch in wh ich the pro ble ms ass oci ate d wit h the firs t lay er can be of
sec ond ary imp orta nce .

In bot h lay ers, hist ory , as an inte llec tua l dis cip line , is a com mo n den om ina tor
and is a cen tral too l for a cle are r und ers tan din g of the past. His tory , how eve r, is not
wit hou t its con stra ints as far as rea chi ng an obj ect ive und ers tan din g of the pas t is
con cer ned . As J. A. Pas sm ore not es, a dis cip line ma y be said to be obj ect ive , 'only if

its statements contain no expressions except those which "mean the sam e" for all
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observers'. The statements of history, however, he notes, can qualify as objective
only if they are open to questioning and criticism.

5

From a different angle, even when statements of history are concerne d with the
enumerat ion of facts, Passmore remarks, the subjectivity of the historian still gets
reflected in the selection of facts.

In hermeneu tical language , this refers to

accommo dating the relationship between the 'inquiring subject' and the 'intransig ent
6

object' as importan t dynamics in the context of an interpreta tion setting. Historians,
Passmore points out, need to produce a connecte d story and this inevitabl y leads to an
arbitrary tendency on the part of historians vis-a-vis the facts they choose and those
7

which they omit. In this sense, and in 'scientifi c' terms, history 'stands closer to the
novel and the drama than it does to physics'.

8

History, however, can be considere d as

a science, according to Passmore , if one means by science a genuine and dedicated
'attempt' at finding out what happened rather than providing generalis ed theories.
For in this respect, history, he opines, 'demands the same kind of dedication, the same
9

ruthlessness, the same passion for exactness, as physics' .

The constraints associated with objectivity are not limited to history. While
Passmore does acknowledge that the language that history uses cannot be put to 'the
test' in the same way the language of physics can, he nevertheless maintain s that there
is no language that does not lend itself to misunderstandings.

10

To this, one may add,

that the 'testable' language of 'scientifi c' disciplines such as physics or chemistr y
does not make such disciplines immune to criticisms and questioning. Like historical

5

J. A. Passmore, 'The Objectivity of History', in William H. Dray (ed.), Philosophi cal Analysis and
History, New York: Harper and Row, 1966, p. 81.
6
Kelley, op. cit., p. 645.
7
Passmore, op. cit., p. 82.
8
Ibid., p. 93.
9
Ibid., p. 93 .
.1° Ibid., p. 81.
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theories, . 'scientific' theories also continuously undergo changes and reassessment,
even leading at times to the complete abandonment of a previously widely accepted
view.
In view of the limitations of both the so-called 'scientific' or the 'less scientific'
methods of studying the past, one has to account for the constraints that would limit a
'scientific' assessment of the claims associated with objective knowledge. In other
words, not only should one question the objectivity of intellectual disciplines, but one
should not assume that the notion of objectivity itself is immune to limitations of a
subjective order. Such limitations as well as Passmore's insightful observations on
the kind of objectivity we can expect from history as a discipline should serve as a
critical and constant reminder for any discussion that involves an interpretational or
hermeneutical approach to the study of the past, and in this case, the Islamic past.
In hermeneutical studies, the problems associated with the limitations of
objectivity _are linked to discussions about interpretation and methodologies that
would lead to a better understanding of a tradition or of a text. Brice Wachterhauser
argues that the notion that 'all human thought involves "interpretation"' is a
hermeneutical axiom accepted by . all thinkers.

11

The variety and the complex

dimensions of interpretation lead Hans-Georg Gadamer to deny the validity of any
form of methodology in the human sciences. In attempting to understand the tradition,
Gadamer opines, truth goes beyond a formal technique or method of verifiable
knowledge to an experience of many different dimensions that make up the world in
general.

12

To this Lawrence Hinman adds that believing in the primacy of a

11

Bruce R. Wachterhauser, 'Introduction: Is There Truth after Interpretation?', in Bruce R.
Wachterhauser (ed.), Hermeneutics and Truth, Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1994, p. 1.
12
·Hans-Georg Gadamer (translation revised by Joel Weinsheimer and Donald G. Marshall, Truth and
nd
Method, 2 revised Edi~ion, New York: Continuum, 1994, p. xxi. See also his 'Truth in the Human
Sciences', in Wachterhauser (ed.), Ibid.
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methodology in the human sciences is one way of anticipating the meaning of a study,
hence prejudicing the outcome before it is examined.

13

A formal technique in the

human sciences, Gadamer argues, would only 'arrogate to itself a false superiority' .

14

This observation ties in with Parekh and Berki' s views that methodologies do not
necessarily uncover mysteries and yield truth. Parekh and Berki also make the point
that 'dealing with the past is a present concern, and as the present changes so does the
"past" of the historian ' .

15

Notwithstanding the qualifications one has to account for in making 'scientifi c'
or objectivity claims, especially in relation to the approaches one follows in pursuing
research, one's goal should nevertheless be directed towards knowledg e formation
and not simply knowledg e negation. In other words, excessive emphasis on the biases
of the interpreter and the fallacies of methodologies may lead to the unnecessary
abandoning of the object of study.

Donald Kelley is critical of the unnecessary

direction of hermeneutical studies that instead of striving towards 'a unifying and
fructifying science of humanity ', scholars engaged in hermeneutical studies are either
limited by a strict textualist approach and as such result in an 'uncritical elevation of
the subject above the subject of interpretation' or bound by a strong emphasis on the
'linguisticality' of the human condition resulting in 'an existential, perhaps
irreversible, leap into phenome nology' .

16

13

Lawrence M. Hinman, 'Quid Facti or Quid Juris? The Fundamental Ambiguity of Gadamer's
Understanding of Hermeneu tics', Philosophy and Phenomenological Research, vol. 40, issue 4, 1980,
p. 517.
14
Gadamer, Truth and Method, p. xxiii.
15
Bhikhu Parekh and R. N. Berki, 'The History of Political Ideas: A Critique of Q. Skinner's
Methodolo gy', Journal of the History of Ideas, vol. 34, issue 2, 1973, p. 184. For a similar point, see
Muhammad 'A.bid al-Jabiri, Al-Muthaq qajun fi al-Hddara al- 'Arabiyya: Mihnat Ibn Hanbal waNakbat
Ibn Rushd, Beirut: Markaz Dirasat al-Wahda al- 'Arabiyya, 1995, p. 68. See also John G. Gunnell,
'Interpretation and the History of Political Theory: Apology and Epistemolo gy', The American
Political Science Review 1 vol. 76, issue 2, 1982, pp. 317-19.
16
Kelley, op. cit., p. 648. ·
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While the issues behind these hermeneutical constraints are legitimate scholarly
concerns, it is possible that one can account for the question of 'how we understand'
and at the same time remain conscious of 'how we ought to understand insofar as we
are concerned with the question of truth', to borrow Hinman' s words.

17

Indeed, the

implications arising from the fact that interpretation is a constant feature ·of human
know ledge, are serious matters that intellectual disciplines need to take into account.
From an inferential perspective, one can pursue a nihilist line about interpretation,
seeing it as a problematic factor that paralyses any sensible form of human
knowledge.

Accordingly, this understanding inevitably leads to pure relativism

culminating perhaps in a theory of perpetual knowledge negation or as Lawrence
Hinman deprecates it as 'an epistemological laissez-faire' .

18

On the other hand,

acknowledging that interpretation is a critical dimension of understanding, and
knowledge can also serve as a constructive tool for avoiding the arbitrariness resulting
from assumed categories of knowledge. In this sense, acknowledging the constraints
associated with interpretation can serve as a way of problematising the credibility and
finality of 'scientific' methodologies as well as religio-dogmatic claims that affirm a
particular version of 'truth'.
In the context of this thesis, problematisation of assumptions runs throughout

the explored themes. But the problematisation of a given view need not be seen as an
end in itself and ultimately as a negation of its source. In other words, in criticising
aspects of the 'canon' of the Islamic tradition, this study should not be seen as one
that seeks to discredit the 'canon' as a corpus of knowledge, for such a pursuit would
amount to a canonisation of another kind of knowledge. Put differently, one can read
the canon uncanonically without violating it. To borrow Paul Cantor's defence of the .
17
18

Hinman, op. cit., p. 535.
Ibid., p. 518.
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Western canon, '[a]uthors may be canonical in the sense of being essential to the
understanding of [Western] culture without being canonical in the sense of being
orthodox proponents of something monolithically designated as the Western
tradition' .

19

To go back to the study of the Islamic tradition, and in a similar approach

to that of Cantor, problematisation in this thesis should be understood as an
intellectual tool that serves as a qualifier of categories of knowledge, secular and
religious, that carry a doctrinaire-like set of claims.
That interpretation is a constituting element in knowledge processes and
outcomes leaves a blur on the assumed clear distinctions between 'scientific' and
dogmatic or philosophical and religious. Accounting for the interpretation component,
the differences between some of these categories derive not from a system of thought
as such, but are rather influenced by one's biases, choice of terms and
inkling/interpretation. It is common, for instance, in the Islamic and the Western
traditions, to devise distinctions around intellectual figures and while at the same time
downplay/omit aspects of their scholarship, and as a consequence contribute to a
knowledge dichotomy in the understandings of traditions.

Generalisations and

divisions are sometimes necessary _e specially when they are used to facilitate and
simplify knowledge acquisition.

Some knowledge generalisations, however, can

develop from simple intellectual divisions into ideological divides advancing certain
modes of knowledge to negate others or at the expense of knowledge formation.
From a critical perspective and in reference to the role of the philosophers in the
shaping of the Western tradition, John Gunnell notes that the study of the Western
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tradition is marked by many assumptions.

20

One may even take Gunnell' s point

further and argue that the 'true' philosophical tradition has consisted of specific
heroes/saints and martyrs. It is claimed that the tradition began at a certain time (6

th

th

to 5 cent. BCE) and in a specific place (ancient Greece). For some, this is where it
ended or was completed.

21

For others, the tradition was developed mostly in the

Western world moved through particular figures, which in tum are deified by
commentators and subsequent philosophers. If one were to read into some of Hannah
Arendt's writings on the history of Western political thought, one is led to think that it
started with Socrates and ended with his condemnation to death. The trial and
condemnation to death of Socrates is construed by Arendt to have been the catalyst
for the divide between philosophy and politics. The importance of this event for the
tradition of political thought, she believed, compares to the importance of the
condemnation of Jesus for the history of religion.

22

This is also similar to the impression one gets in reading Leo Strauss' s account
of the history of political philosophy, an account that has left a strong imprint on
political philosophy, Islamic and Western, and marked by an intellectual current
referred to as the 'Straussian' approa_ch, which will be discussed further down in this
chapter. The philosophical tradition, therefore, has its own revelations, prophets,
scriptures, etc ... constituting a kind of 'polysophy' (as a counterpart to polytheism)
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in its own right.

In other words, and instead of a Hesiodia n theogony, the

philosophers create and perpetuate what John Gunnell termed as the 'myth of the
23

tradition' .

The Future of the Turath: is it Philos ophic al?
The issues that have been raised in relation to the constraints and possibilities
associated with interpretation are universal in their pertinence, and in this sense they
serve as a good backgrou nd for a study about the Islamic tradition. It needs to be
noted, however, with perhaps the risk of falling into the uneasy generalis ation that the
concerns over hermeneutical approaches in Western scholarship may be said as a
scholarly luxury in comparis on to those concerns discerned in the scholarship about
the Islamic tradition. This is not to impose an 'Orient' versus 'Occiden t' dichotom y
in this intellectual field, noting for instance the fact that scholars from both sides
contribute interchan geably to the same debates. Rather, the concerns over how to
come to an understanding of the tradition carry more political saliency on the Islamic
scholarly terrain than on the Western one. As noted above, not only does the tradition
influence the shaping or explain some of the practices of the present, but for some, it
also has a role of dictating the norms of the present and the aspirations of the future.
With this in mind, one can understand how two somewha t like-mind ed scholars can
be at odds with respect to similar issues addressing different socio-political settings.
For example, one can appreciate why Fazlur Rahman, who emphasis es the value of
contextualist hermeneutic for a better understanding of the Qur' an, would be
frustrated with Hans-Ge org Gadamer,

24

who rejects any form of methodo logy in the
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human sciences because of the presumed superiority or truth embedded in
methodologies.
To reiterate an earlier point, the Islamic tradition (turath) in Arabic intellectual
discourse is a problematique (ishkaliyya) that overburdens the present and
consequently moves backward to the future. Muhammad Waqidi opines that the way
out of the problematique of the turath lies in how one can interpret it, first, in a
manner that is contemporary with itself that would allow the living to understand its
structure as well as its relation.ship with its history. Second and in this way, he adds,
this kind of approach would allow the turath to be contemporary with the present, in
such a way that its positive aspects are put to use for the purposes of contemporary
aspirations.

25

Similarly, Muhammad 'A.bid al-Jabiri calls for a modem (hadathf)

understanding of the tradition to replace the prevailing 'traditional understanding of
the tradition' (al-fahm al-turathf lil-turath).

26

Jabiri identifies three approaches that qualify as traditional in the sense that they
over-emphasise the intellectual assets of the predecessors/forefathers (al-salafiyya)
and that they permeate most approaches to the turath, especially in reference to its
philosophical component. They fall under the following headings:
1- Traditional salafiyya: this approach is characterised in the following question:
'How can we reclaim the glory of our civilisation? How do we revive our
turath?' It may be discerned especially in the works of those who graduate

from religious universities such as Al-Azhar in Egypt or Al-Zaytfina in Tunis.
This approach, he argues, does not apply an historical reading of the turath nor
does it apply critical thinking to the received tradition. Its understanding of
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knowledge (ma 'rifa) about the turath is characterised by transcription
(istinsakh) and participation in (inkhirat) the problematics of that which is

being read (maqru ') and surrendering to it.

27

As such, it places the present in a

position of being encompassed by the past, instead of the other way around.
2- Orientalist salafiyya: there are two sides to this approach. The first is linked to
imperialism, the roots of which go back to the medieval conflicts between
Islam and Christianity. Arabic Islamic thought, in this approach, is labelled as
the 'Semitic mind' that carries various meanings that see it as limited by
religion and restricting the scope of intellectual activities.

The second is

linked to the period of the Enlightenment during which oriental studies
became an important pursuit. This he notes was driven by two goals, (1) an
interest in a re-writing of intellectual European thought in a manner that would
allow it a sense of unity and continuity (waJ:ida wa-istimrariyya); (2) and
making the history of European thought into a general and universal history.
Those goals, Jabiri argues, formed the framework within which all
Orientalists, including the philologists, were approaching the turath. Jabiri
also notes that the Orientalist approach is also common amongst Arab writers
who take the West as a model for their understanding of the Islamic tradition.
In other words, the Orientalist salafiyya shares the characteristic of the first
approach in so far as conformity or subordination (taba 'iyya) is concemed.

28

3- Marxist salafiyya: this approach is explicit about its borrowed model, that is
the Marxist one, and conscious of its subordination/conformity (taba 'iyya) to
it. What this approach is not conscious of, however, Jabiri opines, is that its
historical materialism (al-maddiyya al-tarfkhiyyaJ also operates tacitly within
27
28

Ibid., p. 26.
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the Orientalist approach in that it is part of the same Eurocentric endeavour
that seeks to universalise European thought. Another problem of' this
approach, he opines, is that it is preoccupied with the past, in such a manner
that it does not want to live its present, it just wants to go beyond it.

29

In order for the turath to play a constructive role in the present, Jabiri proposes
an epistemological rupture (qatf'a) with this emphasis on the predecessors (al-salaj),
a characteristic, he remarks, which permeates most approaches to the turath.

30

The

alternative intellectual approach that Jabiri is advocating involves:
1-

A structural analysis (tah,lfl bunyawf) that approaches any thinker's
work as a whole.

2-

An historical analysis (tah,lfl tarfkhf) that relates the ·text to its
historical context.

3-

An ideological analysis that takes into account the professional stand
the thinker in question assigned to himself in the intellectual domain of
his time and the purpose for which he deployed his knowledge. This
aspect, according to Jabiri, should help uncover the ideological
component of the .text and serve as the principal means of
understanding the turath in a manner contemporary with itself.

31

In relation to the three approaches Jabiri identifies , some caution needs to be
paid to the cultural appropriations he is claiming in relation to the Marxist and
Orientalist approaches. That is to say that the use of other traditions as a point of
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comparison is not limited to Western approaches and may also be discerned in
approaches made to others in the Islamic tradition that also carry an ideological
underpinning. It is true that some Orientalist approaches view the Islamic tradition
only through the lenses of the West, thus somewhat ideologically reducing it to a
comparative tool to measure Western civilisation.
It should also be noted that similar criticisms to those made by Ia.bin, Edward
Said and others about the so-called Orientalist approach were also made by so-called
Orientalists. Long before Said and Ia.bin, Hamilton Gibb criticised the assumptions
about Islam that Ernest Renan championed. In 1948, Gibb deprecated Renan's view
32

on Islam and monotheism as 'imaginative dogma' .

It was as early as 1932, that

Gibb wrote against perceiving of Islam as the Eastern other of the West. He wrote of
the various trends and cultural sources that made their way into Islam.

33

He argued

that to call Islam "'oriental" is a misnomer; it is oriental not in the absolute sense, but
only in its local extension, as the eastern branch of western civilization, and it has at
all times been shared by Jews and eastern Christians as well as Moslems '.

34

In tum,

some of Gibb's other views about the Islamic tradition, especially his interpretation of
Ibn Khaldfin, were to undergo praise as well as scrutiny by another scholar in Oriental
studies, Muhsin Mahdi.

35

In other words, the Orientalist approach cannot be said to be

monolithic in its structure nor can one assume that Orientalists are driven in their
scholarship by one single motive, the ideological, however skewed in one direction or
another.
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One should not therefore initiate a complete epistemological rupture (qatf'a)
with this approach lest one falls into a denial of long-standing and normal intellectual
exchanges and assimilation that are characteristic of the development of most
traditions, including the Islamic one. Viewed from this perspective, it would also be
problematic to generalise the ideological underpinnings of the Orientalist approach in
the fields of philosophy and philology or indeed to dismiss them on that basis. For
instance, an ideological component is difficult to attribute to the work of Edward
William Lane (1801-1876) on the Arabic language.

This also applies to the

contribution on Islamic theology by Ignaz Goldzhier who was a German Jew in the
th

19 century and who himself endured discrimination in Germany. Notwithstanding
the reforms that need to take place in the epistemological domain,

36

advocating

epistemological rupture (qatf'a) then, while it may have some medicinal benefits, it is
unlikely to lead beyond a sedative remedy. A conscious qatf'a as such carries within
it wider repercussions including those spheres outside the epistemological, and in this
respect, it would have to account for and perhaps fail to meet the criterion of the
ideological transparency that Jabiri is rightly pointing to in his set of variable
approaches to the turath.
. Another interpretation of the Islamic tradition dealing from the perspective of
Islamic philosophy and so of relevance to this discussion, is one presented by Dimitri
Gutas in his article 'The Study of Arabic Philosophy in the Twentieth Century. '

37

Islamic philosophy is relevant to this study for a number of reasons. As stated earlier,
this thesis views the Islamic tradition as constituted of a combination of various
intellectual disciplines and currents. Further, the contribution of Islamic philosophy
36
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to the tradition is one way to dispel the misperception that attributes a monolithic
character to the Islamic tradition as being a rigid body of 'orthodox' rules. To do so,
however, one also must be cautious as not to romanticise Islamic philosophy, but to
apply the same level of critical thinking as in the case of 'orthodoxy'.
Gutas' s article then is of relevance for this thesis because it calls for a new era in
the study of Arabic philosophy. Gutas rightly complains about the misperceptions of
Arabic philosophy in the discipline of philosophy in general, and he also views his
own contribution in this article as a corrective opening for future discussions. In view
of his goal, it is worth discussing his corrective vision.
To start with, Gutas designates the discipline as Arabic, not Islamic philosophy,
drawing attention to a period when Arabic came to be 'a philosophical language
which eventually won its autonomy and became determining element in the
38
expression of philosophical thought'. Gutas also points out that the development of
Arabic philosophy owes a great deal to the numerous contributions made by nonMuslims,39 an indication that dispels the exclusive character often attributed to the
Islamic tradition in general. Tony Street, on the other hand, refers to it as 'Islamic'
philosophy, arguing that religious _concerns were 'behind the inception of the
40

tradition, and the reasons behind every major crisis in the tradition' .

But from an

epistemological point of view, labels can carry meaning as well as assumptions.
Notwithstanding Street's point, referring to the discipline as 'Arabic' philosophy
carries less assumptions than referring to it as 'Islamic' in that it allows a space for
both 'Islamic' and 'non-Islamic' factors in a way that 'Islamic' philosophy does not.
38
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'Islamic' philosophy can also be problematic as a category especially when it is used
to describe the works of philosophers reacting against the Islamic religious sphere,
some of which will be referred to in Section Three of this thesis.
Gutas claims that the central drive in this article is to show the relevance of
Arabic philosophy to contemporary philosophical studies.

This he notes is most

urgent, not just because of the influence Arabic philosophy had on medieval Western
intellectual thought but also in view of the current 'multicultural sensibilities of much
41

Western discourse' .

One serious general misconception Gutas touches on is related

to the false portrayal of the Islamic tradition as having been dominated by
'orthodox y', with philosophical activities being peripheral and disparaged by
mainstream orthodoxy.

42

As Gutas correctly points out, Arabic philosophy is not a

minor component of the Islamic tradition and did not die with Ghazali' (d.1111) or
with Ibn Rushd a century later, as many suggest. On that point, one can also add that
many of the prominent philosophers were well connecte d to and supporte d by rulers,
and sometimes carried out their intellectual activities as philosophers while being
members of government bodies as in the cases, for instance, of Ibn Sina and Ibn
Rushd.
The lack of appreciation of Arabic philosophy, Gutas believes, is due to the
'very unevenly' conducted study of the discipline, where some figures and periods are
overstudied at the expense of other equally worthy ones.

43

The cause for this he

attributes to three dominant approaches to the study of Arabic philosophy, '(l) the
Orientalist; (2) the mystical/illuminationist; (3) the political. '

44

Echoing Jabiri, Gutas

characterises the Orientalist approach as somewhat ideological in the sense that
41
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scholars who fall under this category tend to study Arabic philosophy within a
45

framework of 'the European research agenda' .

This, he adds , resulted in the

interpretation of texts according to pre-existing 'European' assumptions about the
Orient and Orientals. An extension of this approach, according to Gutas, was to view
the history of Arabic philosophy as 'a process of assimilation [of Greek philosophy]
rather than of generation' of original thought, as the Orientalist T. J. De Boer opined
at the beginning of the twentieth century.

46

The pros and cons of the Orientalist approach have already been addressed in ·
the critique of Jabiri. Of the mystical approach, mostly shaped by the work of Henri
Corbin, Gutas remarks, that while it redressed some of the misconceptions of the
Orientalist approach, its emphasis on spiritual themes led to another misperception of
a different kind. The consequence of this 'illuminationist' stream, Gutas argues, is
that Arabic philosophy has been seen as closely associated with and limited to
religious and spiritual aspects of Islam.

47

There are some legitimate concerns that

Gutas is raising here, especially as it has become fashionable for new age
'scholarship' to elevate, generalise and present reductionist views of 'Eastern'
philosophy (Islamic, Buddhist and Hindu), making for a mystifying read in some
instances.
Notwithstanding Gutas' concerns in relation to the mystical approach, in his
attempt to right the misperceptions committed against the understanding of Arabic
philosophy, he himself ends up contributing a few debatable assumptions along the
way that he also extends to the political approach. It should be noted that these
assumptions relate to Gutas' proposed systematisation of Arabic philosophy, and not
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to his immense and valuable contributions to the study of Greek philosophy in the
Arabic tradition,

48

or indeed of the study of Arabic philosophical texts. The problems

that Gutas' assumptions are bringing to the debate are not so much that he is not
pointing to the fundamental concerns facing the study of Arabic philosophy, but
rather that, in some instances, he substitutes some misperceptions for others by his
own assumptions about what philosophy is and should be.
throughout the article (and in some of his other work),

49

This is very evident

and more evident is the

superior status that he assigns to what he considers real philosophy.
Gutas does not give the reader a definition of philosophy. This in itself is not
the problem, but the reader will not find difficulties in working out what philosophy is
not and what is inferior to philosophy.

Gutas, for instance, is unambiguous that

'mysticism and self realization' amount to 'some adolescent talk', and accordingly,
50

'philosophically minded researchers had certainly better things to do' .

Another

substitution of misperceptions that Gutas makes is the relationship between
philosophy and religion that he attributes both to the Orientalist as well as the political
approaches. Gutas is categorical that religion and theology have no links whatsoever
to philosophy. 'The distinction', he writes, 'between philosophy and theology is well
known to any student of medieval Latin philosophy' and the same applies to Arabic
philosophy and Islamic theology.

51

He is right here, in the sense that efforts were

certainly in place to draw intellectual boundaries between the two, but he himself
admits that there were borrowings on both sides.
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This is not to say that religion/theology and philosophy are the same, but to
suggest that there is a clear distinction between the two would certainly amount to a
radical re-writing of the 'Islamic' and 'Western' canons. Were one to make such
assertions, one would have to exclude among others from the Western canon
philosophers such as Immanuel Kant, Soren Kierkegaard, Martin Buber, Emmanuel
Levinas !

Gutas asserts that 'were one .. truly to investigate Arabic philosophy

dispassionately and objectively, it would be immediately clear to him that religion
versus philosophy is but a very minor subject of concern, and only at certain times
52

and places' .

It is difficult to be seeking 'objectivity', yet make such generalised

assertions.
In an extension of these assertions, Gutas takes on the 'Straussian' approach that
has been one of the three dominant approaches he outlines. At this point, a brief
interlude on the 'Straussian' approach, independent of Gutas' treatment, is in order.
To start with, the 'Straussian' approach is attributed to those who sympathise with the
ideas of the political philosopher Leo Strauss, a German-Jewish emigre to the United
States in the 1930s (d. 1973). Strauss's work on Islamic and Western traditions in the
field of political philosophy stress_es the esoteric and hidden meanings of the
philosophical texts. This esoteric expression stems, according to Strauss, from the
fact that philosophers were 'sometimes compelled to state truths which are dangerous
either to themselves or to others'. But in order to protect themselves and the 'truth',
'they state the dangerous truth by surrounding it properly, with the result that they are
not believed in what they say'.

53

To this he adds that because the philosophers do not

share in their respective societies' 'opinions':
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they are driven to employ a peculiar manner of writing which would
enable them to reveal what they regard as the truth to the few, without
endangering the unqualified commitment of the many to the opinions
on which society rests.

They will distinguish between the true

teaching as the esoteric teaching; whereas the exoteric teaching is
meant to be easily accessible to every reader, the esoteric teaching
discloses itself only to very careful and well-trained readers after long
and concentrated study.

54

The statement that philosophers write at times in an esoteric style is not problematic,
but to suggest that one cannot discover what they mean except through riddles that
only the initiated can solve is a serious claim.

55

To borrow Hinman' s expression

again, this kind of approach to texts can easily lead to an 'epistemological laissezfaire' by those who claim to be able to solve the riddles.

Stephen Holmes characterises this intellectual current as 'the phenomenon of
Straussianism', given that Strauss came to have a strong following of scholars who
subscribed to his approach.

56

As Holmes also notes, this school of thought is labelled

as a cult among its critics. Strauss' s approach has generated numerous criticisms, but
as John Gunnell remarks, most of the discussion falls between apologetics and
polemics.
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In criticising Strauss's work, for instance, Shadia B. Drury adopts a

polemic approach against Strauss that comes at the expense of scholarly research. In
tum, she falls into uninformed generalisations about Islamic philosophy, sometimes
carrying on Strauss' s assumptions about the unsubstantiated plight of Muslim
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philosophers.

58

It is less difficult to criticise the esoteric hermeneu tic of the

'Straussia ns' than for instance some of their erudite work on philosoph ical texts, even
if it is limited to this elitist approach. It is also more difficult to deny the valuable
contributions some 'Straussia ns' have made in the editing and translatio n of
manuscripts and making them available to scholars. Most notable amongst those who
fall into the 'Straussia n' category are Muhsin Mahdi and Charles Butterwo rth.
Mahdi's immense contribut ion to the study of Islamic philosoph y, especiall y in the
editing of manuscripts, and Butterwo rth' s translations of Arabic texts and his writings
on Islamic political philosop hy are well known. There needs to be a distinctio n
therefore when criticising academic writings, so that the critique ought to be based on
scholarly and not quasi-sec tarian grounds, i.e., away from the manner that Gutas
seems to apply wholesal e criticism of the 'Straussia ns' or the 'illumina tionists'.
Returnin g to the critique of Gutas, the 'Straussia ns' fall under what he qualifies
as the 'political approach '.

Gutas points out the limitation s of the esoteric

hermeneu tic of Strauss and his followers, adding that their approach amounts to a
59

'hermene utical libertarianism, or arbitrarin ess' .

He denies the claim that

philosophers were persecute d by _the religious /political establish ment for their
philosophical views, noting that 'it is patently absurd to claim that philosop hy was in
a hostile environm ent in Islamic societies when it was practised in various times and
places througho ut Islamic history for well over 10 centuries '.

60

In other words, Gutas~

is thus negating the basis of the 'Straussia n' case for the esoteric style of writing by
philosophers.
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The esoteric hermeneutic of the 'Straussians', according to Gutas, extends to the
assumption that the concerns of Arabic philosophy revolve around the constraints of
religion.

Given that Islam did not have a separation of canon and civil law, the

'Straussians' assume that, until Averroes, Arabic philosophy, in so far as it had to do
with religious and metaphysical concerns, it was only about political philosophy.

61

As Gutas notes, in this respect, this position by some is reductionist and allows little
for components of an interdisciplinary nature in Arabic philosophy. A similar view of
Arabic philosophy, however, also applies to Gutas' own perception.
In the same way Gutas wants to purify Arabic philosophy from mysticism, he

also wants to purify it from any consideration or contemplation either of the divine or
of political philosophy.

'The truth of the matter', he writes, 'is that there is no

political philosophy as such in Arabic . . . before Ibn Khaldun [1332-1406]', adding
that Arabic philosophy did not comprise a field of study that 'investigates political
agents, constituencies, and institutions' as a body of constituting elements in the
functioning of societies.

62

When the philosophers, as in the case of Abu Nasr al-

Farabi, speak of a 'virtuous city', they are not, Gutas asserts, following Ibn Khaldfin's
view, writing political philosophy a~ it relates to social organisation, but producing
63

nothing other than 'emanationist metaphysics' .

Gutas again is making serious claims pertaining to the nature of disciplinary
studies. Two points are worth making in relation to his reductionist view of political
philosophy and against the neat separation he assumes between philosophy and
politics in Arabic philosophy. It seems, first, that his understanding of political
philosophy is an empirical one and it does not extend to normative and theoretical
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Ibid., pp. 22-3.
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Ibid., p. 23.
63
Ibid., p. 24.
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concerns. Political philosophy is not limited to what social organisation is, it is also
about how social organisations ought to be, and the values and principles that should
serve as guide to society and the institutions that help maintain and develop them. In
speaking of societies being guided by values, developing these values encompasses
drawing on a variety of resources, including the philosophical in so far as it relates to
and differs from the religious/theological.

64

If Arabic philosophy bears nothing on

political philosophy or on spirituality, how does he intend to persuade his 'colleagues
in Arabic and Islamic studies in a way that will make manifest the relevance of Arabic
65

philosophy to Islamic intellectual life in general' ,

as he so eagerly states as one of

his objectives?
It is thus difficult to dismiss the claim that some philosophers purposely used

'emanationist metaphysics' for the purposes of political philosophy.

Gutas has a

difficult case to make for the neat separation between philosophy and politics that he
is asserting. It is not atypical that some of the intellectual approaches in the 'real'
study of philosophy are also borrowed in the study of politics and vice versa,
including in the Western tradition.

66

Plato's Republic, for instance, has been used as

both a political as well as a philosop~ical work. If one is investigating Farabi' s views
on the differences in governance of a religious polity (milla), governed by the rules of
a lawgiver, and a secular one (madfna) where the First Ruler (al-ra'fs al'-awwal) is
guided by philosophy, one is bound to resort to Farabi' s commentary on Aristotle's
Organon, what Gutas would call as his 'real' philosophical work.

In a religious

polity, where theology (kalam) and jurisprudence (fiqh) are of relevance to its
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On how the divine stands in relation to philosophy, see Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Eloge de la
Philosophie et autres essais, Paris: Gallimard, 1960, chapter 1.
65
Gutas, 'The Study of Arabic Philosophy in the Twentieth Century .. ', p. 6.
66
See for instance Michel Meyer, 'Pourquoi une histoire raisonnee de rhetorique?', in Michel Meyer
(ed.), Histoire de la Rhetorique: Des Crees a Nos lours, Paris: Le Livre de Poche, 1999.
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governance, one needs to take into account the inferior cognitive ends of Rhetoric and
Poetics

as

compared

to

the

cognitive

ends

of

Posterior

Analytics

(Demonstrative/philosophical truth), according to the philosophers' analyses.
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There is however another dimension to Gutas' treatment of Fara.bi. In many of
his articles, Gutas has been arguing, if not lobbying, to have Ibn Sina as the
philosopher representing 'the culmination of the tendencies that preceded him and
68

constitutes the fountainhead of everything that came after him' .

Those philosophers

who did not adopt Avicenna's philosophy he describes as 'reactionaries' and
'conservatives'.

These are, he argues, the philosophers who represent the whole

school of Andalusian philosophy, which made an influential impact on the Latin
philosophical tradition.

These philosophers objected to Avicenna's work because
69

they were somewhat contaminated by 'Fara.bi's philosophy that they received' .

Gutas then proceeds to emphasise the importance of Eastern philosophy (starring
Avicenna) at the expense of the Latin philosophy (starring Fara.bi and Ibn Rushd).
The point here is not to work out who is the central figure in Arabic philosophy, but
rather to caution against such an endeavour.

As Tony Street points out, Gutas'

portrayal of a 'schematic of philos<?phical history in the realms of Islam that has
Avicenna at its heart', is an 'unhealthy' approach to the discipline. Street notes that
similar cases can be made for other philosophers such as Mulla Sadra and Ibn 'Arabi
to qualify as central to the tradition.

70

Therefore there is no reason why one

philosopher should serve as the centre of the tradition and not a canon that can be
continuously updated with new figures as their works come to be more known to
scholars.
67

See Chapter Six for further discussion on such links.
68
Gutas 'The Heritage of Avicenna: The Golden Age of Arabic Philosophy, 100-ca. 1350', op. cit.
69
Ibid., pp. 90-1.
.
70

Street, 'Islamic Philosophy: Problems and Perspectives, Avicenna and the Shirazi questions', op. cit.
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Some of the assertions that Jabiri' and Gutas are making, while not to be
dismissed, need to be evaluated in light of the scholarly constraints in so far as one
can attain objective or scientific knowledge in the study of a tradition. As argued at
the beginning of this chapter, scholars are bound to carry their own subjective
tendencies in the form of certain pre-dispositions or interpretations into their subjects
of studies.
To put things in a broader perspective, it is appropriate to take up Gutas'
concern about the undesirable state of the study of Arabic philosophy, especially as it
relates to the overall study of the Islamic tradition. It is not very clear as to whether
Gutas is addressing only a Western audience when he alludes to the difficulty of
learning the Arabic language as a pre-requisite for the study of Arabic philosophy.
Given, though, that Gutas is sensitive to the limitations of the Orientalist approach to
Arabic philosophy and is keen to make Arabic philosophy widely relevant, one would
assume that he is also addressing native speakers of Arabic engaged in scholarly
pursuits.
Gutas is ·content to settle for the view that the dominant approaches to the study
of Arabic philosophy, mainly the 'illuminationist' and the 'Straussian' , are the cause
for the unenviable position of the discipline. The story is perhaps more complex than
this and needs to be viewed in the broader context of philosophy as a discipline.
Philosophical studies, in general, experienced their apogee during times when
governments or rulers were interested in that subject. This is not simply limited to
Arabic philosophy but also to Western philosophy, and to other disciplines such as
medicine, astronomy, etc .. that were popular with rulers and governments . Drawing
on Western models of modem universities and in particular on Kant's model of a
university, Barry Hindess, for instance, argues of a 'utilitarian character' that
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71

describes 'much of the work of the universit y' ,

adding that the universit y is a

'means of promotin g the developm ent of a communi ty of self-regu lating
72

individua ls' .

Immanue l Kant is explicit that the divisions according to discipline s

that make up the universit ies serve the interests of govemme nt.

73

Hindess thus

argues:
In this Kantian model, authority ... plays no part in the search for truth as
such, but it is neverthel ess regarded as essential to the proper
functioni ng of the university. Its role is to promote the search for truth
by securing the institutio nal condition s in which that search can continue
without undue interferen ce, to harness the search for truth to useful
social purposes , and to ensure that the search for truth does no damage
to the orderly workings of society.

74

In Kant's time, it was philosoph y that counted as the highest discipline , economic s
perhaps has now taken its place. In other words, fewer people are working on Ibn
Sina for the same reasons that fewer people are working on Dante ( as a philosop her
or as a poet).
If, on the other hand, Gutas is addressin g the native Arabic speakers for not
being interested in Arabic philosoph y, then Gutas surely will not disagree that the
present of the Arabs is almost exclusive ly political, a dimensio n that he is inclined to
leave out altogethe r from Arabic philosophy. Consider ing how political the present is
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Barry Hindess, 'Great Expectations: Freedom and Authority in the Idea of a Modem University ', in Oxford Literary Review, vol. 17, nos 1-2, 1995, p. 33.
72
Ibid., p. 40. For another critical discussion of the role of the university, see Alasdair Macintyre,
'Reconceiving the University as an Institution and the Lecture as a Genre', in Three Rival Versions of
Moral Enquiry, London: Duckworth, 1990.
73
Hindess, Ibid., p. 33.
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Ibid., p. 34.
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for the Arabs, it is not surprising that they are often disposed to look at their past, i.e.,
turath, politically.

Concl usion
There is no shortage of writing on the turath and certainly no shortage of
candidates seeking to play the reformist/saviour role for its continuin g relevance.
This chapter, while at times critical of certain approaches to it, is not an attempt to
dismiss them. The works of Jabiri and Gutas are immense contribut ions to the study
of the Islamic tradition. In this chapter, I have adopted some of their analyses, and
simply sought to qualify others. And to borrow the words of the jurist al-Shafi 'i- d.
820 AD (not that he always abided by them), 'my opinion is right but allows for error,
and the opinion of the other is wrong but allows for rightness ' (ra 'yf .sawab ya(ltamilu
al-khaJa' wa-ra 'yu ghayrf khqta' ya(ltamilu al-.sawab ). For a 'prescrip tive' mode for

the study of the Islamic tradition, it would be appropriate to borrow the type of
innovation Khalida Sa 'id advocates in relation to modern Arabic literature:
Innovatio n (ibda ') is a battle [that takes place] within the arena of
language

and

the

transmitted/inherited

(al-mawr uth).

The

reformists/innovators (mujaddi dun) are those who pave the way for
the continuity and the vitality of the tradition (turath) and not those
who embalm [the tradition] by repetition and imitation (taqlfd).
Modernit y then is a shift from [a process of] descripti on (wa$j) to [a
process of] unveiling (kashf). For description is an act of conservin g
and a reproduction- of an existing being/matter, whereas unveiling is
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to go be yo nd the pattern (m ith fil ) to a perpetual be co m in g ($ ay ru ra
.,._,. ) 75
da zm a.
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Cited in Ha lim Barakat, ~P- cit., p. 361.
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CHAP TER Two

Intellectual Appro aches to Islam:
Problems of Credibility

An idea isn't responsible for the people who believe in it
Don Marquis

Int rod uct ion
The previous chapter focused on current scholarly approaches to the
philosophical component of the Islamic tradition (turath), and the ways in which
Islamic philosophy should be approached in view of contemporary demands for more
inclusive understanding of the turath. This chapter explores and presents a critique of
contemporary political approaches to the understanding of Islam . The reason for
exploring these approaches stems form a common contemporary perception of Islam
that identifies it with Islamism, a political trend that uses its particular interpretation
of the Islamic tradition as its ideological platform. This perception is not false in so
far as Islamism represents an intellectually active political stream of Islam. But it is
incomplete in so far as Islamism does not represent all of the intellectual trends within
Islam. This chapter thus canvasses dominant contemporary approaches to Islam and
points to the limitations of their arguments. It also gives an account of alternative
scholarly approaches to and debates about Islam by other intellectuals concerned with
such issues.
Some of the difficulties in coming to terms with Islam are of an intellectual
order. They derive not primarily from limitations inherent in intellectual resources
available for the study and understanding of Islam, but from a perceived priority of
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claim (afia qqiyy a) for an approach that makes use of the Islamic foundation texts for
1

its political ends. The appeal to Scripture in such an approach enables it to lay claim
to/construct, and in tum, monopolise Islamic 'authenticity'. In fact, it has assumed
the right to adjudicate what is authentic in the intellectual sphere, in so far as this has
to do with ethical and moral issues in the spheres of politics and social behaviour.
This chapter then explores some of the difficulties associated with the credibility of a
number of intellectual approaches to an understanding of Islam and the way in which
some of these unduly narrow the scope for the consideration of political issues.2 It
argues that however intractable the scripturalist tradition of Islam may appear, it does
allow for flexibility and disagreement (ikhtilaj) in the ways in which Islam is
interpreted and understood.

3

It is this acceptance of ikhti laf as a concept that has

validity within the turath that has enabled many diverse schools of Islamic thought to
present themselves as having a legitimate authority in the course of Islamic history,
some to survive, some to change- and others to die out. Despite their differences, they
have all claimed to be legitimately Islamic.

1

This approach, often referred to as Islamic fundamentalism, is a sophisticated system of thought and
merits being regarded as an intellectual approach in its own right. On this point , see Ibrahim M. AbuRabi' , Intellectual Origins of Islamic Resur gence in the Mode rn Arab World , Albany: State University
of New York Press, 1996, p. 2; see also the study by Ahmad S. Moussalli, Radic al Islamic
Fundamentalism: The Ideological and Political Discourse of Sayyi d Qutb, Beirut: American University
of Beirut, ·1992 (I am thankful to Ahmad Moussalli for giving me a copy of his book as well as other
materials on the subject).
2
The intellectual problems associated with Islam and as discussed in this chapter focus on Islam rather
than Islam versus the West. That is to say that the chapter does not seek to address issues raised by,
amongst others, Alain Grosrichard, Structure du serail: La fiction du despotisme Asiati que dans
l 'Occi dent classique (English translation by Liz Heron, The Sultan 's Court: Europ ean F anvasies of the
East, London: Verso, 1998); Edward Said's Orientalism, London: Routledge And Kegan Paul, 1978 ;
Samuel Huntington's The Clash of Civilizations and the Rema king of World Order, New York : Simon
& Schuster, 1996.
3
The wider meaning of ikhtil af implied here is explained further in the chapter.
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Th e Isla mis t Ap pro ach /Sy ndr om e and its Int elle ctu al
Ro ots
On the one hand, Islamic beliefs are rooted in the teachings of the Islamic
foundation texts (Qur' an and Hadith), and in some sense, the Islamic tradition may be
regarded as a clearly defined corpus of knowledge. At the same time, this tradition
has not been imm une to the internal development of heterogeneous elements deriving
from a variety of textual interpretations, and alongside them, dive rgen t and nonconformist intellectual trends.
Whil e the issue is not addressed in this study , it shou ld nevertheless be noted
that the social, economic and political conditions of the Mus lim world, of which the
Islamists are part, partly, contribute to the problems associated with existing
intellectual approaches to Islam.

That is to say, that the way in whic h Islam · is

intellectually conceived by Muslims themselves may depend, at times , on sociopolitical factors.

4

In some respects then , such factors can be cond uciv e to a narrow

and unfavourable ('illi bera l') image of Islam that is perceived and in tum politically
used (and abused) by some Muslims as well as non-Muslims.

5

In certain cases , one

might even observe that there is a kind of symm etry between socio-political factors
arid skewed intellectual approaches to Islam, in that both exacerbate and feed on the
problems of the other. In taking into account such factors , one must not always then
take the rhetorical call for 'islam isati on', by the Islamists, at its face value.

6

It is true

4

Ibrfilum A 'rab, Al-Isl am al-Siy fisf wal-H adfi tha, Beirut: Afriq ya al-Sharq , 2000, p. 13.
5
One such exam ple is the way the conce pt of jihad gets interpreted according to socio-political
circumstances. On this point, see Abdullah Saeed , 'Jihad and Violence: Chan ging Unde rstand ings of
Jihad Amon g Musl ims', in Tony Coad y and Michael O' Keefe (eds), Terro rism and Justic e: Mora l
Argum ent in a Threa tened World ; Melbourne: Melb ourne University Press , 2002; John Esposito, 'Jihad
and the Struggle for Islam ', Unholy War: Terror in the Name of Islam , Oxford: Oxfor d University
Press, 2002.
6

Charles Hirschkind for instance observes that some Islam ist political parties qualify as nationalist
rather than religious. He ~otes as an exam ple the disagreeable attitude of the Egyp tian Hizb al- 'Amal
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that, in some instances, the islamisation convocation carries discriminatory measures
against minority groups in societies, and in some instances, shunning those who do
not subscribe to its views as 'infid els'. But it is also the case that, in other instances, it
is a political tool deployed, as May er observes, 'for the realization of political and
economic goals such as honest and democratic government, accountability of public
officials, social justice, and the redistribution of wealth, or the establishment of an
7

egalitarian society' .

The twentieth century has seen a rapid rise in groups of Muslims who use Islam
as an ideological tool/weapon for their political ends. This is the trend commonly
referred to as Islamism and its proponents are designated as 'Islam ists', not Muslims
in order to stress that they are attributing an ideological dimension to Islam.

8

One

also finds ·other related headings in the literature to this trend such as 'Political Islam'

(Labor Party) toward the religious da 'wa movement, quoting the following by an official from Hizb al' Amal: 'The da'wa movement produces little more than religious chatter (tharthara dinniyya) about
unimportant details of ritual practice. This not only distracts the mass of Egyptians from the real issues
of the day, such as democracy, political rights, and an Islamic legal code, but leaves them ever more
mired in superstition and long-irrelevant debates about trivial matters'. See Charles Hirschkind, 'Civic
virtue and religious reason: An Islamic counterpublic', Cultural Anthropology, February 2001, Issue 1,
vol. 16, pp. 3-34. See also William E. Shepard 'Islam and Ideology: Towards a Typo logy',
International Journal of Middle East Studies, vol. 19, issue 3, 1987, pp. 307-335.
7
A E Meyer, in Martin E. Marty and R. Scott Appleby (eds), Fundamentalisms and the State:
remaking polities, economies, and militance, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993, p. 111. For
similar views see also Neil Hicks, 'Does Islamist Huma n Rights Activism Offer a Reme dy to the Crisis
of Human' Rights Implementation in the Middle East? ', Human Rights Quarterly, vol. 24, 2002, pp.
361-81; Abdelwahab El-Affandi, 'Do Muslims Deserve Democracy? ' , New Internationalist, issue 345,
May 2002, http://www.newint.org/issue345/democracy .htm
8
For the distinction between Islamists and Muslims see, for example, Moha mmed Harbi (ed.),
L'Islamisme dans taus ses etats, Paris: Arcantere, 1991; Fred Halliday. 'The Politics of 'Islam '- A
Second Look ', British Journal of Political Science', vol. 25, issue 3, 1995, p. 401; Jacques Derrida and
Gianni Vattimo (eds), La Religion, Paris: Editions Du Seuil, 1996; Daniel Pipes, 'The Western Mind of
Radical
Islam ',
First
Things,
(December
1995),
Internet
version,
http :/ /www . first thin gs .corn /ftiss ues / ft951 2 / pipe s .htm l;
Moha med- Cheri f Ferjani,
Islamisme, Lai"cite, et Droits de ['Homme: Un siecle de Deba t sans Cesse Reporte au Sein de la Pensee
Arabe Contemporaine, Paris: L'Har matta n, 1991. Ferjani suggests that 'the term "Islamism" is the
most appropriate to characterise this movement that has Islam as an ideological optio n', p. 26. See also
the discussion on 'fundamentalism', in Bassam Tibi, The Challenge of Fundamentalism, Berkeley:
University of California Pr~ss, 1998, pp. 12-15.
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(al-is lfim al-siy fisf), 'Islamic Expa nsion ' (al-m add al-is lfimf ) or, as the Islamists

themselves describe it, the 'Islamic Awakening' (al-.sa/:iwa al-is lfimiy ya).
There are a number of Islamist groups, but as might be expected the use of
scriptural language is a com mon characteristic of their rhetoric. For example, they all
use scriptural references as an immutable source of authority in the social, ethical and
political spheres. While they do not always agree on ideologies, strategies and goals,
they nevertheless resort to the same sources of authority and deploy similar terms of
reference.

9

For example, they profess the central role that Islam occupies in their

political activities, stressing that they are not simply Islamic political parties engaged
in politics but they are political parties founded on Islam as an ideological platform.

10

Further, they seem to agree upon three main precepts: mfi(i,awiyya (a return to the
Islamic principles of the past), shumuliyya (a comprehensive application of Islam in
all spheres) and al-da 'wa al-ni(i,filiyya (a call for struggle to bring about the
Islamisation of the state and society).

11

While some of the advocates of Islamism may be jurists (fuqa hfi '), a distinction
needs to be made between the relevance of Scripture to the Islamists as compared to
the jurists, whose intellectual concern also revolves around Scripture. Jurists are
primarily concerned with jurisprudence, that is the interpretation and application of
legal doctrines derived from Scripture, an intellectual activity that involves engaging
in legal complexities at a high level of sophistication. In view of the specialised nature
9

Ahma d Shbou l, 'Islam ic Radic alism in the Arab Worl d', in Amin Saika l and Geoff rey Jukes (eds),
The Middle East: Prospects for Settle ment and Stability?, Canberra: Peace Resea rch Centr e, Resea rch
Schoo l of Pacifi c and Asian Studies, Austr alian Natio nal University, 1995, p. 31. For a taxon omy of
the various Islam ist groups, see the chapters by R. Hrair Dekm ejian, 'Mult iple Faces of Islam ', and Mir
Zohai r Husai n 'The ideolo gizati on of Islam: Mean ing, Manif estati ons and Cause s', in Ande rs Jerich ow
& J¢rge n Baek Simo nsen (eds), Islam in a Changing World: Europe and the Midd le East, Richmond:
Curzo n Press, 1997.
10

Harak at al-Tahrir al-Wa tarn al-Filastirn (Fateh)- Makt ab al-Ta 'bi'a wal-Tanzim, al-Ta tarru f al-Df nf
fl Filastfn al-Muhtalla, (res_tricted circulation), Dama scus: Centr e for Pales tine Studi es, p. 5.
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of their activities then, the concerns of the jurists may be seen as less relevant to the
immediate concerns of the society than those of the Islamists. It may therefore be
easy for Muslims to consider the Islamists to be more relevant to and proactive in
social and political affairs than jurists.

12

It is also the case that most Muslims find the

language of the Islamists more accessible than that of the jurists.
From the perspective of the end of the twentieth and beginning of twenty-first
centuries, the intellectual roots and developments of Islamism can be traced back to
earlier thinkers and movements. Scholars have linked the intellectual roots of
Islamism to the so-called salaf iyya movement, which emerged in the latter part of the
nineteenth century, and whose leading figures emphasised a return to the teachings of
the pious forefathers/predecessors (al-s alaf al-.salil:i- hence the name of the salaf iyya
movement).

13

The historical context in which the salaf iyya emerged is linked to the

political circumstances of the Ottoman empire. The decline of the Ottoman empire, its
eventual fall and the subsequent colonisation by Western powers of areas which had
previously been parts of a strong Islamic conglomerate led to a new intellectual
11

A 'rab, op. cit., pp. 12-3.
12
Note that this remar k is a general one abo~t the language style of the jurist s comp ared to that of the
Islamists and is mean t as a cautio n not to confu se jurist s with Islamists. It needs to be said that jurist s
have historically taken an active public role. As 'Abd al-Ilah Balqis notes, the jurist s have historically
been closely linked to the ruling authorities and were the group of intellectuals most active in public
life comp ared to the philosophers and the theologians. See his Ff al-Bi d'! Kfinat al-Thaqfifa: Nahw a
Wa'y 'Arab f Muta jaddi d bi-l-M as'ala al-Thaqfifiyya, Beirut: Afriqya al-Sharq, 1998, pp. 74-5. The
position of the jurist s is not the same across all of the Islamic world, for differ ent public roles playe d by
the jurists in Africa, for example, see Lami n Sanneh, 'Saint s and Virtue in Afric an Islam: An Historical
Approach, in John Stratton Hawl ey (ed.), Saints and Virtues, Berkely: Unive rsity of Califo rnia Press,
1987, pp. 129-30.
13

Some scholars have also made some links betwe en the Wahh abi move ment and Islamism, the
Wahh abi influence howe ver is a complex one. On one hand, the thinkers of the salafiyya move ment
made little impac t in Saudi Arabia, and Saudi Arabia made little contri bution to the intellectual
devel opme nt of Islamic movements outsid e Saudi Arabia. See Willi am Ochsenwald, 'Saud i Arabia
and the Islamic Reviv al', International Journal of Middle East Studies, vol. 13, 1981, p. 272. For
th
th
another discussion on salafiyya through the work of Rashi d Rida and the influence of the 18 -19
century Shaw kam as well as Mu'ta zilite theology on the salafiyya, see Ahma d Dallal, 'Appr opriat ing
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movement in the Arab world, as a response to the emerging socio-political and
technological changes, an approach characterised by movements towards a renewal
(tajdfd) of Islam. This tajdf d then served as an intellectual platform for the salafiyya

movement, and it developed primarily under the influence, in chronological order, of
Jamal al-Din al-Afghani, Muh amm ad 'Abd uh and Rashid Rida.
It began in the late nineteenth century, and its members advocated reform
(i.slal:,,) from within the tradition of Islam.

14

Their aim was to adapt Islam to modernity

and, through it, to thwart the Western influence, which was rapidly growing in the
Mus lim world.

15

The reformists grounded the credibility of their i.slal:,, platform in

Scripture. In doing so, they cited, for example, the many verses in the Qur' an, which
praise those who do i.slal:,,.

16

They further drew on a tradition, in which Muhammad is

related to have said that a reformer (mujaddid) would appear at the beginning of every
century.

17

Among other things, their reforms called for the modernisation but not

secularisation of the Islamic world.

Rashid Rida for instance advocated the

the Past: Twen tieth- Centu ry Recon struct ion of the Pre-M odem Islamic Thou ght' , Islamic Law and
Society, vol. 7, no. 1, 2000, pp. 347-8.
14

Said Bensa id Alaoui, 'Musl im Oppo sition Thinkers in the Nineteenth Centu ry', in Charles E.
Butterworth and I. Willi am Zartm an (eds), Between the State and Islam, Washington: Wood row
Wilso n Centr e (and Camb ridge University Press), 2001, pp. 95-6. On the influe nce of the salafiyya in
the Arab world, see P. Shina r (in Tunisia, Algeria and Moro cco) and W . Ende (in Egyp t and Syria),
'Salaf iyya', in E. C. Bosworth, E. Van Donzel, P . W . Heinrichs and G. Lecom te (eds), Encyclopaedia
of Islam, vol. VIII, 1995, pp. 900-9.
15
See Ende, Ibid.
16

For a comprehensive readin g on islah in the Qur'a n and of its historical continuity, see Aziz Ahmad,
'Islah ', in Von E. Donzel, B. Lewis and Ch. Bella t (eds), The Encyclopaedia of Islam , 1978, Leiden: E.
J. Brill, pp. 141-71.
17

Henri Laoust, 'Le Refor mism e Ortho doxe des "Sala fiya" et les Caracteres Gene raux de son
Orientation Actue lle', Plura lisme s dans l'Islani, Paris: Libra irie Orientaliste Paul Geuth ner S. A. , 1983,
pp. 395-6. The reference they are drawing on can be found in the 'soun d' (sahfh) Hadit h according to
Aba Daoud, see the reference in the comp iled collection by A. J. Wensinck, Conc ordan ce et Indices de
nd
la Tradition Musulmane, T~mes I-VIII, 2 edition, Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1992, p. 324.
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modernisation of Sharf'a in such a way that separation of religion, state and civil
society could be achieved.

18

Werner Ende notes that with the emergence of the Muslim Brotherhood (AlIkhwan Al-Musli mun), the movement that continues to form the ideological basis of

most Islamist movements in the Islamic world, the years 1927-8 marked a change in
the salafiyya movement from the level of an intellectual discourse to an educational
movement for the masses.

19

In this sense therefore the salafiyya movement is

considered by some as the precursor of political Islam (al-islam al-siyasf) , i.e., of
Islamism. The emergence of an outwardly secular Arab nationalism, however, and the
banning of the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt in 1954, saw a rapid decline and
eventually the temporary eclipse of the salafiyya movement, the ideas and ideals of
which were to re-surface in different forms.
While the influence of the salafiyya may be identified in the programs of some
Islamists, it is also the case that many of the proposals made by the early reformists
have been criticised and dismissed by influential Islamists as the movement took
shape. For instance, the Moroccan Islamist ideologue , Abd Assalam Yassin, does not
agree with the notion of modernising _Islam, as advocated by the salafiyya movement.
Instead, he believes the goal should be 'to islamicize modernity not to modernize
20

Islam' .

As for Islamist intellectual discouse, a bifurcation may be identified as part of
its evolution. Muhammad Jamal Barut and Ibrahim A 'rab have identified two currents
in the Islamists' discourse, one 'moderate' (mu 'tadil), associated with a brotherhood
18

See Mahmoud Haddad, 'Arab Religious Nationalism in the Colonial Era: Reading Rashid Rida's
Ideas on the Caliphate', in Journal of the American Oriental Society, vol. 17, no. 2, 1997, p. 254.
19
Ende, op. cit., p. 907.
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discourse (al-khi.tab al-ik hwan f) and the other 'extremist' (mut atarr if), associated with
a struggle discourse (al-khi.tab al-jih adf), as they termed them.

21

The 'moderate' current may be discerned, for example, in the writings of the
founder of the Muslim Brotherhood, Hasan al-Banna, who stressed that religious
teaching and education (tarb iya) should serve as the pillar of a true renaissance
(nah(i,a).

22

Banna, for example, drew on and revived the notion of da'w a ('cal l' or

'sum mon s'), which in some quranic verses carries the meaning of an 'invitation' to
23

follow Muhammad in his righteous path, and its role in history implied an active
promotion of the virtues of Islamic piety and practices.

Bann a thus encouraged

members of the Muslim Brotherhood to engage in public discussion in mosques and
schools as well as in print media about the wider role of Islam in social and political
life, as a way of countering the increasing secular discourse that was emerging in
Egypt.

24

The 'extremist' current, on the other hand, may be discerned in the writings

of the Islamist ideologue Sayyid Qutb, who was also a mem ber of the Mus lim
Brotherhood, but stressed the importance of, and called for, active struggle (kifal:i) in
the pursuit of social justice.

25

More than that, Qutb sees the movement and place of

°Cited in Jean-Claude Vatin, 'Seduction and Sedition: Islamic Polemical Discourses in the Maghreb',
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21
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of the various currents in the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood, see the review by Sa 'fid al-Mawla,
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Hasan al-Banna, 'Fi Sabll al-Nuhfid' and 'Fi Sabi! al-Nahda' , Mudhakkarat al-Da 'wa wal-Da 'iya,
Cairo: Dar al-Shahab, n.d., pp. 140-2.
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See, for example, Qur'a n 14 : 44.
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On some examples of how the Muslim Brotherhood went about education, see Charles Hirschkind,
'Civic virtue and religious reason: An Islamic counterpublic', Cultural Anthropology, op. cit., pp. 3-34.
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Sayyid Qutb, Dirasat Isz'amiyya, Beirut: Dar al-Sharq, 1995, p. 244.
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Shar i'a as aligned with the cosmos itself. Qutb was hanged in 1966 by Nass er's
regime allegedly for inciting the latte r's overthrow.

26

Sayyid Qutb 's ideas had been influential in the shaping of the Muslim
Brotherhood's ideology.

27

Islam, Qutb argues, 'is a whole (kull ) that cannot be

divided, it is either to be taken in its totality (jumlatan) or to be abandoned in its
totality'.

28

He stresses that one cannot ask for an Islamic legal opinion (istifta ') to

solve particular problems when Islam is either incorrectly applied as a socio-political
system or not applied in its totality.

29

Writing in his Ff Zilal al-Q ur'ii n (In the

Shadows of the Qur' an), Qutb expresses an approach that reflects the overall attitude
of Islamists:
And we are taken in at times by deceptive appearances pertaining
to the division of cosmic norms (sunan). When we observe [for
example] that [it is accepted that] the adherence to the laws of
nature would lead to success, even if the religious values were
contravened. The results of this division are not immediately
apparent, but they will certainly be evident at the end .. and that is

26

S. Akhavi, 'The Dialectic in Contemporary Egyptian Social Thought: The Scripturalist and
Modernist Discourses of Sayyid Qutb and Hasan Hana fi', in Intern ationa l Journ al of Midd le Eastern
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27
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wh at has bef alle n the Mu slim com mu nity itself. The line of its
ascent beg an in a per iod during which the laws of nat ure
coi nci ded with the religious values. The line of its des cen t beg an
wh en the two cam e to be [perceived as] separate. It con tinu ed to
decline gra dua lly as the separation bet wee n the two gre w wid er
until it rea che d its nad ir wh en the Mu slim com mu nity com ple tely
dis reg ard ed
altogether.

the

natural

norms

and

the

religious

values

30

He re Qutb is alluding to the per iod he believes true Isla m was realised, during the
per iod of the rule of Mu ham ma d at Me din a 622 -32 and the rule of the Um ayy ad
Um ar II (717-20). Historically, this per iod represents a phase of dev elo pm ent wh en
the Mu slim com mu nity exp erie nce d a fusion bet we en the religious and the sociopolitical spheres, wh ich coi nci ded wit h pow er and prosperity. Thr oug hou t the rest of
their history, Qutb believes, Mu slim s have bee n in a per iod of jah iliy ya, 'tot al
31

ign ora nce ' .

Qu tb's views are sym pto ma tic of the Isla mis ts' discourse in general. It takes the
form of a sea rch for a cur e for the ailment of political instability and per cei ved moral
decadence. It sees the cau se of this ailm ent as a divergence bet we en the observance
of Isla m and the con duc t of social and political affairs.

The ma in thru st of this

Isla mis t discourse then is that the apo gee of hum ani ty in its ethical, political and
social spheres was rea che d during the time of the founder of Islam, the Pro phe t
Mu ham ma d. The ideal, then, has already bee n reached, and no imp rov em ent can be
30
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Sayyid Qutb, Ff Zila l al-Q ur'a n, Beirut: Dar al-Sharq, 1982, vol. 1, p. 17.
Sayyid Qutb, Ma 'alim ft al-T arfq , Cairo: Dar al-Shuruq, 1970, pp. 17-8. See also S. Akhavi, 'The
Dialectic in Contemporary Egyptian Social Thought: The Scripturalist and Modernist Discourses of
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made to it. Given that the death of the prophet was followed by a sharp decline in
human ideals, so then it is argued, moral and political progress may only be achieved
not through innovative change that takes into account the emerging changes in the
world, but through emulating a past when the Mus lim community is believed to have
scrupulously observed the teachings of the Qur' an.
Despite its rigid formulation, the Islamist approach, in a paradoxical way,
allows for an open-ended discourse, one that supplies divine solutions for worldly
problems. In such a setting, when the divine solutions attempted do not resolve the
worldly problems, it is convenient to blame, infinitely, the worldly applications of the
divine instructions.

As Ahmad Shboul notes, 'the supposed familiarity of the

Islamicist discourse does not seem to need any new interpretations.

Nor does it

appear to require precision or logical clarity, since it is enveloped in oratory,
evocation and scriptural references that could mean different things in different
contexts'.

32

Wha t the Islamists are offering then is not simply a comprehensive intellectual
and practical program as a solution for the problems of society as they perceive them.
Their proposed solution is one that St?eks to emulate a period in the distant past. As
such it effectively imposes an intellectual stalemate. It is even more complex than .
that, for the clearly defined goal to which the Islamists aspire is conditioned by the
process of their reasoning. This provides them with an 'Islam ic' project of an openended discourse that can only be deployed to interact with and respond to some rigid
set of claims and instructions, given that the latter are based on nothing less than a
divinely ordained program.

In other words, it is not that there is a lack in the

Sayyid Qutb and Hasan Hana fi', op. cit., pp. 382-3. Note that jahili yya also refers to the period
predating Islam.
32
Shboul, op. cit., p. 57.
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intellectual dimension to the Islamist discourse, it is that the further in intellectual
sophistication this dimension develops, the narrower its scope for innovation
becomes.
The Islam ists' discourse is comprehensive as a goal and persuasive and
appealing in its articulations. The authenticity it claims for itself, however, is base d
on an understanding of Islam that omits impo rtant aspects of Islamic terms and ways
of reasoning, and so it is not base d on a full grasp and appreciation of Islam. The
Islamist discourse, for example, fails to account for the inherent ambiguity of
Scripture, an ambiguity that, if using the Islam ists' terminology, one may say it is
'Islam ic'. The Qur' an, itself, describes its message as containing esoteric (bati n)
meanings in addition to its exoteric (zah ir) message. It indicates explicitly that it
contains 'som e verses clear to be understood [mubkamfit], they are the foundation of
33

the book; and others are parabolical [mut ashfi bihfit ] ' .

This distinction made in the

Qur' an itself establishes the legitimacy of disagreement (ikht ilfij) with regard to the
interpretations of Scripture and henc e to the deve lopm ent of various schools of
thought within Islam.
This claim of an exclusive ~uthenticity for their views by the Islamists
highlights the ideological dimension of their approach that come s at the expense of
the complexities that are entrenched in the allegorical subtleties of the Qur' an. In this
sense, the Islamic space they aspire to occupy lacks a theological harmony, the
characteristics of which are well embe dded in the exegetic tradition. As Nasr Ham id
Abu Zayd observes, for the Islamists, the Qur' an assumes the role of an 'obje ct' and
the ideology assumes the role of a 'subj ect'.

In other words, he explains, their

ideology is enco ded in the language of Scripture, and as such it assumes the role of
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religion itself.

34

Having argued that the authenticity of Islam that the Islamists claim

is questionable, it is not to suggest that Islamism is likely to be a short-lived episode
in the history of Islam. As James Piscatori notes, it is very possible that 'the very
ambiguity of Islamist thought, .. , allows space for the flexible development of
talismanic ideas such as the "Islamic state "', and accordingly 'Islamism is capable of
adaptation and growth'.

35

Th e 'Liberal' Muslims' Approach
Other (competing) understandings of Islam exist alongside those of the
Islamists. Another approach, which is gaining momentum, is one that formulates its
discourse by emphasising that reasoning is a form of knowledge sanctioned by Islam.
Wael Hallaq refers to the proponents of this intellectual trend as 'libe rals', given their
flexible stance vis-a-vis Scripture.

36

While the term 'liberals' is used as a general

category in this study, it should be noted that it is very general in meaning, and may
not adequately represent the variety of approaches that Hallaq includes under this
heading. To my knowledge, the Arabic equivalent of 'liberals' - a!Jrar- is not used by
any of these scholars to describe themselves. Nasr Hamid Abu Zayd , for instance,
writes of 'scientific explanations of the religious texts' (al-tafsfr al- 'ilmf li-l-Nu~us al-
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Dfniy ya),

37

while Muhammad Shahrour speaks of a 'contemporary reading' (qirf i'a

mu 'fi.sira) of religious texts . Indonesian Mus lim scholars have also been engaged with

different interpretations of Scriptures, and it is again difficult to divide them into
specific categories. As Anthony H. Johns observes, 'the diversity of response [in
38

Indonesia] ranges from a radical fundamentalism to the most tolerant ecum enism ' .

Like the Islamists, the proponents of this approach have been influenced by the
thinkers of the Salafiyya movement, and while they differ from the Islamists on
certain methodologies, they couch their discourse in religious terminology to win
confidence and trust for their proposals. Unlike the Islamists, they do not seek to
bring about an Islamic political system, but they do seek to change the direction of
Islamic politics, with their primary goal being to adapt Islam to modernity. In doing
so, they too take Scripture as a point of departure , but they approach it with a
contextual hermeneutical theory rather than a literal one.

39

In countering the Islamist discourse, the 'liberals' generally argue that the

Islamists use the Qur' an selectively, in that they pick and choose verses that suit their
ideological stance. However, in arguing against the Islamists, they themselves are
equally selective in that they quote other verses from the Qur' an that present a
different image of Islam, an image that promotes tolerance, justi ce and harmony
37
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amongst people.

The Indonesian intellectual Nurcholish Madjid selects different

verses from the Qur' an in arguing for religious pluralism in Islam. For Nurcholish, the
following verse attests to the kind of religious tolerance Muhamm ad is commanded
by God:
Say,
People of the Book, come to a word that is just (kalima sawa ')
between us and you, that we worship none but God alone. [It is] that
we associate no partners with Him, and that none of us shall treat
others as lords alongside Allah. (Al 'Inrran (3): 64)4°

Nurcholish is also selective about the early years of Islam, arguing that the tradition
was characterised by flexibility and pragmatism. Anthony H. Johns and Abdullah
Saeed note that Nurcholish' s understanding of Islam and his interpretation of the
Qur'an are based on 'a personal experience of the Qur'an as a whole in the situation
of place and time that he is'. But as Johns and Saeed further argue, Nurcholish's
approach to the Qur'an is selective, and while he uses the Qur'an to justify his
pluralist views about Islam, 'he has not arrived at them as a Qur'anic exegete' nor 'on
a word by word study of the Qur' an, making use of the established procedures, the
checks and balances and qualifications of · exegesis as an intellectually based
discipline'.
Muhammad Shahrour is another Muslim intellectual who pursues this kind of
selectivity to religious texts, and accordingly presents his own version of the Islamic

Review, February/March 1991 (Westlaw- p. 1020). See also Charles Kurzman, 'Introducti on', in
Charles Kurzman (ed.), Liberal Islam: A Sourcebook, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998.
40 Anthony A. Johns and Abdullah Saeed, 'Nurcholish Madjid and the interpretation of the Qur'an:
Religious pluralism and tolerance', in Taji-Farouki (ed.), On reading the Qur'an:Mu slim voices in
Contemporary Contexts, 2003. The quotation from the Qur'an is as cited by the authors. I am grateful
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turath. In discussing wom en's role in politics according to Islam, Shahrour dismisses

a haclith of the prophet in which he said: 'A people who entrust their affairs (i.e., rule)
41

to a woman will not prosper' .

He points out that the sister of the Caliph Oma r took

part in politics, and this should be an indication that Islam gave women the right to
partake in politics.

42

Given that they rely on Scripture, the 'liberals' too claim authenticity for their
understanding of the message of Islam. Some scholars of Islam, from outside the
Mus lim community, tend to identify Islam with this discourse.

Shahrour, for

example, has been hailed by Dale Eickelman as potentially the Mus lim equivalent of
Martin Luther.

43

Eickelman pursues yet another selective line with regard his

preferred view of Islam. In discussing what he calls the 'Islamic Refo rmat ion', he
quotes the following

!rom the Qur' an (Sura 5, verse 48):

"To each among you, We

have prescribed a law and a way for acting. If God had so willed, he might have
made you a single community, but [he has not done so] that he may test you in what
he has given you; so compete in goodness". This verse, Eickelman contends, 'appears
to give a final answer to the role of the Muslim community in a multi-community
44

world' .

Eickelman and others then_generally stress the significance of the verses

they choose in almost the same way the Islamists stress theirs, and in this sense, they
are simply on a par with the Islamists as far as the credibility of their discourse is
concerned.

In some respects, the way the debate is conducted fits a pre-Islamic

for Anthony Joh_ns and Abdullah Saeed for making their manuscript available to me prior to its
publication.
41
Shahrour, al-Kitab wal Qur'a n, p. 625.
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dictum that says that 'the liar of the tribe of Rabi 'ah is better than the one who tells
the truth from the tribe of Muq ar'.

45

The credibility of the 'libe rals' ' approach to Islam is just as problematic as that
of the Islamists, especially when they quote from Scripture or invoke the medieval
Muslim scholars in support of their arguments. But this is not to say that it is not
legitimate for Muslims or non-Muslims, and in this case the Mus lim 'liberals' and
their non-Muslim supporters, to interpret Scripture in their own ways . It is simply to
argue that the 'liberals' would be more persuasive and less open to criticism
themselves if they objected to the Islamists' discourse by invoking verses that convey
different views from those advocated by Islamists, but not to claim that these different
(tolerant) verses are more authentic or truer to the message of Islam than those
selected by the Islamists.
It is worth noting here the difference between both the Islamists and the

'liberals' on the one hand, and the medieval scholars on the other in the way
argumentation and polemics are conducted. In the past, proponents of a particular
view would conclude an argument with 'God knows best' or 'ther e are at least two
schools of thought.. .' The contemporary stance of most thinkers, however, is one that
features 'this is truest' as a concluding statement to their arguments. In other words,
the intellectual prudence of a number of past figures is now replaced by assertive
assumptions that appear to be not entirely characteristic of the Islamic tradition
(turath).

As for most 'liberals', it is not difficult to discern that their concern to
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Ibid. See also the same theme runni ng through Eicke lman' s 'Islam and Ethic al Plura lism', in Sohai l
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modernise Islam, which sits at the centre of their discourse, is sometimes about
westernising and secularising Islam under the bann er of Scripture. To borrow Fazl ur
Rahm an' s words ' [m] any of them are secularists at heart but have not made their
46

viewpoints explicit to any appreciable degree' .

Two points need to be made in relation to the understandings of Islam. One
should first point out that the critique here should not be understood as a suggestion
that Islam should avoid .taking on boar d and even assimilating non-Islamic habits and
ideas. It is simply that westernisation and secularism should not be the ends of an
Islamic discourse, but rathe r part of the intellectual consciousness of and the making
of that discourse. The othe r poin t is that the critique of the Islamist and the 'libe rals' '
approaches shou ld not be understood as a suggestion that a comprehensive study
accounting for all explicit and implicit dimensions of the Islamic tradition is a feasible
endeavour and woul d therefore lead to a better definition of Islam. Inde ed all studies
are boun d by an inherent limitation of the academic enterprise . The criticism that may
be made of the prevailing approaches ment ione d here is that they (sometimes
deliberately) fail to take into account these limitations, and as an inevitable result,
they unduly narrow the scope for consideration of political issues.

Isla m in the Turath
The understanding and role of the Islamic tradition (turath) is integral to the
process of coming to terms with and the reshaping of the Islamic identity that many
intellectuals are now advocating. The impediments that the Islamic tradition seems to
be imposing on such intellectual progress have led some scholars to investigate and
question the degree to which this tradition is monolithic, as in many minds it is. Worth
46

Fazlur Rahman, Isla~; Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1979, p. 223.
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repeating here are Muh amm ad Jabit i' s remarks in relation to the term turfith. Jabit i
noted that this term has neve r had more curre ncy in Arabic intel lectu al thou ght than it
has in the twen tieth centu ry (onward). He furth er adds that whil e the early historical
usag e of the term carri ed the broa d mean ing of inheritance, in cont empo rary Arab ic
discourse, it carries the mean ing of a cultural, intellectual, religious, litera ry and
artistic legac y enve lope d in some sort of an ideol ogica l empa thy.

47

For a re-ex amin ation of the turfith, the Qur' an, no doub t serve s as a starting
point, but not the only one, cons ideri ng its broa der reson ance in the vario us trends that
make up the tradition.

'Cure me with that that caus ed my illne ss' (dfiw inf bil-la tf

kfinat hiya al-df i'u), the Abba sid poet Abu Naw was' (Ca 756- 810 ?) impl ored as his

self- presc ribed medi catio n for the illness that struc k him as a resul t of exce ssive wine
cons umpt ion.

Win e is perhaps an inapp ropri ate analo gy for the Qur' an, but Abu

Naw was' cry may neve rthel ess be of use for the appa rent role the Qur' an is playi ng in
the thral dom of Islam ic intellectual progress, when some of its verse s are quot ed to
supp ort expe dien t purposes. In other words, this scriptural aspe ct of the tradition,
often hijac ked for stagn ation purposes by those to whom stagn ation is suited, itself
has the key to the way out of this trap.
The Qur' an is not just a body of comm andm ents that Mus lims have to acce pt at
face value. In addit ion to the esoteric aspect, ment ione d above, that allows for various
interpretations of the Qur' an, other approaches, that unco ver and exten d its mean ings,
have also been appli ed to its study. Fazl ur Rahm an, for exam ple, spea ks of a 'doub le
mov emen t' appr oach to the Qur' an, one that not only places the Qur' an in the conte xt
of its time and place, but also allows a role for the hum an agen cy facto r of the prop het
Muh amm ad vis-a-vis revelations.
47

Rahm an' s 'doub le mov emen t' entails first,

Muhammad 'A.bid al-Jabiri, Al-Tu rath wa-l-Hadfitha, Beirut: Markaz Diras at al-Wahda al-
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interpreting the Qu r' an in the specific context of the Pro phe t's Arabia, and second to
generalise those experiences into 'moral-social objectives that can be "distilled" from
48

specific texts in light of the socio-historical bac kgr oun d' .

In addition to giving

weight to the historical context, Rahman stresses that one needs to take into account
that the Qu r' an is also 'Go d's response through Mu ham ma d's min d' to a particular
historical context. Indeed, the latter aspect is a reminder that Mu ham ma d's min d is a
human one and as such functions by the use of human faculties. As Rah ma n argues,
this aspect is underplayed in Islamic orthodoxy and inevitably ignores equally
important dimensions of quranic understanding.

49

Rah ma n's approach to the interpretation of the Qu r'an was criticised by Far id
Esack as having a 'lac k of appreciation for the complexity of the hermeneutical tas k
50

and the intellectual pluralism intrinsic to it' .

Bu t as Abdullah Sae ed argues, it is not

that Rahman was unaware of the hermeneutical complexities of interpreting texts, 'he
51

simply was not interested in it for its ow n sake' .

Ind eed Rah ma n did not wish to get

stuck with hermeneutical debates, and it is only this way that he cou ld gently
disentangle the interpretation of the Qu r'an from the divinely rev eal ed source. In light
of Rah ma n's analysis, one is able to develop different understandings that make much
more sense of the apparent inconsistencies of certain verses of the Qu r' an. One also
'Arabiyya, 1991, pp. 21-3.
48
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On Rah man 's influence on other intellectuals, see Abdullah Saeed, 'Faz lur Rah man ' s Fram ewo rk for
the Interpretation of the Ethico-Legal Content of the Qur 'an' , forthcoming in Taji-Farouki (ed.), On
reading the Qur 'an: Mus lim voices in Contemporary Contexts, 2003. I am thankful for Abdullah Saeed
for making his manuscript available to me prior to its publication.
49
Rahman, Ibid ., p. 8. Rah man is here drawing on some aspects of the 'objectivity scho ol' in modern
hermeneutical theory. While he does give more weight to the historical context of ideas than the
proponents of this school tend to, he is more sympathetic to this school than to Gad ame r's
phenomenological hermeneutic that questions the possibility of an 'obj ecti ve' understanding of texts.
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Cited in Abdullah Saeed, 'Fazlur Rah man 's Fram ewo rk for the Interpretation of the Ethico-Legal
Content of the Qur 'an' , op. cit.
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can come to understand the contradiction that arises from the specificities of Asbab alNuzul (circumstances of revelations) on the one hand, and the eternal message of the

Qur' an that has an application for all situations at all times, on the other.
Rahman' s theory is important in that it represents an Islamic opening to a
seemingly closed subject in Islam, and gives significant weight to the historical
context of the quranic revelations. One important difference between Rahman' s
approach and that of the 'liberals' is that according to his analysis, Scripture not only
ceases to be a binding source of guidance for Muslims, but it also turns into a source
that cautions against a static and eternally unchanging understanding of Scripture. In
other words, Scripture acts as a social, political and moral guide for Muslims in so far
as it engenders meaningful questions but not arbitrary answers.

But as Rahm.an

himself points out, his method of Qur' an hermeneutics holds stronger on the Islamic
perspective than on the broader intellectual terrain that encompasses non-Islamic
perspectives, in that it presents, in the first place, a coherent and meaningful way for
52

those who want to be guided by the message of the Qur' an.

In this sense, therefore,

it falls short of offering a broader perspective of views that transcend the borders of
the Islamic horizon. Nevertheless, even if it does not cater for non-religious factors
and challenges, which are becoming increasingly relevant to religious factors,
Rahman' s approach might serve as a bridge between the various Islamic intellectual
approaches to Islam as well as a bridge with other religious traditions.

·Challe nges
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Saeed, Ibid.
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Few attempts, however, have been made to allow . in this debate for the
accommodation of non-religious issues, such as secularism and westernisation, which
should not be seen as identical.

53

It is important to make note here of Hi sham

Sharabi's book Neopatriarchy: A Theory of Distorted Change in Arab Society, in
view of the points and challenges Sharabi raises about the intellectual make up of and
the role Islam plays in contemporary Arab society.

54

He argues that contemporary

Arab society is neither traditional nor modem, and the process of its modernisation
needs to be seen in relation to and as 'the product of modem Europe'.

The

'dependency' factor on the European setting, he contends, makes this form of
'modemi sation' not as modernity as such but rather as "'modern ised" patriarchy,
.
h
,
55
neopatna rc y .

The reason for this, he argues, is not just a result of 'internal

failure' on the part of Arab societies, but is linked to 'the fact that · the success of
modernization itself is disabling when carried out in the framework of dependency
56

and subordination and resulting in neopatriarchy' .

The culprit in this, according to

Sharabi, is Europe itself, which was the first region to modernise, in an 'autonomous
and therefore authentic' manner, by 'its ability to transcend its feudal patriarchalism
and to effect transition to modernity on its own'.
'Modernized' neopatriarchal societies, on the other hand and according to
Sharabi, are 'essentially schizophrenic', permeated with tensions and contradictions.
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Regardless of their different forms, all these societies 'share in the same deep
structures' and 'the absence equally of genuine traditionalism and of authentic
modernity' (emphasis in original).

57

With the exception of Japan, the modernisation

processes of 'other leading cultures (Arab Islam, Hindu India, Buddhist China)' were
dependent on Europe's success, and as a result were 'doomed .. to various forms of
58

distorted modernized growth' .

As for Arab patriarchy, Sharabi argues, it can be

described as a 'psychological totality', 'a system of values and social practices'
particular to the Arab world and can be best understood through the lenses of
59

modernity, 'its historical successor and dialectical opposite' .

The historical and at the same time structural stages particular to Arab societies,
Sharabi identifies as follows: Pre-Islamic, characterised by the formation of
patriarchal

tribal

structure;

Muhammad

(and

immediate

successors);

Umayyad/Abbassid caliphate; Petty sultanates; Ottoman caliphate/sultanate; and
Neopatriarchy.

60

Muhammad's major political success, Sharabi argues, was in his

ability to assimilate existing tribal structures into the emerging and rapidly expanding
Islamic community (umma) that he created.

61

Islam, in his view, therefore

consolidated patriarchal structures which in terms of their modem counterpart
exhibited myth/belief instead of thought/reason; religious/allegorical instead of
scientific/ironic; rhetorical instead of analytical; neopatriarchal sultanate instead of
democratic/socialist.
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Sharabi' s study is insightful on many levels, but calls for certain qualifications.
It is insightful in terms of describing the seeming impasse to progress in Arab

societies and the way Islam is made to contribute to this impasse. Sharabi' s analysis,
however, is problematic especially with the generalisations and assumptions on which
it rests.

Mounting a counter claim, however, would have to resort to similar

generalisations and assumptions. It is therefore difficult both to accept or reject it
completely. One can nevertheless point to certain weaknesses in Sharabi's argument.
One critical aspect that he does not adequately address is the dependency relationship
by Arab society on European modernity. On one hand, he notes that the nature of
modernity itself dictates a form of dependency, but he does not explicate the kind of
power modernity normally generates and its consequences. On the other hand, he
follows Edward Said' s assessment of European imperialism arguing that 'the very
knowledge Europe developed on non-European cultures and peoples .. was imbued
63

with the predatory and racialist spirit of imperialism' .

These two lines of arguments related to the 'depende ncy' factor and
'imperialism' do not follow. If 'depende ncy' is tied to modernity, then the form of
imperialism he describes could well be an inevitable process or outcome _of the
relationship, especially if, as he puts it, the encounter between a modem Europe and
Arab society was one of 'a profound contradiction' between the two cultures 'the
rational, secular model, patterned after Western experience, and the traditional model,
64

firmly based in the values of Islam' .

Further, if as Sharabi and Said argue,

knowledge is linked to power, then Islamic and other forms of imperialism have also a
great deal to answer for and would have to be subject to the same criticisms one
directs againstE uropean imperialism.
63

Ibid., p. 69.
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The terms of the problems Sharabi posits are not consistent with his optimistic
conclusion. Afte r setting out comp lex and seemingly inextricable dime nsion s to Arab
societies, Sharabi proposes a solution to neopatriarchy that does not appe ar to address
the gran deur of the prob lems he posits. He criticises critical thinkers writi ng on the
Arab world, describing them as 'seco nd-d egree critic s' and their writings as 'fore ign'
to Arab societies.

65

He goes so far as taking a paternal approach towa rds them by

cautioning against critical theory as such, stating that 'the intellectuals of the postcolonial periphery, inclu ding the Arab world, can ill afford the risks of philo soph ical
and anti-theoretic scepticism; and even were they to take this risk, it woul d-pro bably 66

only lead them to political paral ysis' .

The solution he proposes entails new mod es

of theorising that re-evaluate the dom inant Wes tern values of 'poli tical democracy,
unity, social justi ce' in a way that suits the realities of Arab societies.

67

The kind of

transformation he proposes shou ld be through a 'radi cal-d emoc ratic -para digm ',
68

empo were d by a meth od both 'critical and contestatory' .

He ends with an

unwarranted optimism, proclaiming 'not only the inevitable victo ry of the rising
radical democratic forces over both the neopatriarchal status quo and its
fundamentalist destroyers-redeemers, but also the comi ng of mod ernit y, secu lar
69

democracy, and libertarian socia lism' .

Considering the problems Sharabi poses, it is not likely that any theorising
model coul d cure/abolish neopatriarchy. If, as he argues, neop atria rchy needs to be
approached through the lenses of modernity, then a critical approach shou ld serve as a
tool capable of evaluating mod ernit y itself. This is not to sugg est that mod ernit y is
64
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irrelevant, but perhaps modernity itself is not as free of neopatriarchal trends as
Sharabi suspects. Far from considering critical scholarly approaches as a detrimental
tool leading to political paralysis, they should be used to serve as an evaluator of
useful kinds of power, those possessed by modernity, the like of which Arab societies

desire and need. If one does not have a case to disprove Sharabi' s not all proven
generalisations of Arab societies, one can at least question his apparent ineluctable
views of European modernity.

European modernity, one may safely argue, has

entered different intellectual and political levels beyond those addressed by Sharabi.
Islamic societies accordingly need to put in overtime work to catch up and move
beyond nineteenth century European modernity that Sharabi is theorising about. The
problem of approaching Arab neopatriarchy through modernity, without putting
modernity itself under the microscope, is to run the risk of moving from neopatriarchy
to 'neo-neopatriarchy', resulting in a perpetual cycle with perhaps even more dire
consequences.
Different, and one may say more constructive scholarly approaches have been
recently advanced. On the issue of Islam and secularism, the views of Muhamm ad
Jamal Barut are well worth noting. Barut dismisses the often invoked description of
Islam as encompassing both the religious and the political spheres (dfn wa-dawla ) and
argues for a distinction between an (inclusive) secularism ('almaniy ya) and an
ideological secularism ('almanawiyya), the latter being a system that negates any role
for religion in public life and in this sense it is just as limited and inflexible as
religious extremism.
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For Barut, (inclusive) secularism as such does not obviate

Ibid., p. 155.
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Muhamma d Jamal Barut, op. cit., p. 229. It 'is worth drawing attention here to the debate regarding
the Arabic term 'almaniyya. Ahmad Hatfim argues in favour of replacing the 'a' vowel at the
beginning of the term with an 'i' one. Accordingly, instead of emphasisin g the derivation al- 'alm
implying the worldly and the secular, the 'i' shifts the emphasis to the derivation al- 'ilm implying
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religion, noting for instance the role Christianity plays in Western secular societies.
Islamic secularism, he contends, would be about recognising the right of a civil
society of an Islamic identity to be independent of a secular state, hence going beyond
both the authoritarian secularism of the (Arab/Islamic) states and the theocracy
advocated by the Islamists. It is a secularism, he adds, that has to come from within
the identity of the Islamic commun ity (dhatiyya t al-umma )- an identity he believes in
need of urgent internal reform, that has to acknowledge the presence and importance
of this Islamic identity and further accept that a relationship exists between this
collective identity and the state.

71

Other scholars have called for more of a structural reform of the Islamic identity
itself, one that seeks to reform the Islamic tradition from a rather panoptic approach.
Adonis (the nom de plume of 'Ali Ahmad Sa'id), for example, identifies two currents
in the Islamic tradition, the Constant (al-thabit), a category that he demarcates from
the Changing (al-mutafiawwil).

The Constant represents the Islamic religion that

Adonis takes to form the basis of Arabic civilisation/culture (thaqafa). He further
takes this Constant to refer to the current that ascribes itself a priority of claim
(afiaqqiyya) based on a past that it interprets in a particular way, one that repudiates

all that disagrees with its own interpretation. The Changing, on the other hand, refers
to the current that rejects the Constant' s priority of claim and relies on its own
particular interpretation of that same past. In doing so, Adonis explains, the Changing

science and knowledge. If one were to go for the latter, Hamm explains, one cannot ignore the
historical differences between science and religion (dfn), and thus the etymology should account for
such historical contexts and considerations. See Ahmad Ha.tum, 'Al- 'ilmaniyya bi-kasr al- 'ayn la bifathiha', in Etudes Arabes: Islam et Laicite, Pontificio Istituto Di Studi Arabi E D 'Islamistica (PISAI),
Rome, no. 91-92, 1996/2-1997/1, pp. 19-33 (including the French translation). Hatum' s piece is a
responsa to Sheikh 'Abd Allah al-'Alayili who argues in support of the term with an 'a' vowel and the
secular meaning it carries. For a brief and stimulating introduction to 'Abd Allah al- 'Alayili, see As 'ad
Abu.Khalil, 'Against the Taboos of Islam: Anti-Conformist Tendencies in Contemporary Arab/Islamic
Thought', in Charles E. I3utterworth and I. William Zartman (eds), op. cit., pp. 127-30.
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operates outside the 'Isl am ic' esta blis hm ent and seeks to cha nge soc iety in the
particular direction towards wh ich it strives.

72

Adonis denies the monolithic and superior nature of the Isla mic tradition that
som e Mu slim s cla im for it.

Arabic Islamic civilisation, he argues, has a dual

formation, jah iliy ya and Islamic.

73

Further, given that Isla m con sid ers itse lf to be the

cul min atio n of Ara bis m and of hum ani ty's vision for life, 'it exp lain s the beg inn ing in
light of the Islamic religion, in such a wa y tha t the end itse lf cam e to be the
beg inn ing .'
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The imp lica tion of this for the und ers tan din g of the roots of Arabic

civilisation, he argues, is that one does not com e to und ers tan d Isla m through
jah iliy ya, but rath er one ends up (mis)understanding the jah iliy ya thro ugh Islam.
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Bec aus e of its religious foundation, he contends, Arabic civ ilis atio n is not only
con for mis t (itti ba' iyy a), but it also rejects and con dem ns inn ova tion (ibd a') and
prevents any mo ve towards gen uin e intellectual progress (taqaddum).
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It is worth

contrasting her e this view of Adonis with that of Qutb, who, on the contrary,
maintains that the divine pat h (al-manhaj al-i lah f) is not the ene my of hum an
inn ova tion (al- ibd a' al-insanf).

77

According to Qutb, inn ova tion lies within the

parameters of Islam, for 'Isl am was precisely a liberationist revolution, it freed the
intellect as well as the sou l.'
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78

In ord er for Arabic intellectual life to ma ke sig nifi can t

Bar ut, Ibid, chp. 8.
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progress, Adonis proposes the destruction of the prevailing religious infrastructure
that characterises Arabic thought.
Adonis is not proposing that the destruction of Islamic turath entails that a
connection to a non-Arab past or Western-style past be established, as some of his
critics accused him. He is arguing that a healthy intellectual approach is one that
should go outside the tradition in such a manner that Change and not Constancy .
should characterise both the way in which the turath is understood and appreciated as
well as the approach to the way in which new and modem challenges are faced even if
they are not consistent with what is to be found within the practices of the turath. The
particularities of the Arabs, Adonis argues, should not be revealed in what makes
them different from others in the world, but in the manner they partake with others in
the making of the world.

79

Here, Adonis is certainly touching on some of the real

problems and challenges that Muslims need to face, which in tum have implications
for Muslims as well as non-Muslims.
There is, however, a limitation built into Adonis' analysis. He seems to treat the
turath and those who interpret it as a single construct. That is to say that he over-

emphasises the role of the constant in the Islamic tradition to account for those
interpreters of the turath who themselves exhibit the characteristic of the constant. As
a result, he does not adequately account for the various mechanisms that Islam has in
place, which allow for innovation and change. Ignaz Goldziher, on the other hand,
long before Adonis, made the point that it is the assimilation of foreign influences,
i.e., accepting innovation and change, which characterises the history of Islam.
Stressing the diverse influences that have become part of the turath, Goldziher writes:
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Adonis, op. cit., p. 33. ··
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The dogmatic development of Islam took place under the sign of
Hellenistic thought; in its legal system the influence of Roman law
is unmistakable; the organization of the Islamic state as it took
shape during the 'Abbasid caliphate shows the adaptation of
Persian political ideas; Islamic mysticism made use of Neoplatonic
and Hindu habits of thought.

In each of these areas Islam

demonstrates its ability to absorb and assimilate foreign elements
so thoroughly that their foreign character can be detected only by
the exact analysis of critical research.

80

Critical analysis therefore shows that there is a variety even within what Adonis
considers as Constant. A scholarly mapping of the Hadith, for example, shows
abundant traces of in-Constant norms.

On this, Goldziher notes that non-Islamic

ideas and practices made their way into Islam masked as utterances of the prophet,
and as a result they came to form part of the Hadith.

81

Analy sing the Turath
One must not then exaggerate ·the constancy of the religious component of the
turath that Adonis is implying.

As Daryush Shayegan nicely puts it, '[i]f Islam was

once great, it is because at the time of its genesis it was able to assimilate the most
diverse elements and melt them together in the crucible of a prodigious synthesis .'
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Adonis' views should not be dismissed, but they need to be modified in a context of a
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broader

intellectualisation

of

the

turath.

Through

critical

analysis,

the

intellectualisation of the religious tradition (Constant) as well as the non-conformist
trends (Changing) alongside it should uncover the heterogeneous features that have
their parts and play their role in the turath. Such critical analyses need to be based on
a scholarly approach, void of ideological assumptions, such as those of the Islamists,
or reactionary underpinnings as in the case of the 'liberals'. Such an approach would
need to investigate the different Islamic tendencies of the turath including the
'opposing ((i,idd)' trends (a term used by Muhamm ad al-Jabiri) that reflect
disagreement (ikhtilaj), a disagreement that is itself part of the turath.

83

When discussing the 'opposing ' tendencies within the turath, there are some
general parameters that should be addressed. The terminology and the categories
traditionally used to refer to elements in the Islamic tradition themselves carry a
narrow and dogmatic intellectual scope.

Jabiri notes the absence of an epoch of

'ancient' civilisation in the structure of the intellectual history of Arabic thought.
That is to say, one talks of Arabic civilisation only with reference to a medieval and
the contemporary era, even though there is an ancient epoch that gives sense to the
term 'middle' in the Middle Ages.

84

Jabiri' s point is of crucial significance here. Not

only does this missing reference rob the Islamic tradition of perhaps the chief and
most important intellectual influence of its formative and middle periods, but it also
places the Islamic tradition outside (and alien to) the European and currently
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dominant intellectual tradition. Generally, for example, the European tradition links
its high points to its classical Greco-Roman epoch and downgrades its standard of
intellectual achievements in reference to its medieval epoch. The Islamic tradition, on
. the other hand, experienced its high points in medieval times, during which it was
influenced also by the Greco-Roman tradition that is now overlooked in intellectual
Islamic history. In contemporary parlance, Islamic culture stands in opposition to
Western culture, but as Paul Cantor notes in his study of Dante, this divide is not
consistent with the Islamic-Western intellectual exchanges that can be seen m,
amongst other examples, the 'sequence Aristotle-Averroes-Dante' .

85

Another example of the dominance of a restrictive terminology in the
intellectual Islamic discourse is the attribution of a quasi-feudal character to Islamic
history and Arabic thought. This is reflected in the epistemological structure of the
intellectual history of the Arabic tradition. Arabic poetry and literature, for example,
are understood and analysed according to the reign of family dynasties.

Arabic

textbooks discuss Arabic thought in the Abbassid or Fatimid periods. For Jabiri, this
closed terminology and its limiting connotations reflects not so much an inconsistency
in ideological choices, but indicates the absence of epistemological stability, a
stability that is crucial to intellectual progress.
This absence of an ancient civilisation, i.e., the Hellenic, as a point of reference
has resulted in the veiling of the Islamic philosophical turath in the intellectual
consciousness (al-wa 'y al-thaqafi) of Muslims of today.

Khalid al- 'Abud, for

example, notes that Muslims sing the praises of Ibn Rushd as a philosopher whose
work, they claim, gave birth to Western Renaissance, but that his work rarely makes
an impact, if at all, on Islamic intellectual consciousness. Instead, he adds , Muslims
85

Paul A. Cantor, 'The :Uncanonical Dante: The Divine Comedy and Islamic Philosophy ', Philosophy
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find themselves clinging faithfully to the works of presumed 'orth odox ' scholars like
Shafi 'i (d. 820), Ghaz ali (d. 1111), Ibn Taymiyya (d. 1328) and others.

These

scholars he believes are representative of an approach that understands the individual
to be a hermit and a defeated slave, whose only search should be to please God, a God
who is always angry.
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Whil e al- 'Abu d may be right in noting that 'orth odox ' aspects

figure predominantly as part of the Islamic turath at the expense of the 'nonconformist' trends, one should not necessarily idealise or over-emphasise these non. conformist trends.
Whil e the Islamic turath needs to be critically analysed so that the problems
associated with the credibility of approaches to Islam may be resolved, this analysis
should seek to investigate further the claimed consistency of mainstream orthodoxy as
well as avoid the romanticising structure of the 'oppo sing' or 'un-o rthod ox' trends.
That is to say, critical analysis and scholarly scrutiny should be applied to both
mainstream orthodoxy as well as the opposing tendencies within the tradition, if a
credible approach is genuinely sought.
'Rati onal ism', for instance,
theologians,
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gets

invoked in reference to Mu 'tazilite

often in order to attribute 'libe ral' traits to the intellectual character of

this branch of Islamic theology.

Fatim a Mem issi, notwithstanding her valuable

contribution to Islamic studies, romanticises the Mu 'tazilites as being the 'defenders
and martyrs' of the 'rationalist tradition' in Islam , and '[f]ro m the first centuries of
Islam ' they were 'castigated as being in the service of foreigners' and 'repudiated as
88

mulhidun (atheists)' .

While the Mu't azili tes did apply what may be considered as
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rationalist principles to Islamic beliefs, in the sense of emphasising the role of
intellect ('aql) and human agency, they were not necessarily 'liberal' nor were they
always as politically marginalised as Memissi is claiming. The Mu 'tazilites were for
example influential during the Abbassid Caliphate, especially during the period of alMa'mfin, 89 and were also the cause for an Inquisition (mihna), a period of intellectual
authoritarianism during which believers were coerced to believe that the Qur' an was
created and not eternal. The imprisonment of Ibn Hanbal for his religious views is an
example of this intellectual authoritarianism. In the same manner as one has to reevaluate the so-called 'liberalism' of the ·Mu 'tazilites, one also has to re-evaluate the
claimed inflexibility of the 'orthodox' figures. For instance, despite Ibn Hanbal' s
doctrinal views, he did not approve of vigilante attacks on those who drank alcohol.
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Another aspect that also gets romanticised is the 'liberalism' attributed to the
Muslim philosophers. While it is true that Muslim philosophers rarely figure seriously
in the popular perceptions of the turath, one could point to some of the ways in which
they have contributed to the constancy of the tradition. One crucial, perhaps fatal,
contribution to this constancy has to do with the philosophers' perception of religion
as an intellectually limited body of beliefs. This was not a light attitude on the part of
the philosophers. They established a theoretical basis for it, and then claimed to have
theoretically proven their theories.
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The philosophers in the Islamic tradition took a special interest in Aristotle's
Organon, or his treatises on logic. Unlike the philosophers in the Latin tradition who
excluded Aris totle 's books on Rhet oric and Poetics from the Organon, the Muslim
philosophers appended them to it, thereby assigning them a subordinate status as far
their cognitive ends vis-a-vis the pursuit of truth. These two books were further
relegated to the religious sphere, an indication of the latter ' s cognitive limitations.
Further, the philosophers also argued that the believers can only imitate the truth. In
other words, the philosophers drew the boundaries around the intellectual scope of the
religious sphere.

An explanation of this knowledge hierarchy as devised by the

philosophers and its implications are discussed in Section Three.

Ma nag ing Dif fer enc e
The variety of schools of thought, medieval and mod em, revolves around and
finds legitimacy in the Islamic tradition by means of ikhti laf (disagreement), be it a
conscious or an unconscious accommodation. The term ikhti laf means adopting a
different position to others either in views or actions, and the history of the Islamic
tradition is marked by many such differences (ikhtilafat), and some of these
differences have been institutionalised, as in the case of the different schools of law
(pl- madhahib).
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In her article 'Religious Law and Legal Plura lism ', Ann Elizabeth

Mayer observes that tolerance of majo r differences of opinion is a striking feature of
pre-modem Islam.

'Law cases, she notes, would produce quite different results

depending on which scho ol's doctrine was being used ', adding that major differences
were also accepted and accommodated even within the same school of law (sg-
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Taha Jabir al- 'Alaw ani (trans. AbdulWahid Hamid, edited by A. S. al Shaikh-Ali), The Ethics of
Disag reeme nt in Islam, Herndon: The International Institute oflsla mic Thought, 1996, p. 11.
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madhhab).
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The fourteenth century historian, Ibn Khaldfin, tells of the diversity of

views in Islamic jurisprudence and of the ways they were managed:
It should be known that the jurisprudence described, which

1s

based

upon

religious

evidence,

involves

many

differences of opinion among scholars of independent
judgment. Differences of opinion result from the different
sources they use and their different outlooks, and are
unavoidable, as we have stated before. (These differences)
occupied a very large space in Islam.

94

·Other schools of thought, however, largely disappeared, as in the case of the
Khawarij, 'seceders ', but nevertheless left their intellectual imprint even on what is
considered mainstream Islamic thought.
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It is worth mentioning here that at times,

Muslim rulers were interested in converting non-Muslims through what may be
considered as intellectual proselytising. For example, the Mu 'tazilite theologian Abu
al-Hudhayl (c. 751-849) is said to have debated Zoroastrians and Manichaens, and
through debating them, he converted around 3000 men to Islam.
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This is not to romanticise the history of the Islamic tradition as if to suggest that
civilised ikhtilaf is its sole characteristic. Ikhtilaf was also the cause of bloody
episodes as well as intellectual polemics.

Muslims fought each other because of

differences whether in ideology or the pursuit of power and, at times, they accused
each other of disbelief (kufr) for differences of opinion.
93

But as Taha Jabir al-

Ann E. Mayer, op. cit.
94
lbn Khaldun, The Muqaddimah: An Introduction to History, (Trans. by Franz Rosenthal), Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1958, vol. 3, Chapter VI: Section VI, pp. 30-1.
95
The khawarij for instance left their mark on early Mu 'tazilite theologians, their positions were
accounted for in works on jurisprudence and some of their views are invoked by Islamists today. See
the Chapter Four for further discussion.
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'Alawani noted 'if differences of opinion operate in a healthy framewo rk they could
97

enrich the Muslim mind and stimulate intellectual developm ent', and as the Egyptian
poet Ahmad Shawqi nicely sums it up, 'Differences of opionion need amity not
98

spoil' .

Ibn Khaldfin described the disputations in jurisprudence to have 'clarified the

sources of the authorities as well as the motives of their differenc es'.
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Considering its

encompassing and inclusive potential, ikhtilaf is a concept that may be developed to
the advantage of all groups, including the non-religious camp. One illustration of a
healthy acknowledgement of ikhtilaf is the prefatory note of Fazlur Rahman' s to his
book Islam and Modernity.

In it, Rahman notes the passing of two Pakistani

intellectuals, Abfi'l-A 'la Mawdfidi and Ishtiaq Husain Qureshi, with whom he had
stark intellectual disagreement. Nevertheless, he writes, 'their departure is a loss to
Islam, despite my severe, and I believe perfectly justified, criticism of them' .

100

A healthy recognition of ikhtilaf ties in well with Adonis' point that Muslims
should take pride in taking part in the world instead of just singing the praises of
being part of a different tradition. In this respect, the world that the Muslims are
invited to partake in is not a perfect one, but alongside others, they can make their
own distinctive and inclusive imprint on it. Indeed one cannot ignore that the world
the Muslims are invited to take part in, itself exhibits trends of dogmatis m that also
translate, at times, to exclusiveness and denial of pluralism. Muhamm ad Barut, for
instance, suggests that a new 'secularism' needs to take into account and acknowledge
the various cultures and identities that constitute the world. From this perspective, he
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George F. Hourani, 'Islamic and non-Islamic Origiris of Mu 'tazilite Ethical Rationalism ' ,
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adds, not only does Islam require a new form of secularism, but also the secularism of
the West itself and its global authority should be open to questioning and reform. On
this point he notes that:
The secularism of the West is not the end of secularism or its
ultimate. Rather it is a stage [in its development] despite being a
critical stage that has spread globally.

This means admitting the

relativity of Western concepts about secularism and their limitations
despite their global spread by way of conceptually polarising
societies into traditional and modem.
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Conclusion
Some of the challenges facing Islam and the Muslim world in the modem era
need to address the reasons behind the seemingly intellectual impasse that coming to
terms with Islam poses, in the modem world, to Muslims and non-Muslims alike.
While external factors and perceptions often contribute to a narrow view and practice
of Islam, it is also the case that factors internal to Islam further contribute to this
narrowness of perception. As it stands, many camps have claims to authenticity in
Islam. Those in power voice the authenticity of their claim in order to advance their
interests while those in opposition voice the authenticity of their claim to justify
dissent.

To address and resolve these problems require that new approaches to

theological and intellectual matters be devised.

This chapter argues that new

approaches cannot afford to ignore the old ones nor can they resort to a solution that
would simply de-politicise the religious sphere of life. So far from resolving the
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Barut, op. cit., p. 235 ...
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intellectual stalemate, such a de-politicisation may simply lead to the sacralisation of
the political and other non-religious intellectual domains leading to a form of fascism.
The real challenge for mainstream Islam is not to win an argument against the
Islamists, but rather to create an intellectual environment whereby the Islamists and
others can disagree on various Islamic and non-Islamic matters and live in peace. In
Islam, God reveals himself through words, a sign of a healthy intellectual 'revelation'
one that offers a fertile soil to intellectual disagreement (ikhtilaj). Having argued that
resorting to quotations from religious sources does not make one's case any more
credible or legitimate than that of one's opponent, it is nevertheless appealing, if not
irresistible, to do so. To give added weight to the argument in favour of ikhtilaf, it is
related in a Hadith that the prophet Muhammad said: 'Disagreements within my
community are a divine mercy'.
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SECTI ON

Two

'Orthodoxies'

Introduction

The religion scholar Mircea Eliade attributes to religion a broad system of
1

meaning connected to 'ideas of being, significance and truth' . Eliade also describes
the archaic Man's first philosophical reflection as having been 'genetically and
2

structurally "religious"' , since every single human activity, according to him, took on
a sacred significance. Further, religion most often draws on myths and powerful
symbols that get articulated in a language that is both meaningful and relevant.
Accordingly these myths, symbols and the language in which they are expressed are
assigned a powerful and long-lasting place in the collective psyche in such a way that
they assume a sense of reality. Thus, the anthropologist Clifford Geertz describes
religion as:

A system of symbols which acts to establish powerful, pervasive, and
long-lasting moods and motivations in men by formulating conceptions
of a general order of existence and clothing these conceptions with such

Mircea Eliade~ w Nostalgie des Origines, Paris: Gallimard, 1978, p. 9 (emphasis in original).
2
Ibid., pp. 10-11.
1

an aura of factuality that the moods and motivations seem uniquely
realistic.

3

Considering the variety of changing worldly dimensions religions can draw
upon and in tum appropriate, it is not too difficult to imagine how many things can
assume a religious status and why the 'religious' can sustain a 'religious ' status even
when it undergoes changes. These many things can encompass a variety of trivial
and significant issues, and as Umberto Eco would have it 'it's religion that produces
4

God, not the other way around' . Once a practice or a belief is enunciated as
'religious ', it can then border on the notion of the 'sacred' and, again, it is easy to
figure out how it can become binding and 'orthodox ' . For the same reason, it is also
easy to imagine how 'anything ' not properly enveloped in the accepted 'religious '
gown, can, if one devotes enough 'exegetical' energy, easily tum it into blasphemy
5

and even heresy. But it would be misleading to suggest that 'orthodox ' traits are the
monopoly of the religious camp. As Alan Kors argues, the secularism and atheism of
the Enlightenment were-not free of the orthodoxies that permeated the religious camp,
6

and as such, atheism 'is simply a child of orthodoxy' .

'Orthodo xies' are also abound in the Islamic world, with Islam taking centrestage in the visage of political 'orthodox ies'. Dale Eickelman and James Piscatori
observe that "'Islam" constitutes the language of politics in the Muslim world' , in a
way that the language draws on 'Islamic vocabulary' that carries political
significances as well as in a way that the language is modified to cater for specific
3

Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays, New York: Basic Books, 1973, p.
90.
4

In an interview with Maya Jaggi, 'Signs of the Times', The Guardian , Saturday October 12, 2002,
http:/lbooks.guardian.co.uk/review/story/0,12084,809591,00.htrnl
5
Gauri Viswanathan, 'Blasphem y and Heresy: The Modernist Challenge, A Review Article',
Comparative Studies in Society and History, vol. 37, issue 2, 1995, p. 401.
6
As worded by Silvia Berti, 'At the Roots of Unbelief', Journal of the History of Ideas, vol. 56, issue
4, 1995, p. 558.
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circumstances. The language of politics in the Islamic world thus is cons titute d of a
political discourse that goes beyo nd 'Islamic term inolo gy' to one that is conscious of
the 'politics of lang uage ', and as such it can convey, with ease, a double-edged
system of meanings accessible to both thos~. who are part of the estab lishm ent and
those who are in opposition to it.

7

This Section draws on a num ber of processes of 'orth odox ies' in the Islamic
tradition, the way they come to be formulated and the authority they yield in the
socio-political sphere. Chap ter Thre e explores how allegorical interpretation (ta 'wfl)
can lead to the formation of different and differing 'orth odox ' views, especially given
that ta 'wfl derives its authority from Scripture.

As an illustration of these ta 'wfl

generated orthodoxies, the chap ter draws on the use of ta 'wfl in the medieval debate
between Ghaz ali and Ibn Rush d on the 'clas h' betw een theo logy and philo soph y.
Chapter Four explores differing 'orth odox ies' often invo ked in relation to the notion
of 'Islamic polit ics'. It discusses the works of those who advocate the notion of
'Islamic polit ics' and the meaning they attribute to 'Islam ic', and exam ines the claims
of authenticity they assign to their conceptions of the 'Islam ic.'

The principal

concern that runs through this Section is to show that the often invo ked religious
'orth odox ies' are not consistent in their formulations nor are they free of internal
contradictions. The objective of this Section is not to argue against the formulation of
such 'orth odox ies' but to argue against their claim ed authenticity.

7

Dale F. Eickelman and James Piscatori, Musli m Politics, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996,
pp. 12-3.
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CHAPTER THREE

Allegory and Orthodoxies

Introduction
As argued in Chapter Two, Islamic religious discourse seeks legitimacy and priority
of claim (afiaqqiyya) by being grounded in Scripture and by explaining Scripture in a
manner that is suited to its desired political ends. This chapter looks at ta 'wfl as being an
important intellectual tool for the construct of orthodoxies in the Islamic tradition. It
draws on the medieval debate between theology and philosophy as an illustration of the
use of ta 'wfl in this open manner.

It discusses the way ta 'wfl featured as a strong

argument on the theology side as articulated by Ghazali (1058-1111) as well as on the
philosophy side as articulated by Ibn Rushd (1126-1198) . It shows the way in which
religious orthodoxies come to be articulated from within the supposedly rival camps of
theology and philosophy. It explores the use of the construct of allegorical interpretation
(ta 'wfl) and the way it is utilised to give legitimacy to a variety of interpretations of

Scripture. The chapter shows that the recourse to ta 'wfl finds its legitimacy by being
grounded in the Qur' an, and it discusses the linguistic dimensions of the Arabic language
and its relevance for the interpretation of the Qur' an, that allow a large scope for ta 'wfl to
be used for a variety of meanings.
This chapter then explores the interplay between the literal sense of the Qur' an
and the various allegorical interpretations (ta 'wfl) of many of its verses as it played out in
the debate between Ghazali and Ibn Rushd. It draws on the esoteric and the exoteric

95

interpretations that Scripture lends itself to. On the one hand , the Qur' an presents itself as
having the right to adjudicate the intellectual realm, especially in relation to the
legitimacy and the meri t of ideas and values. On the other hand, the Qur' an, itself,
provides its audience an escape from this intellectual mono poly by describing its message
as containing exoteric (zah ir) as well as esoteric (b4ti n) meanings. It indicates explicitly
that its message contains 'som e verses clear to be understood [mu!ikamat], they are the
1

foundation of the book; and others are parabolical [mut asha bihat ].' Coup led with the
complex subtleties of the Arabic language, this distinction has prov ided a modality for
thinkers, be they jurists, theologians or philosophers, who wished to explore and defend
ideas beyo nd those explicitly sanctioned by Scripture.

Contemporary Ap pro ach es to Qur'an Interpretation
This medieval debate featuring ta 'wfl is to offer an exam ple of showing how
'orth odox ies' get constructed and how they can be utilised by rival camp s, the religious
and non-religious. An exam inati on of the motivations that tum beliefs into 'orthodoxies '
is especially important in view of the apparent authenticity (a.sala) attributed to the
r~ligious discourse of Islamist groups.

As discussed in Chapter Two of the previous

section, the Islamist discourse generally chooses to interpret Scripture in a mann er that
often purposely ignores ambiguities and subtleties in the text.

In an article on the

allegorical interpretations to be found in contemporary Islamic religious discourse, Nasr
Ham id Abu Zayd observes that 'the allegorical interpretation (ta 'wfl) of religious texts -

1

George Sale, The -Koran, London: Frederick Warne and Co. Ltd.,
expresses better the meaning of mutashfibihat.
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11.

d., 3:7, p. 43. Perhaps ' analogical'

Qur' an and Hadith, is considered as one of the more important tools of the religious
2

discourse, if not its most important'. Zayd, it should be noted, is a contemporary scholar
whose writings on the Qur'an were controversial in Egypt, and as a result of which he
had to leave the country.
Zayd argues that religious discourse overlooks the historical context of the religious
texts in question and the rules of grammar that should be applied to the understanding of
these texts. Accordingly, Zayd argues, the religious discourse ends up transforming
revelation (tanzfl) into ideology.3 Zayd is correct in arguing that allegorical interpretation
(ta 'wfl) is a very important tool that allows the religious camp to tum Scripture into an

ideology. In the context of the Islamist discourse, one may say that, at times, a dimension
of ta 'wfl is also at play even when the Islamists choose to interpret Scripture based on a
literal understanding of the text. But Zayd also seems to suggest that there is a scientific
way of reading religious texts that would make these texts less prone to such variations.
The flexibility of ta 'wfl, however and as it is argued in this chapter, is such that it is very
difficult to confine_it to one specific and clear interpretation.
Also worth noting here is the work done by Hasan Hanafi on the Qur' an. His
approach, as he puts it, is a 'thematic method'. Hanafi's method is somewhat similar to
Gadamer' s phenomenological approach to the interpretation of texts in that he denies the
singularity of interpretation to a given text, arguing that 'a text is also a vehicle for
human interests and even passions', hence 'the interpreter fills it with content from his

2

Nasr Hamid Abu Zaid, 'Ihdar al-Siyaq fi ta'wilat al-Khitab al-Dlni' , al-Qahira, no ., 122, 1993, p. 87.
3
Ibid., p. 89.
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own time and place.

4

Hanafi's method is based on certain philosophical premises that

take into account the interpreters' limitations and assumptions, which in tum inevitably
cloud the ~nd product of interpreting a text.

5

His method also follows a set of rules of

interpretation that revolve around the socio-political context of the text under
interpretation as well as a set of linguistic rules.

6

There are certain advantages in Hanafi's method, especially as it contributes, in
principle, to a richer intellectual environment characterised by an inclusiveness that
allows space for different and differing approaches to the understanding of Scripture.
One may however point to two scholarly limitations in his method. The first has to do
with his emphasis on treating the text of the Qur'an strictly as a profane text.

The

problem in this is not that it 'could lead to the denial of revelation and the negation of
prophecy' as he puts it, but that it does not account for the complex dynamics imbued in a
text that is meant to appeal as a sacred text. This is especially the case in view of the link
between the Qur' an as a revealed text and the Arabic language formally making its debut
when the words of the Qur' an were given a written form.
The second limitation has to do with what may be regarded as an underlying
commitment to a socio-political project in Hanafi's method. He notes that this method is
motivated by social justice concerns, and could thus be accused of 'Marxist leanings,
given its high and clear commitment to the poor, the oppressed and the wretched of the
earth', and given that such concerns have come to be identified with a 'so-called Marxist

4

On the varieties of ta 'wfl genres, see Hasan Hanafi, 'Method of Thematic Interpretation of the Qur' an' , in
Stefan Wild (ed.), The Qur'an as Text, Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1996, pp. 197-202.
5
Ibid., pp. 202-3.
6
Ibid., pp. 203-6.
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7

language' .

As pointed out earlier, Hanafi is conscious of the subjectivities and

dispositions that interpreters of texts, including himself, can carry in their works. The
limitation in this method's social justice commitm ent is that it treats this commitm ent as
intrinsic to the text itself. Although Hanafi wants to escape any value-jud gements about
the text, he ends up falling into a generalisation when he justifies his commitm ent by
asking 'was not early Islam adopted by the poor, the oppressed and the marginalised in
Meccan society' .

8

Langu age and Allegory
It should first be noted that the study of ta 'wfl in the Islamic tradition is a wide

topic that has undergon e different developments in the various intellectual disciplines.
These disciplines include jurisprud ence (fiqh), comment ary (tafsfr), theology (kalam) and
9

philosophy (falsafa). A distinctive approach to ta'wfl is also develope d in the mystical
dimension of Islam, Sufism, especially by Ibn 'Arabi. This chapter, however, explores
only a limited aspect of ta 'wfl. It argues that ta 'wfl was not a mere intellectual tool used
by theologians, jurists and philosophers, but it was also used as an intellectual device to
justify the differences between the various rival schools of thought and even the
inconsistencies within a particular strand of thought. It served to veil, when deemed
undesirable, the restrictions that certain aspects of the Qur' an, if interpreted literally,
would impose on their teachings. Of particular relevance to this discussion then are the
7

Ibid., p. 211.
8
Ibid., p. 211.
9

Muhammad 'Abed al-Jabiri, Naqd al- 'Aql al- 'Arabf (2): Bunyat al- 'Aql al- 'Arabf ft al-Thaqlifa al'A'rabiyya, Beirut: Markaz Dirasat al-Wahda al-'Arabiyya, 1996, see for instance section II, chapters 1 and
2.
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different approaches and applications of ta 'wil in the works of Ghazali - whose intention
was to attack the philosophers and defend his concept of orthodoxy, which derived partly
from the theological school of Ash' arism -, and those of Ibn Rushd - whose goal was to
defend philosophy and the pursuit of philosophical studies.
'Allegory ' refers to two interlinked and sometimes complementary literary
procedures. One is about writing allegorically, the other is about interpreting
allegorically. Writing allegorically is to write in a manner such that the apparent meaning
differs from the intended message of the author. One example in the Arabic tradition
belonging to this category is the Hayy bin Yaqdhan variety (by Ibn Sina, Ibn Tufayl and
Al-Suhrawardi). Interpreting allegorically, or allegoresis, is the process of bringing out or
discovering the hidden message of an allegorical work.

10

The allegores is genre, it needs

to be added, can itself tum into an allegorical work (i.e. , an allegoriser turning into an
allegorist), which in tum gives rise to another interpretive tradition.
Further, the application of allegoresis is not limited to works that are intended to
be interpreted allegorically. An allegoriser may treat as an object of allegores is a work
intended to be understood literally. One may do so for a number of reasons, to enhance,
add other dimensions to or even manipulate its message to suit a particular agenda. In
other words, the allegores is genre can be as much about constructing/inventing a new
message derived from a given text as construing its intended meaning. A similar blurring
can apply to the way in which a reader judges not only texts that fall under the allegorical
and allegoresis genres, but also texts the meanings of which may be said to be apparent.

10

Jon Whitman, Earl Miner, Kang-i Sun Chang and Julie S. Meisami, 'Allegory', in Alex Preminger & T.
V. Brogan (eds), New Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University
Press, 1993, p. 31.
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That is to say, this complex distinction between allegory and allegoresis should not
suggest that texts that may be said to fall outside these two genres are immune to such
interpretative procedures. To use Solomon Simonson' s words in the context of
interpretation in Hebrew thought, what one reader may consider 'as an "interpretation,"
another will denounce as a "construction"; what one may regard as a "construction,"
another will disdain as a mere "interpretation".'

11

The allegoresis genre may then be

discerned, in differing degrees, in various styles of writings, especially in works of
exegesis, hermeneutics and commentaries.
In some kinds of writings, allegoresis may be associated with the inception of
logical intellectual trends within a tradition,

12

or what is known as a move from mythos

(associated with myth) to logos (associated with reason), a reference to the development
of certain intellectual disciplines in ancient Greec~. This relates to a process of
demythologising texts with a strong mythological foundation that are held to be
authoritative sources of truth. Such a process is intended to give these texts a significance
different from the sense that they literally convey.

13

For instance, the succession from

Uranus to Cronos to Zeus, as described by Hesiod, when read in this way, turns into a
description of a system of emanation from 'One' to 'Mind' to 'Soul' , as Plotinus
expounds it.

14

A myth then may be read as an allegory, even if the allegorical sense may

not have been present in the minds of the transmitters of the myth.

11

Solomon Simonson, 'The Idea of Interpretation in Hebrew Thought' , Journal of the History of Ideas, vol.
8, issue 4, 1947, p. 472.
12
Ibid.
13

Jean-Pierre Vemant, Mythe et religion en Grece ancienne, Paris: Edition du Seuil, 1990, pp. 35-40.
14
Whitman et al., 'Allegory', op. cit., p. 32. For more examples of allegorical interpretations, see Abdul
Rahman Badawi, Madhahib al-Islamiyyfn, Beirut: Dar al-'Ilm lil-Malayin, 1997, pp. 754-9.
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It would, however, be simplistic to reduce such an allegorisation to an intellectual
shift from myth to reason. Such a generalisation does not adequately take into account the
complexities of the intellectual environment from which myth springs, nor does it fairly
represent the limitations of the assumptions of a reason-based intellectual environment.
Nevertheless, it needs to be acknowledged that the re-formulation of an existing literature
to suit different intellectual environments indicates a certain level of sophistication on the
part of the allegoriser.
The various interpretations of religious scriptures exemplify the abundant and
differing meanings that may be attributed to a single text source. The Hebrew Bible, for
example, has undergone expositions and renditions by numerous scholars since the time
it was compiled. One may trace such expositions back to the people who were
responsible for establishing the canon, which makes up the Torah and the rest of the
Hebrew Bible. Those who established the canon themselves made certain interpretive
statements by the choice of books that they included and those that they omitted.

15

Their

choices gave rise to a tradition of commentaries, including the Palestinian and
Babylonian Talmuds, out of which sprang a plethora of other interpretive traditions.

16

Within the broad parameters of allegoresis, the Arabic language has many literary
devices that one can use to write and interpret allegorically. They include shad:i and tafsfr
(interpretation, commentary), isti'ara (metaphor), tashbfh (simile), ramz and majaz
(symbolism or figurative), ishara (intimation or allusion), bayan and balagha (eloquence

15

James Brenneman, Canons in Conflict: Negotiating Texts in True and False Prophecy, Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1997, see Chapter One 'Contradiction and Intertextuality'.
16
On this point and for specific examples, see Solomon Simonson's article, op. cit., pp. 467-74.
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or good style).

17

Further, ta 'wfl in the Arabic context can refer to content/meaning (ta 'wfl

al-ma 'na) and to grammar (al-ta 'wfl al-nafiawf). The two may be used for different ends.

The grammarians, for example, used ta 'wfl al-ma 'na to serve al-ta 'wfl al-nafiawf, when
some quranic verses did not conform to what they considered to be the rules that govern
Arabic grammar.

18

An understanding of the interplay between grammar and meaning is a

necessary foundation for the appreciation of the various subtleties and nuances in the
polemical discourses between the theologians and the philosophers, in this case, in the
discourses of Ghazfili and Ibn Rushd. Also to be emphasised is the central importance the
Qur' an occupies in relation to both the Arabic language and to Islamic thought. This
point is of particular importance given the use by Ghazali and Ibn Rushd of the Qur' an to
justify their different positions. Their writings demonstrate that they both knew the
Qur' an by heart, and it informed almost every sentence of their discourse.

It is not an exaggeration to state that any discussion that seeks to address the
development of Islamic thought needs to account for the central importance the Arabic
language occupies in this field, and the way in which the Qur'an features in the
development of the Arabic language. On this aspect, the Arabic grammarian and literary
historian Jirji Zaydan wrote that 'the Qur' an has an influence over the literatures of the

17

It needs to be stressed that these literary devices are not the same, and they differ linguistically. To
explain further, the following example indicates the differences, for example, between tashbfh and isti'a.ra:
silfahtu rajulan kal- 'asadi (I shook the hands of a man who looks like a lion). This sentence is qualified as
tashbfh because it has the mushabbah, the thing compared (rajulan, 'man'), the mushabbah bihi, the thing
compared to (asad, 'lion') and the particle specific to tashbfh (k, like). Silfahtu asadan (I shook the hands
of a lion). This sentence is qualified as isti 'ilra, because it omits both the mushabbah and the particle of
tashbfh.
18

Muhammad Abdul Qadir Hana.di, Z!ihirat al-Ta'wfl fl I'rilb al-Qur'ifo al-Karfm, Mecca: Maktabat alTalib al-Jami'i, 1988, p. 14. On the different usages and purposes of ta'wfl in the Arabic language, see the
introductory pages in the same source, pp. 11-3.
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Arabic language that no other religious text has in other langu ages .'

19

Ther e is even more

appreciation by scholars of the_Qur' an' s literary style. A. H. Johns comm ents that the
Qur' an is a 'mos aic of diverse styles' pointing to the impact the rhetoric of the book can
have on listeners.

°For Muslim scholars, the miracle of the Qur' an lies in the text itself,

2

that is to say, in the i 'jaz, or the inimitability of the discourse. The i 'jaz of the Qur' an,
Richard Fran k observes, has a significance equivalent, at least, to the repo rted miracles of
Moses and the magic of Jesus.

21

Hence, the Arabic lexicon al-Q amus al-Mu}:i(t quotes an

unnamed scholar who, writing in poetry, expresses the impo rtanc e of mast ering the
Arabic language:
Our duty to learn langu ages
Is like that of mem orisi ng pray ers
For no religion is unde rstoo d
Exce pt by the study of languages2

2

Furthermore, the Qur' an, Muslims believe, was revea led to Muh amm ad in Arabic as
being the articulate discourse of God (kalam Allah ).

23

The sublime authority of this claim

mean t that the followers of the religion of Islam were more or less boun d to learn the
Arabic language of the Qur' an. The Qur' an was the first Arabic book to be read and most
19

J. Zaydan, Tarikh Adah al-Lughat al- 'Arabiyya, ed. by Shaw qi Dayf, Qahirah: Dar al-Hilal, 1981, vol. 3,
p. 17.
20
Anthony H. Johns, 'The quranic presentation of the Joseph story: naturalistic or formulaic langu age?', in
G. R. Hawt ing and Abdul-Kader A. Share ef (eds), Approaches to the Qur'an, London: Routledge, 1993,
pp. 39-40.
21
R. MacD onoug h Frank, Beings and Their Attributes: The Teaching of the Basrian School of the
Mu 'tazila in the Classical Period, Albany: State University of New York Press, 1978, p. 9.
22
Majd al-Din Muha mmad bin Ya'kfib al-Fayruzabadi, al-Qamus al-Muhft, secon d edition, 1952, volumes
1-2, Egypt: Mustafu al-Babi al-Halabi, p. 7.
23
For references in the Qur'a n, see 48:15; 16:103. The referencing of the Qur'a n in the thesis and
especially in this chapter is aided by the meticulously compiled index by Muha mmad Fouad 'Abd al-Baqi,
al-Mu 'jam al-Mufahras li-Alfaz al-Qu r'an al-Karfm, Beirut: Dar al-Jil, (n. d.) .
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of the intellectual disciplines, which appeared after the emergence of Islam, Zaydan
remarks, 'either sprang from the Qur'an or originated as ancillaries (khidma) to it.'

24

Hence, the statement that 'the science of the Arabic language is the religion itself' (by
Abu 'Amr b. al-'Ala') reflects accurately the complex dimensions linking Islam, Islamic
thought and the Arabic language.

25

It is in light of this linguistic dimension that the

following discussion on the use of allegorical interpretation (ta 'wfl) by Ghazali and Ibn
Rushd needs to be understood.

Theology and Philosophy: the Ghazali-Ibn Rushd Debate
The medieval debate between theology and philosophy, as played out by Ghazali
and Ibn Rushd, reflects what ·may be termed a politicisation of ta 'wfl. Political
organisation in the Islamic context and milieu, it needs to be firstly noted, developed in
association with and, in some respects, within other disciplines. Those other disciplines
may be classified under three broad categories: theology ('ilm al-kaldm), jurisprudence
(fiqh) and philosophy (falsafa). The discipline of theology, with its two main schools

Mu'tazila and Ash'arite, occupied a prominent role in the early period of Islam.

26

The

background to the debate between Ghazali and Ibn Rushd is the growing tension between
Islamic theology (kaldm) and Islamic philosophy. Both camps used the intellectual tools

24

Zaydan, op. cit., p. 11.
25
Cited in Ibid., p. 15.
26
For an account of pre- Mu 'tazilite Islamic theology, see Joseph Van Ess, 'The beginnings of Islamic
Theology' (the article as well as the Discussion), in J. E. Murdoch and E. D. Sylla (eds), The Cultural
Context of Medieval Learning, Boston: D ~Reidel Publishing Company, 1975, pp. 88-90.
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provided by Greek thought.

27

The theologians used these tools not only to give legitimacy

to Scripture but also to enhance the authority of their interpretation of it.

28

The

philosophers, on the other hand, used Scripture to justify the importance, if not the
supremacy, of Greek philosophy. The two groups, one can argue, were interested in the
same issues and questions but differed on the answers and sometimes on the methods of
reaching those answers. The high point of tension between the two was reached when the
Ash 'arite theologian Ghazali' wrote Tahafut al-Falasi fa (The Incoheren ce of the
Philosophers) and Fay_sal al-Tafriq a bayna al-Islam wal-Zand aqa (The Clear Criterion
for Distinguishing between Islam and Godlessness), henceforth abbreviated as TF and
Fay~al, respectively, and to which almost a century later lbn Rushd responded.

In his TF, Ghazali' attacks the philosophers and their misconceptions about the
nature of their pursuits and defends the sharf' a, divine Law, presentin g it as having a
higher authority than any intellectual human alternative. In his Fay_sal, a book he wrote
after TF, Ghazali develops juridical classifications on the basis of which he condemns the
philosophers as guilty of being infidels. Ghazal!' s TF was widely read and quoted by the
educated elites, and this fame posed a problem for philosophers. Almost a century later,
and in response to it, the Andalusian philosopher lbn Rushd wrote Tahafut al-Tahafu t
(The Incoherence of the Incoherence) and Kitfib Fa.sl al-Maqfil (On the Harmony of
Religion and Philosophy), henceforth abbreviated as IT and Fa~l respectively. In IT, lbn

27

On the influence of Greek thought on Islamic theology, see Michel Allard, Le Probleme des Attributs
Divins dans la Doctrine d al-As ari et de ses Premiers Grands Disciples, Beirut: Imprimerie Catholique,
1965, pp. 156-9.
28
On the importance of Scripture amongst the various theological schools, see Ab1 al-Hasan 'All Ben
· lsma'Il al-Ash'ari, Maqalat al-Islamiyyfn wa-Ikhtilaf al-Musallfn, in H. Ritter (ed.), Wiesbaden : Franz
Steiner, 1963, particularly see pp. 165-168.
1
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Rushd responds to Ghazali' s charges in TF from a philosophical standpoint and he
responds in Fa.sl to Ghaz ali's charges in Fay_sal from a juridical standpoint.

29

In La Politique de Gazalf, Henri Laoust sums up Ghaz ali's lifetime aim, as
reflected in his writings as being '[t]o struggle against all forms of fanaticism and
partisan intransigence, and against all sorts of blind attachment to a school of thought or a
sect, and this is in order to rebuild the unity of the [Muslim] comm unity around its
prophet.'

30

To put Ghaz ali's TF and Faysal in context, therefore, one needs to discuss his

political views vis-a -vis religion and the implications of philosophy, as he perceived it,
for religion. A reunification of the Muslim community, according to Ghazali, requires
redressing (istiplal:i) people and directing them towards the righteous path, and the craft of
politics provides the means by which such a project may be accomplished.

31

The craft of

politics, Ghazfili believed, is the most noble (ashraf) of all crafts and is tightly linked to
the religious sciences,

32

an aspect often ignored by the philosophers. Ghaz ali is correct in

this last observation. Farabi, for instance, whom Ghazfili attacks along with Ibn Sina in

29

TF and IT are mostly referr ed to in the literature in association with this debate. In addition, Ghazfili also
wrote Faysa l al-Ta friqah Bayna al-Isla m wa-al -Zana diqa (The Clear Criter ion for Distin guish ing betwe en

Islam and Godlessness) in which he devel oped the juridi cal bases for conde mning the philosophers on the
grounds of being infidels. Ibn Rushd wrote Fasl al-Ma qal, Damf mat al- 'Ilm al-Ila hf, al-Ka shf 'an Mana hij
al-Ad illa, and IT in which he addressed Ghazfili' s refuta tion of the philos opher s from the juridi cal,
theological and philosophical positions. See the discussion in Iysa A. Bello , The Medie val Islam ic
Contr overs y betwe en Philo sophy and Ortho doxy: Ijma' and Ta 'wfl in the Confl ict betwe en al-Gh azali and
Ibn Rushd , Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1989, 'Intro ductio n'.
30
Henri Laoust, La Politi que de Gazal f, Paris: Libra irie Orientaliste Paul Geuthner, 1970, p. 365.
31
Ghazfili, Ihya' al- 'Ulum , al-Qahira: Matb a'at Musta fa al-Babi al-Halabi, 1939, vol. 1, p. 20.
32
Ibid., p. 20.
.
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TF,

33

treats politics as a craft closely tied to philosophy but independent of religion, a

position tantamount to heresy in Ghazali' s view.

34

The errors leading to heresy on the part of philosophers' (falasifa ), Ghazfili
believes, derive from their exaggerations about the validity and status of the knowledge
achieved by their predecessors, the Greek philosophers. For example, the falasifa assume
that individuals such as Socrates, Hippocrates, Plato and Aristotle, excelled in the various
sciences and they were able to discover what is otherwise unknown through deductive
methods. They further assumed that these ancient philosophers, despite their intelligence,
denied the legitimacy of religions (nifial) and the religious laws (shara 'i '), branding them
as ploys (l:iiyal) and concocted laws (nawamfs mu'allafa).

35

By accepting these

assumptions of the ancient philosophers, without careful evaluation, and by forsaking the
religion of their ancestors, the heretics (referring to the philosophers) simply turned from
emulating truth (taqlfd al-fiaqq) to emulating falsehood (taqlfd al-baJil).

36

Ghazali is not exaggerating when he makes this claim. It is the case that some
Muslim philosophers looked upon the Greek philosophers with uncritical esteem and
treated their doctrines almost as articles of faith.

37

Ghazfili, therefore, decided to write

33

Ghaza11, in Sulaiman Dunya (ed.), Tahafut al-Falasifa (TF), Misr: Dar al-Ma'arif, 1955, p. 75.
34
See A. N. Al- Farab1, 'Fi al- 'Ilm al-Madam wa- 'Ilm al-Fiqh wa- 'Ilm al-Kalam' ('On Political Science,
Science of Jurisprudence and Science ofKalam'), in Al- Farab1, A. N., Ihsa' al-'Ulum (The Enumeration of
the Sciences), U. Amin (ed.), Cairo: Dar al-Filer al-'Arab1, n.d. Refer also to Chapters Five and Six of this
thesis.
35

TF, p. 72. On Ghazal!' s acceptance of some of the ancient philosophers' contributions, see also Ghazali,
al-Munqidh min al-dalal, Beirut: Commission Libanaise pour la Traduction des Chefs-D'oeuvres, 1969,
pp. 20-7.
36
TF, p. 72.
37

See for example Farabi' s views in 'On Political Science, Science of Jurisprudence and Science of
Kalam', in Al-Fara.bl, A. N., Ihsa' al- 'Ulum, op. cit., parag 3. See also by Farab1, kitab al-jam' bayna
Ra'yay al-Hakfmayn, introduced and commented on by A. N. Nadir, Beirut: Dar al-Mashriq, 1986, p. 80
(1).
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TF, to show the incoheren ce of a number of ideas and beliefs of the ancient

philosophers.

38

It is further intended to show that although the ancient philosoph ers did

believe in God and his messengers, they became confused in relation to some of the
details of these basic ideas, and so went astray and caused others to go astray.

39

Ghazali' s TF, therefore, needs to be understoo d in relation to this political agenda.
He regards Hellenic philosophy, in the form espoused by Muslim philosoph ers, as a rival
to Scripture, and, therefore, sets out to destroy it by exposing its incoherence. To put it in
its immediat e context, he saw falsafa (Arabic philosophy) as presentin g a serious threat to
theology (KaliJm). As George Hourani puts it, the philosophers claimed to speak of
demonstrative truth as somethin g achievable by intellectual disciplines as informed by
Greek sciences. This, on its own, did not threaten the mutakallimun (theologians). But
when the falasifa spoke of demonstrative truth in relation to matters dealing with God
and the world using Platonic and Aristotelian concepts and terms at the expense of, or
even as a substitute for, religious formulations, the religious camp felt that religion itself
was threatened and the theologians took it upon themselves to take a leading role in the
defense of religion, which was after all their raison d'etre.

40

To .expose the incoherence of Hellenic philosoph y and its followers , Ghazali
investigated twenty issues which can be classified under three main categories, and which
he considere d to be of central importance. He therefore set himself three goals: . (1) to
invalidate the assumptions that the world is eternal (and co-eval with God); (2) to address
the philosoph ers' assumptions/denial ofthe existence of God, of his attributes, his unity,
38

TF, p. 73.

39

Ibid.

40

George Hourani, 'Introductio n', Averroes: On the Harmony of Religion and Philosophy , London:
MESSRS. Luzac & Co., 1961, p. 3.
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his knowledge of particulars (juz'iyyat ); and, (3) to address the philosoph ers' rejection of
bodily resurrection and the immortality of the soul.

41

It is not of direct relevance to

discuss these three categories in this chapter. Only the first, the eternity of the world, is
briefly to be discussed simply by way of an example.

42

To summarise Ghazali' s arguments in relation to the creation versus the eternity
of the world, some of the philosophers' views are first stated, according to the way
Ghazfili read them, followed by some of Ghazali' s refutations of their views. He points
out that to deny creation ex nihilo, the philosophers stipulate that it is impossib le that God
exists prior to the world in time, as if to suggest that God took his time or hesitated before
he decided to create the world. Such an assumption, the philosophers would argue, puts
into question God's omnipotence (qudra) and his will (in1da).

43

In his reply, Ghazfili

presents the Ash 'arite view, which is that it is possible that God had willed from eternity
the creation of the world to come about at a certain time.

44

Ghazfili further questions the rationale and the basis of the philosoph ers' position
arguing that their argument in support of it relies on an excessive emphasis on an eternal
will (ircida qadfma). He argues that such a propositi on does not conform to their logical
reasoning nor can it be said to be axiomatic.

It is not logically proven because the

philosophers do not provide theory (nazar) as a middle-te rm in conformi ty with the
syllogistic method.

45

Nor is it axiomatic because of the evident lack of consensus

41

See Ghazfili's division of these themes in TF., p. 84.
42
I
choosing this particular category as an example, because it is a subject which I discuss in Fara.bi's
thoughts in Section III.
43
Ibid., pp. 88-94.
44
Richar J. McCarthy, SJ., The Theology of Al-Ash 'arf (The Arabic texts of al-Ash'Ii Kitab al-Luma' and
Risa.lat Istihsan al-Khawd fi 'Ilm al-Kalam, with briefly annotated translations, and Appendices containing
material pertinent to the study of Al-Ash'arl, Beirut: Imprimerie Catholique, 1953, parag. 6, p. 8.
45
Ghazali, TF, p. 96.
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amongst philosophers on this matter.

46

He points out, for example, that, while most

philosophers believe that the world is coeval with God, Plato was not of this mind and
believed that the world was created in tempore, and Galen chose not to comment on the
matter at all, perhaps believing that it is impossible to ascertain its truth or otherwise.

47

Ghazali further advances the argument that the notion of time is coeval with the world,
with God having created both time and the world. He uses, to his advantage, the
Aristotelian view that time depends on movement.

48

This view served Ghazali to support

the argument that the world is coeval with time. Having ascertained his theory using the
argument of Aristotle, the very argument that the philosophers took as an unquestionable
doctrine, Ghazali succeeded in presenting a persuasive argument against the philosophers
on this issue.

49

A few points are to be noted in relation to Ghazali' s refutation of the points he
· examines in TF, in general, and on this matter, in particular. The first relates to the fact
that he generalises the views of Ibn Sina and Fara.bi as common to all philosophers,
ignoring the fact that some philosophers, like al-Kindi, also had refuted Aristotle's ad
infinitum theory.

50

The second relates to his methodology. He refutes the philosophers'

arguments not by Scripture but philosophically, i.e. using reasoning as his method of
refutation. He does this either by way of reductio ad absurdum or by way of pointing out
46

Ibid., p. 96.
47
Ibid., pp. 86-7.
48
For a comprehensive discussion on the eternity vs creation, see George F. Hourani, 'The Dialogue
between al-Ghazali and the Philosophers on the Origin of the World', Muslim World, vol. 48, no. 3, Part I,
pp. 183-91, and no. 4, Part II, pp. 308-14, 1958.
49
Ibid., pp. 111-2. See also Yuhanna Qumir, Ibn Rushd wa-l-Ghazalf: al-Tahafutan, Beirut: Dar alMashriq, 1986, p. 20.
5
For a comprehensive view of al-Kindi's views and arguments on this issue, see Kevin Staley, 'Al-Kin.di
on Creation: Aristotle's Challenge tq Islam', Journal of the History of Ideas, vol. 50, issue 3, 1989, pp.
355-370.
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certain incoherencies in the philosophers' arguments. This is important because Ghazfili
does not use this mode of reasoning to explain instances of apparent inconsistencies in
the Qur' an. In such cases, he resorts to allegorical interpretation (ta 'wfl) .

Ghazali on ta'w11
It is important then to relate GhazaH' s use of ta 'wfl to his overall intended
political reform, that is, his goal of uniting a fragmented Muslim community. It needs to
be emphasized that GhazaH' s concerns are with divisions at the intellectual level, and as
far as the social life is concerned, he accepts a hierarchical division of society based on
elitism, and in this, he shares the socio-political views of many of the philosophers.

51

In

other words, in seeking to refute the philosophers' arguments, Ghazfili is not seeking to
put to rights any social problems that might be laid at the feet of the philosophers. His
concern with the intellectual level in this manner explains the manner in which he
conceived of the political in relation to the religious. In this case, the positioning of the
political vis-a-vis Scripture is a way of demarcating the intellectual sphere (esoteric of the
elites) from the popular sphere (exoteric of the masses), a position that has parallels in

51

See lhya ', p. 20. On that point see Laoust, p. 202, and Richard M . Frank, Creation and the Cosmic
System: Al-Ghazalf & Avicenna, Heidelberg: Carl Winter- Universitatsverlag, 1992, p. 29. See also what
Ghazali has to say on this matter in his, Faysal al-Tafriqa bayna al-Islam wal-Zandaqa (Faysa[), in
Majmu 'at Rasa 'il al-Imam al-Ghazalf, Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al- 'Ilmiyya, n. d., p. 85. His hierarchical
attitude is also made explicit with reference to the Isma 'm sect, an off-shoot of Shl'ism, when he writes
that 'the chief danger of the heresy (Isma'ilism) lay in its attraction for the labouring and artisan classes' ,
Cited in Leila Al-Imad, 'Women and Religion in the Fatimid Caliphate: The Case of al-Sayyidah alHurrah, Queen of Yemen', in Michael M. Mazzaoui and Vera B. Moreen (eds), Intellectual Studies on
Islam, Utah: University of Utah Press, 1990, p. 138. See also the same attitude by Ibn Rushd in Fasl,
p_arag. 23.
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Christian politico-theological thought.

52

Ghazali' s ta 'wfl of Scripture then is intended to

vindicate the Ash 'arite school of thought, amounting not only to the politicisation of
ta 'wfl but also perhaps of Scripture too.

This point, the use of Scripture to support a political sub-text, is important
especially in view of the extensive use of Scripture with an emphasis on its literal sense,
in contemporary Islamic political discourse. As was noted in the first section of this
study, many of the current approaches to an understanding of Islam rely heavily on a
literal and selective reading of the Qur'an and Hadith.

This is especially common

amongst Islamist groups that resort to a selective reading of Scripture that would cater for
their desired political ends. This is also common amongst non-Muslims who use some
aspects of Scripture, from the Qur'an and Hadith, as a way of explaining the political
problems of the Muslim world, and in some cases, as a way of devising policies to solve
these problems based on such explanations. Chapter Two has already addressed some of
these points, and the following chapter in this section addresses in more detail the way in
which 'Islamic politics' as a religious orthodoxy figures in a number of contemporary
discourses. In the context of this study then, Ghazali is an apposite example of a thinker
who sees himself in and claims to carry and defend the values of the religious camp. The
way Ghazali therefore moves in and out of the religious sphere in his arguments, is of
significant relevance to our discussion on orthodoxies and the somewha t shaky grounds
upon which an orthodox purity is argued especially by the adherents of the religious
camp.

52

See, for instance, Immanuel Kant's 'An Answer to the Question: "What is Enlightenment"' , in Hans
Reiss, Kant 's Political Writings, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985
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GhazaH argues that the Islamic revelation is not contradictory to reason. To put
this in a broader perspective, for Muslims, the Qur'an, being the discourse of God, must
be perfect.
encompasses.

The linguistic inimitability extends to other forms of perfections it
In the context of considerations related to ethics arising from human

actions, for instance, Ash 'arite theologians argue that the meaning of the concepts 'good'
and 'bad' are only to be judged according to God's commands or prohibitions.

53

This

aspect is not in complete agreement with Mu 'tazilite theology, in that Mu 'tazilites
consider predicates (good or bad) to be determined by characteristics of actions.

54

In

other words whereas the Mu 'tazilites would allow a role for reason in the formulation of
ethical precepts, the Ash' arites would contend that only Scripture is the source of ethics.
Notwithstanding its linguistic perfection, the language of the Qur' an is not always
unambiguous. It is not void of apparent inconsistencies, and despite its emphasis on the
unique divinity of God, it does not avoid anthropomorphism. There are, for example,
references to God having physical features, such as eye, hand and so forth. Understanding
Scripture, therefore, literally bila kayf (without asking how), as some advocated, posed
serious theological problems. It is worth noting the witty view presented by the
theologian and quranic commentator Fakhr al-Din al-Razi on the necessity, in certain
cases, of applying ta 'wfl to the Qur' an, where sticking to the literal meaning of the
Qur'an would result in absurdity. For if one were to collect the various physical features
the Qur' an attributes to God, one would come up with an image of God that is physically
repellent. The Qur'an, he notes, presents God with many eyes and hands, one leg, one
53

Richard Frank, 'Moral Obligation in Classical Muslim Theology', Journal of Religious Ethics, vol. 11,
1983, pp. 207-8.
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Ibid., p. 206 .. See also, Richard Frank, 'On the Autonomy of Human Agent in the Teaching of 'Abd AlGabbar', Le Museon, vol. 95, 1982, pp. 323-55.
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side and so forth. Razi adds sarcastically that 'were such a creature so described to be a
slave, nobody would want to buy him. '

55

Ghazali too asserts that

Regarding that which reason judges to be impossible, then it is
incumbent to translate allegorically what the Revelation states
about it. It is inconceivable that Revelation contains a decisive text
.
d.
56
th at 1s contra 1ctory to reason.

But Razi, who is an Ash 'arite, while he allows space for reason in relation to
Scripture, he would not allow a laissez-faire interpretation of the text by applying ta 'wfl
to all its verses. The Qur' an should in the first instance be understoo d in its literal sense,
but when verses present such problems, especially those that describe God in
anthropomorphic terms, then ta 'wfl must be applied. It should also be applied when the
Qur' an says something contradictory to reason about the world, God's existence and the
57

prophets.

Ghazali expands on the methodology and the rules by which ta 'w fl may be
applied. He divides the categories of ta 'wfl in accordance with his division of existence
(wujud). It comprises five levels: (1) essential existence (al-wujud al-dha,tf), based on the

obvious, independent of sensation and imagination, and for which no interpretation is
58

required;

(2) sensible existence (al-wujud al-fiissf) , based solely on the faculty of vision

and which may be visually experienced both in dreams as well as in a state of

55

Fakhr al-Din al-Razi, Al-Tafsfr al-Kabfr, Beirut: Dar Ihya' al-Turath al- ' Arabi, 1980, vol. 26, p. 229. I am
thankful for A. H. Johns for bringing this reference in Razi' s work to my attention.
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Cited in Bello, op. cit., p. 53.
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Australian National University, 1988, pp. 18-21.
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wakefulness;59 (3) imaginati ve existence (al-wujud al-khaydl f), based on images of
sensible objects which arise in one's imagination during the absence of these sensible
objects;

60

(4) mental existence (al-wujud al- 'aqlf), based on the acquisition of only the

abstract meaning of a thing which is made up of a "spirit" (ruJ:,,), a reality Cfiaqfqa) and a
61

meaning; (5) analogica l existence (al-wujud al-shabah f), when somethin g exists only as
a property of something else, such as anger or pleasure, which are used in relation to
God. Given that the latter characteristics reflect a degree of imperfec tion, they cannot be
used with respect to God. They should be interpreted allegorically as attributes (sifdt)
associated with such properties, like the will to punish, which results from feelings of
anger.

62

GhazaH contends that all sects agree on his division of the five levels of existence
with regard to ta 'wfl. The rules of allegorical interpretation he sets out should fall within
these five levels and one should only resort to this kind of interpretation when the
apparent meaning does not conform to apodeictic proof. He stresses, however, that the

59

Ibid., pp. 79, 81. As an example of this existence, he gives the utterance of Muhammad: "paradise was
shown to me across of this wall." Such an utterance should simply be understood to mean that the image of
the garden was represented on the wall, and not that the garden can be made to fit into a wall. This example
suggests that even if certain statements do not conform entirely to apodeictic proof, it does not necessarily
follow that they are false.
60

Ibid., p. 81. An example of such existence is the utterance of Muhammad: 'As if I was looking at Yunus,
the son of Matta, dressed in two cotton cloaks, acceding and the mountains responding to him, and God be
He exalted saying to him: "at your service, I am, 0 Yunus".' This utterance relates an event that preceeded
the time of Muhammad. Hence, it should be interpreted to mean that the event related exists in
Muhammad's imagination.
61

Ibid., pp. 82-3. An example of such existence is the utterance of Muhammad: 'God, be He exalted,
leavened the clay of Adam with His hand for forty mornings.' This utterance is not intended to indicate that
God has a hand. It should be interpreted to refer to the intellectual meaning and essence of the hand, related
for example to striking or seizing.
62
Ibid., p. 83.
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masses should always follow the literal interpretation of Scripture.

63

When interpretation

is applied, he adds, one should descend one level only when there is no apodeictic proof
for a higher one.

64

It is possible, he notes, that the various sects may differ on what

constitutes apodeictic proof, but such differences do not give ground for taxing them with
disbelief.

65

This argument is a weak one and, as will be discussed below, Ibn Rushd picks

up on it to make a case in favour of broadening/extending the notion of ta 'wfl in a way
that would present Scripture as commanding the study of philosophy.

66

As discussed

earlier in this chapter, allegorical interpretation is inherently flexible and can lend itself to
various and differing meanings.
While Ghazali tries to limit allegorical interpretation to religious principles by
providing a set of rules to follow, he himself ends up moderating his definition of ta 'wfl
quite considerably to accommodate his co-religionists. He is not willing - arbitrarily one
may contend - to extend the same flexibility to the philosophers and the Mu 'tazilite
theologians,

67

both groups being the strongest opponents of Ash' arism. In his Jawahir al-

Qur 'an (Jewels of the Qur'an), a book in which he emphasises the importance of

understanding the inner meanings of the Qur'an, Ghazali alludes to the philosophers as
those who rejected the literal meanings of the exoteric verses. Since they did not observe
the correct principles of ta 'wfl in interpreting these verses, he adds, they did not gain an
insight into the spiritual world as do the elect (khawapp). Their intelligence, he says,

63
64

65

Ibid., p. 85.
Ibid., pp. 84-5.
Ibid., pp. 83-88.
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The references to Fasl are based on the Arabic text in Marc Geoffroy (translator), Averroes: Le Livre du
Discours Decisif, Paris: Flammarion, 1996, parag. 24, p. 122. In my rendering of Arabic terms and
quotations, I benefited from Hourani' s English translation as well as Geoffroy' s French translation. ·
67
Faysal pp. 88-90.
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ruined them, and 'ignorance is closer to salvation than a curtailed discernment and
11·
,68
1mper1ect mte 1gence.
.

+

.

Ibn Rushd on Ta 'wil
In order to understand Ibn Rushd' s recourse to ta 'wfl and the selective way he
approached the interpretation of the Qur'an, it is worth first considering the common
approach to ta'wfl by other philosophers. In general, philosophers, Jean Michot argues,
did not doubt the credibility of the Prophet in the revelations he communicated when
encountering what may be considered as absurdities in Scripture, such as the resurrection
of the body. They argued that the essence of the quranic message extends beyond the
written word and is in agreement with the truth in philosophy. Therefore, it would be
wrong to reduce the meaning of revelation to its exoteric and literal sense, and
accordingly such verses should be understood as symbols and images of philosophical
truth.

69

For such thinkers, Michot observes, 'revelation meets reality by its esoteric

(b(i_tin) meaning' only, whereas to follow the exoteric meaning of Scripture only is to

resile from taking a step beyond the . corporal world, a step they consider as the first
condition towards perfection.

70

In other words, allegory for the philosophers does not

serve to develop reason-based thought, but to justify the pursuit of reason.
In response to Ghazali' s TF, Ibn Rushd wrote 7T and FaJl al-Maqal, in which he

defended philosophy point by point against Ghazali" s attack. For the purposes of this
discussion on ta'wfl, Fa.sl is the more relevant text. The juridical perspective from which
68

Ghazfili, Jawilhir al-Qur'dn wa-Duraruh, Beirut: Dar al-Afaq al-Jaclida, 1983 , p. 37.
69
Jean Michot, La Destinee de l 'Homme selon Avicenne, Louvain: Aedibus Peters, 1986, p. 30;
70
Ibid., p. 33.
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Ibn Rushd writes Fa~l is, as noted above, in response to the juridical approach of Ghazali
in Fay_sal, but it also addresses the politico-juridical character of his geo-political
environment, al-Andalus. The Fa~l was written in Andalusia during the period of the
Almohades empire. The latter had inherited from the kingdom of Almoravides, which
they had conquered in 1146, a well-established Malikite system of Islamic law. The
Malikite school of law (madhhab) is based on a literal interpretation of the foundation
texts. So strictly was this principle applied, that Ash 'arite theology was banned and,
under their rule, even Ghazal!' s works were burnt.

71

It is worth noting here that, though

the study of theology was banned, the study of philosophy was encourag ed perhaps
because, as Hourani suggests, philosophy was catering for and addressing a limited
audience.

72

The F a_sl makes use of two strategies by which to defend philosophy. The first is
to show syllogistically that the Law (shar') compels the pursuit of demonstrative truth
(burhan). Ibn Rushd does not indicate that he intends to prove this argument

syllogistically, he does however follow a syllogistic method. It is importan t for his case
that he does so, given that Ghazali does not reject the use of logic and indeed favours its
use in matters of jurisprudence. The second strategy Ibn Rushd intends is to argue that

71

For a brief history of these empires, see Robert Irwin, 'The Emergence of the Islamic World System
1000-1500), in Francis Robinson (ed.), The Cambridge Illustrated History of the Islamic World,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996, pp. 36-7.
72
For a comprehensive background to Fasl, see George Hourani, 'Introductio n', Averroes: On the
Harmony of Religion and Philosophy, London: MESSRS. Luzac & Co., 1961, especially pp. 6-18. See also
the introduction by Alain de Libera, in Geoffroy, op. cit. While it may be true, as Hourani suggests, that the
philosophers' audience was a limited one, it should be noted that the theologians' teachings were not
exactly accessible to the masses. The latter'.s teachings were also of a high degree of sophistication.
However, if understood, they would not have threatened the fundamental understanding of the religion.
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Scripture requires the application of ta 'wfl on anything that it contains, which does not
conform to demonstration.

73

The first strategy is expounded in the opening paragraphs of Fa~l where Ibn
Rushd asserts that if philosophy is defined as nothing more than speculation (nazar)
using intellectual reasoning (bil- 'aql) about beings in so far as they are proofs of the
74

then, according to the Law (shar'), such a

75

In support of this assertion, he cites verses

Craftsman/Artisan (Sani'), i.e., the Creator,
study is either obligatory or recommended.

from the Qur'an that urge speculation, e.g., 'Reflect, those of you with vision' (59: 2) or
'They reflect on the creation of the heavens and earth' (3: 9). Such verses, Ibn Rushd
argues, can only mean that God compels the use of rational reasoning (al-qiyas al'aqlf).76 Given that this is the case, i.e. (a) the Law compels speculation, i.e. , the use of

intellectual reasoning, on existent beings (al-mawjudat), and reflection on (i 'tibar) them;
(b) and since the latter consists of nothing other than inferring (istinbl#) the unknown

from the known, burhan is the best way of achieving this form of knowledge; (c) it
follows then that the Law compels the study of burhan.

73

77

One needs to bear in mind that Ibn Rushd is thinking here of Aristotle's Organon, which consists of the
following books: Categories (Kitab al-Maqulat), Peri Hermeneias (or: De Interpretatione, Kitab al- ·
'ibara), Prior Analytics (Kitab al-qiyas), Posterior Analytics (Kitab al-Burhan- Demonstration), _Topics
(Kitab al-Mawadi' al-Jadaliyya- Dialectics), Sophistical Refutations (meaning al-Hikma al-Mumawwaha),
Rhetoric (Kitab al-Khataba) and Poetics (Kitab al-Shi 'r). on the relevance of these divisions for Ibn
Rushd, see Charles E. Butterworth, 'Averroes: Politics and Opinion', The American Political Science
Review, vol. 66, issue 3, 1972, pp. 894-901.
74
This term should be understood in light of Greek terms such as , 'tEXVTl (art/craft) and notcro
(make/produce), Fasl, parag. 2.
75
The references to Fasl are based on the Arabic text in Marc Geoffroy, Averroes: Le Livre du Discours
Decisif, op. cit., parag. 2.
76
Fas[, parag. 3.
77
Fas[, parags 3-5.
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Before discussing Ibn Rushd' s use of ta 'wfl, it is importan t to put his first
strategy, which is to prove his case syllogistically, into its intellectual context. In seeking
to ascertain a place for burhan in the structure of his thought, Ibn Rushd is thinking here
of Aristotlian divisions of knowledge, which Aristotle elaborated, using various forms of
syllogisms, the most perfect being the one which proceeds from true premises and which
leads to true conclusions

a la

Posterior Analytics.

78

That is to say, Ibn Rushd's point of

departure is based on a philosophical procedure and is thus biased towards philosophy.
Further, it is worth noting that the eight attestations of the term burhan in the Qur' an
refer to proofs deriving from God and not through human speculation.

79

In other words,

in setting out to prove that the Law enjoins the study of burhan, Ibn Rushd, by omitting
the quranic use of burhan (meaning a proof from God) as his middle-term, does not
follow a demonstrative syllogism, but rather a rhetorical one, perhaps

a la

Rhetoric

manner. That is to say, the way he quotes and uses the Qur' an is more for the purpose of
persuasion, an inferior cognitive end pertaining to Rhetoric according to the Organon 's
division of forms of knowledge, and not for the purpose of truth as the cognitive end of
burhan.
Ibn Rushd' s way of arguing that Scripture enjoins the study of philosoph y not
only defends philosophy, but presents it as superior to the religious disciplines, on the
grounds that only philosophy opens the way to demonstration. He further ensures that the
status of the philosophers is well above that of others, such as jurists and theologians. For
while the study of demonstration (qiyas burhanf) is assigned to the philosophers, Ibn
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Fasl, parag. 5.

79

See the following Suras: 4: 174, 12: 24, 23: 117, 2: 111, 21: 24, 27: 64, 28: 75 and 28: 32.
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Rushd argues, the study of doxic syllogism (qiyfi s zann f) is assigned to the jurists.

80

Further, since the Law (shar ') and Philosophy are both about truth, he writes, and given
that 'truth does not oppo se truth,' then it follows that 'it (i.e., shar ') is in concordance
with and testifies to it (i.e., philo soph y).'

81

However, in order to ensu re the independence

of philosophy, he resorts to and uses the subtleties of the Arabic langu age in so far as
they adapt the notion of ta 'wfl for the purposes of philosophy. The mean ing of ta 'wfl, be
writes, is the
extension of the significance of an expr essio n from real to
metaphorical significance, with out forsaking therein the stand ard
metaphorical practices of Arabic, such as · calling a thing by the
name of some thing resem bling it or a cause or cons eque nce or
acco mpan imen t of it, or other things such as are enum erate d in
accounts of the kinds of metaphorical speech.

82

As noted above, there are many literary devices subs umed unde r what may be considered
as a metaphor in Arabic. It is conv enien t then for Ibn Rush d to say that when the exoteric
sense of Scripture does not accord with philosophy, it is only fitting that one shou ld apply
ta 'wfl to Scripture.

83

In other words, the conclusions of philo soph y need not depend on

nor conform to the exoteric sense of Scripture.
In addition to serving as an argument in favour of the indep ende nce of
philosophy, the malleability of ta 'wfl gives Ibn Rush d added amm uniti on to defend the
study of Greek philosophy, as well as the views of the Musl im philosophers against

°Fasl, parag. 20.

8

81

Fasl, parag. 18.

82

Fasl, as transl ated by Houra ni, p. 50.
Fasl, parag. 19.
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Ghazal!' s charges of disbelief. With regard to Greek philosophy, he argues that one
should pursue knowledg e of demonstrative reasoning using all the available tools (iil{U).

If such tools, he adds, happen to have been developed before Islam, then one should use
them to the advantage of Islam.

84

With regard to the Muslim philosophers, he points out

that Ghazali as well as other theologians and jurists themselves differ on the rules
concerning the circumstances on which ta 'wfl may be applied. The Ash 'arites and the
Hanbalites, he notes, disagree with regard to the meaning of certain verses in the
Qur' an.

85

Ghazali himself concedes, lbn Rushd adds, that there is no unanimity with

regard to the use of ta 'wfl in so far as the latter is dependent on apodeictic proofs. It
follows then, according to lbn Rushd, that Ghazali' s charges of disbelief against lbn Sina
and Farabi cannot be decisive.

86

Despite their apparent differences, both Ghazali and lbn Rushd share many of
their intellectual approaches. They both believe that Scripture cannot but be in
accordance with reason, and when it appears not to be so, then one must seek other
significances that for some valid reason Scripture does not convey exoterically. In this
sense, the way in which they approach ta 'wfl is the same. The way they use it, as a
'political' tool is also the same. They differ, however, on the purpose to which it is put.
Ghazali uses ta'wfl because he wishes to defend the Ash'arite school of thought, which
he regards as the one most faithful to the meanings of Islam. lbn Rushd, on the other
hand, uses it to defend the study of philosophy and to ensure that philosophers do not

84
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Fasl, parags 9, 14.
Fas[, parag. 22.
Fas[, parag. 27, and see Faysal, p. 85.
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suffer a fate similar to that of Socrates. Another dimension to the politicisation of this use
of allegory is that it provided thinkers with a vehicle for justifying intellectual dissent.
Without engaging in a kind of romanticisation of the past, it is clear that this
dissent took the form of the introduction of new ideas into the body of Islamic
knowledge. This was by way of importing, transforming and assimilating foreign ideas,
Ghazali and lbn Rushd both being products of this knowledge exchange. The result was
the development of an intellectual environment, which despite its apparent conformity to
monolithic views, was rich in diverse interests in the various intellectual disciplines. It is
valuable to relate this kind of knowledge acculturation to contemporary discussions
related to the constraints inherent to Islam and its adaptability to modernity or to
'westernisation'.

As established in Chapter Two, the problems associated with an

understanding of Islam are not that Islam is inherently unadaptable to changes and
development, but that certain discourses claim an exclusive priority over others. This
example of the differences between Ghazali and Ibn Rushd should be sufficient to dispel
the 'unadaptability' theory attributed to Islam.
The infiltration of Greek thought into the Islamic tradition is another example in
favour of knowledge acculturation and assimilation. It is of relevance in relation to a
point raised in Chapter Two about the relationship between the Islamic and the Western
world. Political studies addressing the Islamic world by Muslims and non-Muslims alike
often neglect the degree to which the Islamic tradition has made use, borrowed and
appropriated forms of knowledge from outside the Islamic milieu, the incorporation of
Greek thought providing a particularly clear example.

Placing emphasis on the

transmission of Greek thought should not be understood as a way of attributing a superior
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station to the Gree k tradition, or that in inheriting traces of Gree k thought the Islamic
tradition somehow 'imp rove d'. But by omitting the influence of Gree k thought in the
intellectual tradition, whether by purp ose or by design, the Islamic tradition appears to
stand outside (and is thus alien to) the Euro pean and currently the dominant
contemporary intellectual tradition. Far from needing to claim uniqueness, as Adonis has
observed, Muslims cann ot afford to see themselves as belon ging to a tradition that lays
claim to such uniqueness. Rath er they should ende avou r to take pride in the role they play
as part of a plural world.
Returning to GhazaH and Ibn Rushd, a variation of this acculturation of
knowledge may be discerned in the way the debate betw een them developed.

For

example, they both use the tools normally associated with the supp osed rival. Ghazali, as
a theologian, attacks the philosophers philosophically. Ghaz ali, it needs to be noted, also
wrote Maqa~id al-Fa lasifa (The Intentions of the Philosophers) in whic h he enumerates
the various sciences, following the explanations of Fara bi and Ibn Sina, the same
philosophers he attacks in TF, and as Leor Halevi notes , Maqa,sid was 'received,
especially in trans-Pyrenean Europe, as a philo soph er' s genuine summ ary of the object of
philo soph y'.

87

He wrote it befo re TF, ·and he later claim ed that it did not represent a

reflection of his own views. Som e scholars, however, have questioned whether behind
Ghazfili' s exoteric antipathy for philosophy lies a certain empa thy for the discipline . On
this, Gabriel Said Reynolds notes that 'we must appreciate him [i.e., Ghazali] as an
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Leor Halevi, 'The Theologian'_s Doubts: Natural Philosophy and the Skeptical Games of Ghazfili',
Journal of the History of Ideas, vol. 63, issue 1, 2002, p. 20.
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impo rtant trans mitte r of the classical philo soph ical tradi tion. '

88

Rich ard Fran k even

questions Ghaz ali' s intellectual loyal ty to Ash' arism, espec ially follo wing his conv ersio n
to Sufism. Fran k argues that on a numb er of matters, and in parti cular with regar d to the
perfe ctibi lity of the ratio nal soul, Ghaz ali depa rted from the teach ings of the Ash' arite
school only to agree distantly with the philosophers, from whom some of the Sufis had
taken their views.

89

In an article on Ibn Rushd, Irvin g L. Horo witz 's wrot e that, 'If it is corre ct to
descr ibe A verro ism as the cons umm ation of Arab ic thought, it is no less prop er to note
that Musl im philo soph y was cons umed by Aver roes. '

90

Horo witz 's view s fit unde r a

categ ory of disco urse that argues that Islamic philo soph y died with Ibn Rush d, and in
tum myth olog ise a parti cular view of Islam. Ibn Rushd, on the other hand , as this chap ter
has argued, is not as 'unco ntam inate d' by ortho doxy as his fans make him out to be. In
Fa.sl, Ibn Rush d is more of a juris t whos e goal is to persu ade than a philo soph er seeki ng
to demo nstra te in the nece ssity of philo soph y.

It is then wort h re-vi siting some of the assum ption s abou t and divis ions betw een
Islamic theol ogy and Islam ic philo soph y. This is not to equa te kalam with falsa fa or to
sugg est that there is no difference betw een an intellectual tradi tion base d on di vine
revel ation and anoth er that is base d on huma n intellection.

Rath er it is to dispel
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Gabriel Said Reynolds, ' A Philosophical Odyssey: Ghazzali ' s Intentions of the Philo sophe rs', in John
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Richard M. Frank, Al-Gh azalf and the Ash 'arite School , London: Duke University Press , 1994, pp. 95-6.
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assumptions about both theology and philosophy.

That is to say that the assum ed

rationality of the philosophical sphere is not uncontested. As Ghaz ali showed, in the
words of Halevi, 'phil osop hers' ideas rest not on logic (manJiq) but on a kind of belief. '

91

In a similar way, the religious cano n is also not uncontested in so far as it imports
'fore ign' forms of knowledge. The difference, however, is that whil e the philosophical
sphere does not explicitly exclude the divine, it resorts to it as an ancillary supp ort but not
as a central feature when needed in its intellectual pursuit. Whereas, the religious sphere,
while it does not limit itself to the realm of the divine, it does place it at the centre of its
enquiries. In this way, the religious sphere has the divine close r on its side, and as a
result, it uses the divine as the basis for its priority of claim (afiaqqiyya).

Co ncl usi on
Historically,

Scripture has

played impo rtant roles in many intellectual

environments. The mann er in which this role is mani fest ranges from promoting,
restricting even bann ing the pursu it of intellectual activities. Peop le's posit ion concerning
Scripture may vary from veneration, complete obedience, acceptance of some aspects and
rejection of others, cynicism to complete rejection. Wha tever the position taken , it is
rarely, if ever, accompanied by indifference. Such different positions are often justif ied
and supported base d on the different approaches to and readings of Scripture itself.
Scripture, as discussed in this chapter, often lends itself to different interpretations. For
some people, the essence of Scripture lies in its exoteric mess age and they take it
literally; for others, the essence lies in the esoteric mean ing and it is understood
91

Halevi, op. cit., p. 31.
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symbolically; for yet others, the approach consists of a mixture of the two; and for others,
Scripture is rejected as havin g no authority at all as a guide to life.

In the case of Islam, allegorical interpretation has been used whenever certain
aspects of Scripture prov ed either incom mens urab le with ideas the philosophers, the
mystics and the litterateurs wish ed to investigate, or incoherent in matters the theologians
and the juris ts wish ed to justi fy or defend. Challenging the truth or the meri t of Scripture
is not an easy option, for it woul d amou nt to a direct challenge to the word of God. The
practice of ta 'wfl, however, did not come at the complete expe nse of the integrity of
Scripture. At a certain level, ta 'wfl impa rted a certain myst ique and depth to the scriptural
message. At another level, it served to resol ve perce ived inconsistencies and
contradictions that the defenders of Scripture migh t otherwise have foun d indefensible or
unacceptable. In addition, ta 'wfl has served to veil, unveil, bend and mani pulat e certain
aspects of Scripture in accordance with the beliefs of a particular school of thought. As
this chapter has argued, the (ab )use of Scripture is not restricted to the philosophers, but
extends to those deemed to represent views whic h are faithful to its meaning. Ghazali,
laurelled by Muslims as the Proo f of Islam (l:iu}jat al-Is lam) and Orna ment of Religion
(zayn al-df n ), chos e to read into Scripture significances that woul d serve the beliefs of

Ash' arism. In light of the various politicisations of Scripture for different ends , one may
. question the validity and bases of notions of the so-called imm utabi lity of Scripture_. One
may further note that the current emphasis by Islamists on a literalist readi ng of Scripture
is itself nothing but another mode of ta 'wfl, adding yet another elem ent to a long tradition
of this diverse nomenclature.
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CHAP TER FOUR

What is (un)lslamic abou t Islamic Politics?

.. , to ensure the continuity of the umma of Muhamm ad and to ensure the
latter's succession, the struggle between the various factions of Mekka and
Medina could only [follow a] political [course]. The commun ity's cohesion is
not solely manifested in the profession of the same faith in God and his
Prophet, but also in the consciousness of being part of the
same unique umma, which had to choose
a political authority.
Camille Mansour

Introduction
This chapter surveys and analyses modes of religious orthodoxies as they relate
to the way political and ideological language gets articulated.

It analyses the

. difficulties associated with categories such as 'Islamic' and 'un-Islamic', often used in
discourses pertaining to the role of Islam in politics, as an indication of conformity to
or deviation from ordained moral standards. In highlighting the problems in the use of
such categories, this chapter probes certain hermeneutic and religio-historical
assumptions in the Islamic tradition. This probing follows two different and (roughly)
independent aspects of the Islamic tradition and the kind of political authority it gives
rise to: the first ('un-Islamic' ?) aspect questions conventional assumptions about
Scripture and the assumed links between Scripture, authority and Islamic authenticity
or · purity.

The second is one that forgoes the former questioning and accepts

conventional beliefs.

It shows that even from this angle, there does not exist a

consensus or a uniform position on how to go about Islamic political rule.

The Ambiguity of Labelling
The term 'Islamic' is often used to describe and distinguish various aspects of
Islamic societies. This chapter does not go into surveying the different and numerous
positions adopted by those who advocate Islamic politics. It should be noted however
that the use of 'Islamic' as a category and the political implications it carries is not
limited to those who are ideologically committed to Islam. 'Islamic' is also
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expediently invoked by a num ber of secular Mus lim and non-Muslim political leaders
when it is in their interest to do so.

1

Following the events of 11 September 2001, the President of the United States
(US) George W Bush visited the Islamic Centre of Washington, D.C., to send a
message to Americans and to the world that not all Muslims are terrorist, and that the
US does not equate Islam with terrorism. In his remarks, Bush said that '[t]hese acts
of violence against innocents violate the fundamental tenets of the Islamic faith ', that
'[t]he face of terror is not the true faith of Islam. That 's not what Islam is all
about. Islam is peace.' In support of his views, Bush went on to recite a verse from
the Qur' an, which said 'In the long run, evil in the extreme will be the end of those
who do evil. For that they rejected the signs of Allah and held them up to ridicule'.
In his remarks, Bush who does not read Arabic not only defined Islam in a way that is
pleasing to the ears, but even mana ged to please Arabists by adding that '[t]he English
2

translation is not as eloquent as the original Arabic' .

In such discourses, certain political views or practices are at times qualified as
either 'Islam ic' or 'un-I slam ic' /'not true to the Islamic faith'. Whe n the latter is used,
it logically follows that the meaning of the term 'Islam ic' is unambiguous and one is
.consequently invited to infer or construct the existence of this unambiguous 'Islam ic'
simply by contrasting it with the 'un-I slam ic'. In the case of Bush 's remarks, one can
deduce that Islam stands for the same principles as those preached by the US-, and
accordingly even the concept of 'evil ' that Bush often invokes in his rhetoric is
consistent with the teachings of the Qur' an, as the verse he recited testifies.
1

See for instance Jamal Abdu l-Nas ir's letter to king of Jordan justifying the poor performance of the
Arab armies during the 1967 war, letter cited in Sadiq Jalal al- 'zam, Naqd al-Fik r al-Dfn f, Beirut: Dar
al-Ta ll'a Lil-T iba'a w~n-Nashr, 1988, p. 7; Tony Blair, Wednesday 12 September 2001, The Guardian,
http://www.guardian.co.uk/wtccrash/story/0,1300,550655,00.html;
2
George ·W Bush;s speech at the Islamic Centre of Washington, following the attacks of September 11
2001, http://www.whiteh6use.gov/news/releases/2001/09/20010917-1 l.htm l
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Attributing wholesale positive definition(s) to Islam is therefore problematic, and one
should not take such positive or negative definition(s) at their face value.
For similar reasons, one should not take the Islamist discourse at its face value
when it claims that applying Islam is the sole motive behind the Islamist movemen ts'
ideologies and activism. In different places, for instance, the rise of Islamism can be
attributed to different causes, ranging, among other things, from a reaction to
authoritarianism, sowing the seeds for civil society, to using Islam as a pl_atform
3

parameter for party politics. It is accordingly just as difficult and complex to identify
what is 'Islamic' as it is to identify what is 'un-Islam ic'. Therefore, in the context of
this chapter (and thesis), it is important to probe the bases of what is conventionally
assumed to be 'Islamic' in relation to political rule.
Such a probing is not intended to lead in the direction of either denying the
significance of the 'Islamic' category in 'Islamic politics' or for that matter
creating/imposing yet another arbitrary category in its place. Rather, the purpose of
this probing exercise is to open a space within which one is able to question and
debate the various conventional divisions and qualifiers . To put it differently, when
pointing out that the invoked 'Islamic' is imbued by political considerations, it should
not be understood as excluding the 'Islamic' altogether. This would amount to a
different kind of assumption. In pointing out the political component of the 'Islamic',
it is intended to highlight that there is more to the term 'Islamic' than the purity of the
'Islamic' that is assumed to be self-evidently established in Scripture. In other words,
the category 'Islamic' is itself encompassing of heterogeneous elements, similar to the
variety encompassed by the 'un-Islamic' category.

3

Dale F. Eickelman and James Piscatori, Muslim Politics, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996,
p. 5.
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Islamic Politics
The relevance of this probing exercise stems from the existence of discourses
about what is Islamic politics and the need to analyse their structure. Two important
implications of such discourses may be discerned. On the one hand, they give rise to
broader generalisations about Islam and its role in society and, in tum, give rise to
wholesale (and sometimes discriminatory) policies in relation to Muslims. On the
other hand, some discourses on Islamic politics contribute to shaping the ideology of
Islamist movements and serve to provide political objectives towards which they
aspire.
In addition to the approaches to the understanding of Islam referred to in
Chapter Two, it is appropriate to refer here to some specific views dealing with
conceptions about ideas that at first sight appear to be about distinct and unambiguous
Islamic politics. The Islamist ideologues Abu al-A'la al-Mawdfidi' (1903-1979), the
founder of the Islamic movement in India then in Pakistan, and Sayyid Qutb (19031966), from Egypt, are notable figures who have formulated the contemporary
intellectual basis for the idea of an Islamic state governed according to Islamic ways
and principles, and it should be added that both of them have been influential figures
amongst Islamist movements. They both have a teleological orientation in relation to
Islam in that they both believe that an Islamic state is a result of a natural historical
development.
Mawdfidi' believes that an Islamic state (dawla islamiyya) is characterised by
4

having an intellectual basis necessitated by a unifying humanistic vision, and void of

4

Abfi al-A'la al-Mawdfidi, Minhaj al-Inqilfib al-Islfimf, Beirut: Mu'assasat al-Risala, 1981, (translated
by Dar al- 'Urfiba lil-Da·' wa al-Islamiyya), p. 12.
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any nationalist or other divisive tendencies.

5

Another crucial characteristic of such an

Islamic state is its divinely ordained caliphate.

This, according to Mawdudi,

encompasses the understanding of God's complete sovereignty (l:iakimiyyat Allah)
6

that, in tum, is realised into the community of Muslims embracing the view that the
earth and the management of its affairs belong to God alone, and He is solely
responsible for order, rule and legislation therein.

7

Such a caliphate, Mawdudi argues,

can only come about either by virtue of a caliph who is the messenger of God or by
way of a man who follows the Messenger of God in everything he brought forth in
law and legislation from what has been revealed to him from God.

8

The way towards such an Islamic state is through an Islamic transformation of
its institutions somewhat along Platonic style reforms in society. Mawdudi explains
that this transformation entails the development of an intellectual movement that
instils Islamic values amongst all members of society, by educating and ultimately
graduating learned men, with an Islamic intellectual imprint, in the various vocational
and scholarly domains.

9

The clearest and most reliable blueprint/model available to

serve as a guide for this Islamic transformation, Mawdud1 continues, is the manner the
prophet Muhammad himself went about achieving an Islamic state.

The Islamic

convocation led by Muhammad, Mawdudi notes, saw just a few Muslims overcome
numerous obstacles in the path of God and in their pursuit of truth, and over a period
of thirteen years, referred to in the Islamic calendar as commencing with the hijra

5

Ibid., pp. 8-12, 25.

6

Fred Halliday notes that the notion of Hakimiyya is an eighteenth century Ottoman invention, and
that Mawdfidi and Qutb are the first to introduce it into Islamist thinking. See his 'The Politics of
"Islam"- A Second Look', British Journal of Political Science, vol. 25, issue 3, 1995, p. 404.
7
Mawdudi, Minhaj al-Inqilab al-Islamf, p. 13.
8
Ibid.
9
Ibid., p. 17.
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(emigration), were able to establish an Islamic state in Medina.

10

After the hijra,

Muhamm ad lived and managed the affairs of Medina for ten years, and during this
period Mawdfidi argues that Islamic thinking matured with him and moved from the
realm of ideas to the compreh ensive organisation of a polity.

This organising

encompa ssed administrative, intellectual, judicial, economic, financial and social
affairs, and it also included the developm ent of foreign policies and the devising of
appropriate plans for times of peace as well as war.

11

Sayyid Qutb, whose ideas were influenced by Mawdfidi was to become an
influential thinker, in his own right, to most Islamist movemen ts,

12

also speaks of

Islamic politics and advocates the establish ment of an Islamic state. He views Islam as
a totality (kull) and devises plans towards building an Islamic society (mujtama '
. l"amz") . 13
zs

Borrowin g the words of Lamin Sanneh, Qutb's vision that imputes

'territoriality to religious orthodox y',

14

a territoriality of a cosmic magnitude.

Echoing Mawdfidi, Qutb draws on Muhamm ad's leadership as a model for the
conduct of Islamic politics. Qutb's version, however, is more proactive than that of
Mawdfidi in that he places more stress on the view that the intellectual foundation of
an Islamic state is interlinke d with political activism directed towards achieving the
desired intellectual goal. In this sense, there are two connecte d compone nts to Qutb' s
understanding of Islam, the first is related to the ethical foundation for the commun ity

10

Ibid., pp. 28-45.
11
Ibid., pp. 44-5.
12
On Qutb's influence, see Ahmad S. Moussalli, Radical Islamic Fundamentalism: The Ideological
and Political Discourse of Sayyid Qutb, Beirut: American University of Beirut, 1992, pp. 14-5, and on
Qutb being influenced by Mawdudi, seep. 36. Also, Qutb refers in his books to Mawdudi's writings,
for example his Ma 'alimfi al-Tarfq, Cairo: Dar al-Shuruq, 1970, p. 47.
13
Sayyid Qutb, Dirasat Islamiyyq, Beirut: Dar al-Sharq, 1995, p. 88.
14
Lamin Sanneh, 'Can a House Divided Stand? Reflections on Christian-Muslim Encounter in the
West', International Bulletin of Missionary Research, October 1993, p. 166.
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of believers as laid down by Muhammad, and the second is related to the sociopolitical duties that stem and flow from this ethical foundation.
The two components together are meant to explain the 'Islam ic' in Qutb ' s
political vision. Both components in Qutb 's vision take shape in theory and practice
as they respond to the 'un-I slam ic' society (taja mmu ' jahil f) around him.

The

intellectual foundation that stands as a criterion for what is Islamic is belief in the
divinity of God alone (uluh iyyat Allah walJdah), his lordship (rububiyyatahu),
guardianship (qiwama), govemership (l:iakimiyya), dominion (sul.tan) and his revealed
law (sha rf'a).

15

The next step in this islamisation, according to Qutb, entails that

those who testify that God is one and Muh amm ad is His messenger, renounce
completely their prior comm itme nt to the 'un-I slam ic' society (taja mmu ' jahil f),
which they com e from, and to devote their loyalty to the new organic and dynamic
Islamic mov emen t and its leadership.

16

This new Islamic grouping, however, is not mean t to co-exist alongside nonIslamic groupings, according to Qutb.

The new grouping should endeavour to

organise itsel f and its development in such a way that is entrenched and widened in a
manner that enables it to struggle against (mukafal:ia), resist (muqawama) and
ultimately eHminate (izala) the 'un-Islamic' grouping.

17

Such, Qutb believes, was the

way Muh amm ad went about his Islamic convocation, and the same should serve as a
guide for a truly Islamic society to come into existence once again.

18

Qutb is

therefore implying that Islam has not existed in its pure form for man y centuries, an
implication that also suggests he is taxing the world around him as 'un-I slam ic', even
including those places or states professing to be Islamic.
15

Qutb, Ma 'alim, p. 50.
16
Ibid.
17
Ibid., p. 51
18
Ibid.
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Although Mawdud i and Qutb are the most articulate contemporary examples of
those who invoke the universality of Islamic politics, their ideas are not new. In fact,
they echoe the views of the medieval jurist Ibn Taymiyya (1263-1328), whose work is
often drawn upon in Islamist discourse. Ibn Taymiyy a' s Islamic cosmology stems
from the premise that 'people (khalq) are the servants of God, and rulers (wulat) act as
the agents (nuwwab ) of God over his servants, and they, also act as proxis (wukala')
for the servants unto themselves.' Considering the importance of such a task, only the
very best is worthy of this sovereignty (wilaya).

19

Ibn Taymiyya is also explicit that it

is enjoined upon a Muslim to struggle (jahada) in the cause of God,

20

until there is not
21

opposition against the message of God and until 'religion be wholly God's' .

The book in which Qutb develops his views about the way towards achieving
Islamic politics and universalising is, Ma 'alim ft al-Tarfq, a book which served as the
basis for the Egyptian governm ent's charges against the Muslim Brotherhood (Allkhwan al-Muslim un) on the grounds of advocating terrorism and sedition.

22

Qutb's

vision is an illustration of an observation made at the beginning of this study about the
problems of the competing approaches to the understanding of the Islamic tradition.
As noted previously, the problem is not that the approaches are marked by differences
(ikhtilafat) in reasoning, but that the reasoning deployed perceives the 'other' trends

as a threat to its own values, and as a way of safeguarding these values, it seeks to
eliminate the other.

19

Taqiyy al-Din Ahmad bin Taymiyya, Al-Siyasa al-Shar'iy yafi Islah al-Ra 'f wal-Ra 'iyya, Beirut: Dar
al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya , 2000, p. 19. On the influence of Ibn Taymiyya on contemporary Islamists, such
as Sayyid Qutb, see Emmanuel Sivan, Radical Islam: Medieval Theology and Modern Politics, New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1985, pp. 101-2.
20
Ibid., p. 140.
21
Qur'an 8: 39. Ibn Taymiyya frequently cites this verse to justify his call, Ibid., p. 31, 105.
22
Moussalli, op. cit., p. 42.
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A sub-theme of such discourses about what is 'Islamic' draws on more
ambiguous qualifiers to designate Muslims and their relationship to Islam. Daniel
Pipes for instance, director of the Middle East Forum in Philadelphia, speaks of the
·majority of Muslims as being 'moderate'.

Pipes argues that although 'moderate

Muslims' are currently 'weak and intimidated', ' [o ]nee the West does the heavy
lifting', they 'can emerge as a force in their own right', ultimately holding the key to
the defeat of a 'militant Islam' that appeals only to about 10 to 15% of Muslims.

23

Using similar terminology, though from a different perspective, a commentator on
Islam in Southeast Asia, Imtiyaz Yusuf, draws a distinction between Islamic politics
in Southeast Asia and that in the Middle East. Yusuf argues that Islamic political
trends in Southeast Asia 'are a far cry from the Islamic fundamentalist/extremist
political tendencies witnessed in the Middle Eastern Muslim countries' . The reason
for such differences, Yusuf argues, is 'due to the different character of the political
history' of these two regions.

24

There exists a plethora of such views that range in

tone from the apologetic to the polemical, and in many respects they are at times
equally damaging, at the intellectual as well as the policy-making levels.
As is to be argued later in this chapter, 'Islamic politics' is not a category of
analysis that designates specific and unambiguous values. The study by Dale F.
Eickelman and James Piscatori on Muslim Politics is relevant here. They note that
'Muslim politics involves the competition and contest over both the interpretation of

23

Daniel Pipes, 'Moderate Muslims hold key', The Australian, 01-08-2002, Features' Section,

http ://www.theaustralian.ne\:1,. s.c0m.au/comrnon/storv page/0,5744A814283 %5E7583.00.html
1

24

Imtiyaz Yusuf (from the College of Islamic Studies- Prince of Songkhla University), 'Islamic politics
in region are tolerant', Bangkok Post, Letters to the Editor, 8 June 1999, http://www.hartfordhwp.com/archives/54/232.html; for similar distinctions about 'moderate' Islam, see the interview with
Pakistan's President Musharraf, 9 November 2001, JO Downing Street- Newsroom ,
http://www.pm.gov.uk/output/page38l2.asp
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25

symbols and control of the institutions' , noting in particular that invoking symbols is
an important constituting element in politics that can be used 'as an instrument of
26

persuasion as well as coercion' .

In this light, the symbols that Mawdudi' and Qutb

are driving at reflect an essentialist understanding of Islam, one that equates
authenticity with a doctrine of fixed body of beliefs that, in tum, should be put to
practice. Other thinkers have also played on the rubric of symbols to give legitimacy
to their own views.
Borrowing again from Eickelman and Piscatori, the relationship between
doctrine and practice is problematic in that it assumes a fixity and universality of
doctrines that if implemented should lead to a particular desired outcome.

As

Eickelman and Piscatori note, such a formula does not take into account the principle
that 'Islamic principles must be constantly reinterpreted' over time and space to meet
social circumstances giving rise to various interpretations of a given doctrine, as has
been the case over the centuries.

27

This line of argument is related to Qutb's discourse

about his 'islamisation enterprise'. For instance, while he uses Muhammad's
convocation in Medina as a clear model to follow for his project, he either fails to
account for, or deliberately ignores the fact that Muhammad did allow for
compromises in the course of his Islamic convocation. In other words, it is not that
the doctrine is fixed, but rather the flexibility of the doctrine is such that it is deployed
in the service of what is conceived of as something fixed.
It is also helpful for our purposes in this chapter to take into account the

qualifications George Hourani applied in his studies of the origins of Islamic theology
and philosophy. Hourani rightly draws attention to the difficulties associated with
25

Eickelman and James Piscatori, op. cit., p. 5.
26
Ibid., p. 11.
27
Ibid., pp. 16-7. For a comprehensive review of the politics of Islam and related scholarly works on
the subject, see Halliday, op. cit.
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qualifying as 'Islamic' anything that comes down to us through what he termed an
'Islamic filter'.

28

Hourani' s qualification highlights two different implications for our

enquiry: On the one hand, it serves as a reminder that ideas are rarely novel, that they
can be borrowed, assimilated and appropriated, leading sometimes to the dissipation
of their earlier origin(s).

29

Accordingly and from this angle, the wholesale application

of such categories as 'Islamic' is not inappropriate, and hence may disqualify the very
basis and the usefulness of our undertaking. On the other hand, Hourani' s distinction
underlines the relevance of the source/origin, ·especially when a given argument
claims its legitimacy and authenticity by grounding itself in a clearly defined and
available source. Accordingly and from this angle, the importance of categories does
not cease but the investigation of their definitions and their claims to authenticity
becomes all the more relevant and legitimate.

Religi on and Authority
Any discussion pertaining to political rule in Islam needs to take account of
the notion of authority. Further and in this respect, one has to approach such a study
with the view that Islam, like other-religious traditions, does not seek to legitimate its
authority on the basis of reasoning or verifiable experiences. This is not to suggest

28

George F. Hourani, 'Islamic and non-Islamic Origins of Mu 'tazilite Ethical Rationalism ',
See also the theoretical
Internation al Journal of Middle Eastern Studies, vol. 7, 1976, p. 61.
discussion by Lamin Sanneh on the notions of 'influence' and 'source' that touches on similar complex
dynamics in the context of African religion, 'Source and Influence: A Comparative Approach to
African Religion and Culture' , in Merry I. White and Susan Pollak (eds), The Cultural Transition:
Human Experience and Social Transform ation in the Third World and Japan, London: Routledge &
Kegan Paul, 1986, pp. 24-6.
29
See for instance Ignaz Goldziher, Introductio n to Islamic Theology and Law (trans. by Andras and
Ruth Hamori), Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981, chapter 1.
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that secular traditions do so,

30

however, in the case of religious traditions, the notion

of authority is legitimated on assumed spiritual grounds of a higher/superior order
than existential ones, yet with implications that permeate the existential setting. That
is to say that the religious/theological ground is not limited to the .spiritual sphere,
instead, it forms a body of explanatory knowledge, believed to originate from a divine
source, and hence carries authoritative instructions in various existential spheres.
Religious authority, as John Hunwick notes, is 'an assumed authority' by those who
31

claim to have 'special access to "divine" authority and to be acting as agents for it' .

The agents, in tum, can assume a considerable capacity to provide directives and
guidance, and order people to act in various spheres of life according to the religious
scripture of any particular religious tradition or their interpretation/manipulation of it.
While this notion of 'special access' does not, in principle, apply to all religions or
religious denominations, and it need not even apply to Islam, those who are perceived
to know more about religions by virtue of a religious office they hold, tend to enjoy,
in different degrees, such a 'special access'.
The dynamics governing theological principles are not unequivocal. It can be
argued that the descending pattern that the theological claims, i.e., departing from a

30

Outwardly secular traditions may indeed be imbued by religious considerations. Dwilght B. Billings
and Shaunna L. Scott note that 'even though American political authority is justified largely on
nonreligious normative grounds [.. ], there is little doubt that religious activism currently influences the
legitimacy of certain policies, the shape of constituencies and coalitions, levels of participation, cultural
climates, and the social definitions of public and private spheres in the United States', 'Religion and
Political Legitimati on', Annual Review of Sociology, vol. 20, 1994, p. 178. · Worth also noting here the
influence of the Catholic Church in France. For recent examples of the relation between the two, see
Xavier Ternisien, 'Entente cordiale entre l'Eglise catholique et l'Etat', Le Monde, 26/02/02,
http://www.lemonde.fr/article/0,5987,3232--264367-,00.html; a related example of French secularism
and its implication on Islamic communities in France is the debate relating to the wearing of the veil by
Muslim females to school. John Esposito terms the attitude of the French state as 'militant secular
fundamentalism', see his 'Islam and Secularism in the Twenty-First Century', in John Esposito &
Azzam Tamimi (eds), Islam and Secularism in the Middle East, London: Hurst_& Company, 2000.
31
John Hunwick, 'Secular Power and Religious Authority in Muslim Society: The Case -of Songhay',
Journal of African History, vol. 37, 1996, p. 176.
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divine origin down to an existential setting, is but a fa~ade for an ascending pattern.
In other words, the theological finds its formulation based on earthly rather than
heavenly considerations, is transmitted via earthly mediums and is expressed by
mortals.

Abdul Hamid el-Zein, for example, proposes to approach terms such as

'Islam', 'religion' or 'history' not as 'entities with meaning inherent in them, but
rather as articulations of structural relations',

32

the latter in this case providing the

parameters within which the former can legitimate its authority.

Thus 'st_ructural

relations' reflect the broader make up of society, in its intellectual and socio-political
composition. Zein's starting and ending points then remove the notion of the religious
from the divine sphere, and accordingly, '[r]eligion becomes an arbitrary category
which as a unified and bounded form has no necessary existence' , and whereby 'Islam
33

as an analytical category dissolves as well' .
Zein's

argument

notwithstanding,

especially

as

one

that

privileges

anthropological considerations over generalised constructs, theological articulations
are generally the formulations of elites, who are often outside the common 'structural
relations' sphere. This tends to result in a form of theological intellection that does
not always take into account the concerns that stem from 'structural relations' . Yet
because these elites, by virtue of their religious positions claim to have 'special
access' to divine authority, their theological formulations, even when removed from
or inconsistent with existing 'structural relations', are perceived to be legitimate. In
fact were we to follow Zein's argument that categories such as 'religion' get formed
and undergo changes according to the architecture of 'structural relations' , we would
expect to find minimum conflict between the two. This is to say that Zein

32

Abdul Hamid el-Zein, 'Beyond Ideology and Theology: The Search for the Anthropology of Islam',
Annual Review of Anthropology, vol. 6, 1977, p. 251.
33
Ibid., p. 252.
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underestimates the impact and in tum the authority, even if arbitrary, of entities such
as 'religion' or 'Islam' in the extent to which they provide a certain conditioning and
a source of legitimacy to 'structural relations'. This latter aspect of religious entities
finds its potency then in the composition and the delivery of its message.

Islamic Scriptures and Authority: an Unconventional
Perspective
Using John Wansbrough's classification, one may identify three bodies of data
common to the monotheist traditions, and upon which these traditions base their
legitimacy: (1) 'a historical theophany' (a divine manifestation in history); (2) 'an
34

existential task'; and (3) 'an agent as recipient for (1) and executor for (2)' .

In the

case of Islam, the historical theophany is God's revelation to Muhammad through the
angel Gabriel. This revelation, in tum, gives Muhammad, the messenger/ agent of
God, an existential task to carry out. All of this is to be documented in the Islamic
Scriptures. The primary source of authority is the Qur' an, which functions as God's
revelations, and the secondary source of authority is the Hadith, which comprises the
collected sayings of Muhammad, documenting his encounter with his existential task.
Wansbrough correctly observes that in the works of Muslims as well as those of
Orientalists, authority in Islam is often equated with Scripture,

34

35

and whenever such

John Wansbrough, The Sectarian Milieu: Content and Composition of Islamic Salvation History,
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1978, p. 50. It should be noted here that, in his work, Wansbrough is
applying methodologies used for historical biblical and gospel collection of sources, and his methods
have been contested by some scholars. For a discussion related to Wansbrough's thesis, see A. Rippin,
'The Qur' an as Literature: Perils, Pitfalls and Prospects', Bulletin ( British Society of Middle Eastern
Studies), vol. 10, issue 1, 1983, pp. 43-6. F. E. Peters, 'The Quest of the Historical Muhammad',
· International Journal of Middle East Studies, vol. 23, issue 3, 1991, pp. 304-6. For a summary of the
various theories regarding the text of the Qur'an, see Claude Gilliot, 'Muhammad, le Coran et les
"contraintes de l'histoire"' in Stefan Wild, The Qur'an as Text, Leiden: Brill, 1996.
35
Wansbrough, Ibid., pp~ 57-8.
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an equation is made, little is said regarding the canonisation of the text of the Qur' an,
which is historically a contested process.
This canonisation is of significance especially given the authoritative powe r
Scripture is assigned by virtue of being, according to observing Mus lims and to the
36

Qur' an, a pristine book (kitab) that 'there is no doub t in' (la rayb a fihi), and that it
contains the word of God, hence the seemingly unassailable claims for its
authenticity,

37

for the inimitability (i 'jaz) of its language, the irnrnutability of its

authority, and the eternal relevance of the message it carries. Two aspects are of
irnrnediate pertinence to this discussion: (a) the process by which the verbal
revelations become the received and written text of the mu.sl:iaf, the Qur' an; and (b)
the degree to which o~e can assert that the final recension of the Qur' an includes the
totality of the fragments on which the verbal revelations to Muharnrnad were later
written by those who memorised them (huffaz).

Early sources suggest that these

issues were on the minds of early Mus lim scholars who were invo lved in the
canonisation and codification process of Scripture.

38

The fact that such issues were

raised by the earliest generation of concerned scholars is relevant for our discussion,
even though it is now enjoined upon believers not to contest such matters.
An examination of each of these two aspects clarifies the fragility of assumed
links and formulae such as 'Scripture' = 'Islam ic' + 'authority'

39

• I= 'authenticity' .

In relation to (a) the process of putting into writing the verbal revelations: Muh amm ad
is said to have received from God - via the angel Gabriel over a period of twenty-two
years - verbal revelations, which he, in tum, recited to his companions, who, in tum,

36

Qur'a n (2): 2.
37
Qur'a n (3): 3; (3): 108; (4): 105.
38
Claude Gilliot, 'Un Verset Manquant du Coran ou Repute Tel', in Marie-Therese Urvo y (ed.),
Patrimoines en Hommage au Pere Jacques Jomier, o.p., Paris: Cerf, 2002.
39
Refer to chapter 'Intellectual Approaches to Islam: Problems of Credibility' for such views.
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wrote them down or memorised them, some of which were even written down after
the death of Muhammad.

40

This aspect raises a question about the human memory

(i.e., prone to error) of those who memorised (huffaz) the verses. In this respect, the
received text of the Qur' an could be considered prone to human errors similar to those
Muslims raise in relation to other Scriptures, especially to the New Testament.

41

For

while Muslims argue that the Qur'an is but a continuation and fulfilment of the Old
and New Testaments,

42

the Judea-Christian Scriptures do not claim to contain or

consist of the authentic and complete words of God the same way the Qur' an does.
According to general conventional beliefs, whereas the Judea-Christian Scriptures in
their current forms are written by prophets or disciples , the Qur' an is revealed from
God. Therefore, Muslims argue, due to the human involvement in and so interference
with (i.e., imperfection and corruption) the Judea-Christian Scriptures are not faithful
to the word of God in the same way as is the directly revealed Qur'an (munzal) from
God.

43

As for (b) the canonisation of the mu~f:iaf the text of the Qur' an as we have it
today and is accepted by Muslims is according to traditional accounts that compiled
and codified during the reign of 'Uthman, the third caliph. Yet contrary to assertions
by Muslims about its completeness, the collection of revelations comprised in the
Qur' an was far from undisputed when it was first presented to the earliest Muslim
community. For while the Qur' an is now regarded as the first source of authority
followed by the Sunna, early sources report different views. Slogans such as 'the
40

John Burton, The Collection of the Qur'an , Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977, pp. 4-5.
41
See Thomas Michel, 'Paul of Antioch and Ibn Taymiyya: The Modern Relevance of a Medieval
th
Polemic', Lectures presented as The D 'Arcy Memorial Lectures, Oxford, Jan 27 - March 2n\ 2000
Lecture III ('The Divine Word and Scripture in Islam and Christianit y') . I have Jim Piscatori to thank
for providing me a written copy of the lectures and for Thomas Michel for his consent.
42
Qur'an (3): 2.
43
Qur'an (6): 114; (4): 15. The latter verse in fact suggests that the people of the Book (ahl al-kitab ),
i.e., the Jews and the Christians, hid some of God's revelations.
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Sunna is the judg e of the Qur' an' or 'the Qur' an has greater need of the Sunn a for its
elucidation than the Sunn a has of the Qur' an', are but an indication of the
complexities surrounding the canonisation of the text as well as the strong influence
Sunna reports (i.e., hum an reports) had in the early period of Islam.

44

There is an additional complication, this time in connection to the Sunna. The
soundness (~i!i!iat) of the collections of Hadi'th(s) has itself been opened to question.
Not all Hadi'th reports are considered as 'soun d' (.sa!iff:i). To qualify as such, they need
to be traced directly to Muh amm ad via a chain of transmission known as isnad. It was
not until the reign of 'Um ar II (717-20) that the process of isnad became strongly
emphasised in adjudicating the 'soun d' sayings of Muh amm ad as distinct from the
'unso und' . Consequently, not just the reports about Muh amm ad's sayings and deeds
fell under 'soun d' Hadi'th but many of the opinions of Muh amm ad's companions were
'raised to the level ' of prophetic tradition.

45

An earlier collection of the quranic revelations had existed before that of
'Uthman. It was base d on the fragments assembled by Zaid b. Thab it following the
command of Abu Bakr, the first caliph.

46

A hadi'th relates that on the death of Abu

Bakr, Thab it' s collection was pass ed to his successor 'Uma r 'who then bequeathed
them on his death to his daughter Hafs a', Hafsa being one of Muh amm ad's wives.

47

Early sources suggest that it took some time before the 'Uth man text came to be
universally accepted. Amo ng the reasons for this reluctance by the community of
believers were questions raised concerning the fragments used in the collection and

44

Burton, The Collection of the Qur'iin, p. 19.
45
G. H. Juynboll, Musli m Tradition: Studies in Chronology, Provenance, and authorship of early
hadfth, Cambridge: Camb ridge University Press, 1983, p. 72. See also the discussion by Wael Hallaq,
'On the Authoritativeness of Sunni Conse nsus', International Journal of Middle East Studies, vol. 18,
issue 4, 1986, pp. 428-30.
46
Burton, op. cit., p. 118.
47
Cited in Burton, p. 1.19.
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the extent to which these fragments were faithful to the Ab u Bak r- 'Um ar collection.
Other reasons for this reluctance ma y be attributed to the fact that 'Ut hm an' s reign
was ma rke d by corruption, nepotism and political discord,
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a ma tter that may have

also played a part in som e Mu slim s' minds.
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and that it contains 'separate log ia collections which had for som e time

prior to their final redaction been in liturgical and homiletic (of the sermon variety)
50

use in one or several related communities' .
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Dra win g on the works of Schacht, Chr isto phe r Me lch ert explains that there
exi sted two rival groups in the field of juri spr ude nce during the eighth and early ninth
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The former was cha rac teri sed by a wholesale

acceptance of had ith reports wit hou t critical eva lua tion of their contents, even when
these con tain ed con trad icto ry information.
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As for the latter, the y did use hadith

reports but as a wa y of sup por ting the ir ow n speculations.
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The result, Me lch ert argues, is a legal sys tem bas ed on revelation but

also 'pen etra ble at mu ltip le levels, affording the wid est sco pe for intellectual pla y'.
Me lch ert' s con clu sio n is telling of the variety of wh at wo uld now be reg ard ed as
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He notes tha t the systematisation of the legal sys tem cam e at the exp ens e of 'the
purity and pow er of sim ply letting hadith spe ak for itself; also, .. , a certain frankness
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about the impo rtanc e of local tradition and personal speculation in the deve lopm ent of
Islamic law. '

57

Thes e issues have been conte sted by various scholars from within and outside
the Islamic tradition, and it is unlikely that a conc lusiv e answ er can be reached. To
the misfortune of historians of the Islamic tradition, as Francis Peters points out,
'Islam, [.. ], had no imm ediat e need of a Gospel and so chos e caref ully to preserve
what it understood were the words of God rather than the deeds of the man who was
58

His Mess enge r or the history of the place in whic h he lived ' .

The purp ose here,

however, is not to solve the difficulties or myst ery surrounding these foundation texts,
but simply to revie w the authority assigned to them in light of such historical and
cont empo rary doubts abou t its completeness which may neve r be satisfactorily ·
resolved.

The relev ant points to which this prob ing is direc ted are simi lar to the

conclusion of Melc hert and well summ ed up by Thom as Michel:

That this [contested] material was repo rted with out emba rrass ment
by earlier generations of Mus lim scholars is an indication of the
fact [that] for the first centuries of Islam, the authentic Qur' an was
that prese rved in hum an mem ory rathe r than on the page s of a
book.

A characteristic of oral cultures is that mem ory is the

criterion by whic h written texts are judg ed and verified. If what is
written agrees with what has been memorized, it can be cons idere d
correct. In literary cultures, the process is reversed. An actor who

57
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Cambridge: Cambridge .University Press, 1977.
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In this boo k, Raz iq argues tha t reli gio n and soc iety hav e no nee d for the
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and suc h

a stru ctu re has no bas is in the prin cip al aut hor itat ive sou rce s of Isla mic law reli ed
upo n in Islam, i.e., Qu r'an , Tra diti on (Sunna), con sen sus (ijm a') and ana log y

(qiyas).
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Acc ord ing ly, he con clu des , suc h

asystem is alien to Islam.
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(al-khulafa' al-rashidun- i.e., Ab u Bak r, 'Um ar, 'Ut hm an and 'Al i) test ify as to how
extrinsic to Isla m the ins titu tion is:

If it we ren 't for fea r tha t we ma y digress fro m the top ic, we wo uld
hav e pre sen ted the rea der the his tory of the cal iph ate up to our tim e so
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that he may be awar e of (li-yara) the mark s of coer cion (qahr) and
dom inati on (gha laba ) in ever y episo de of its sequ ence and so that he
be mind ful (li-ya taba yyan a) that that whic h is calle d a Thro ne does not
get raise d exce pt over the heads of [ordinary] peop le (bashar) and
does not rest exce pt on top of their necks. [So that he may also be
mindful] that that whic h is calle d Crow n does not have a life of its own
exce pt that whic h it takes from the life of [ordinary] peop le; that it has
no pow er exce pt that whic h it seizes from their powe r; and that it has
no maje sty and no hono ur exce pt those whic h it snatc hes from their
maje sty and honour.

63

From a broa der political persp ectiv e, Razi q' s view s are not inten ded to run a
contr a polit ical line from a relig io-in telle ctual position. By nega ting the syste m of

caliphate, Razi q is not nega ting syste ms of gove rnme nt, he is simp ly rejec ting a
syste m that assigns itself prim acy and legit imac y over othe r syste ms by claim ing to be
in a special and uniq ue sense Islamic. He does not see a prob lem, for. insta nce, if
juris ts were to treat the syste m of calip hate as a syste m rival to those postu lated by
political scientists, and as such stands alongside other polit ical systems. The reaso n
why the juris ts' case for a calip hate lacks coge ncy, he argues, is beca use it is base d on
the assum ption that the Calip hate is a political syste m of a uniq ue genre.

64

Razi q's book was publ ished in 1925, just one year after Mus tafa Kam al Atat urk
aboli shed the Otto man Calip hate, henc e putti ng an end to the insti tutio n in the Islam ic
world. It is signi fican t that this abro gatio n of the calip hate is the princ ipal direct caus e
behi nd the rise of the Mus lim Brot herh ood, the mov emen t that conti nues to form the
ideological basis of most Islam ist mov emen ts in the Islamic world. Razi q' s book
63
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'Ali 'Abdul-Raziq, Book I, 3 section, parag. 7, p. 139.
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caused an intellectual and a political uproar, especially in view of the political
circumstances that surrounded the timing of its publication.

65

Raziq, who himself was

a religious scholar ('alim) of al-Azhar University, was put .on trial by a committee
made up of al-Azhar scholars, who unanimously decreed, among other things, that he
be removed from al-Azhar and be denied permission to hold any public office.

66

Raziq, it should be noted, was not writing as an atheist or as an agnostic
intellectual.

As pointed out, he was a religious scholar of al-Azhar and, in his

introduction to the book, he stresses his profession of the Islamic faith. In presenting
a critique of the system of caliphate and in questioning the assumed Islamic bases of
Islamic political rule, Raziq is certainly not the first Muslim (nor was he the last) to
do so.

In fact, his work shows that he was familiar with the ideas of some other,

much earlier, Muslims who opposed the system of caliphate on religious and not
secular grounds. Relying on the work of the historian Ibn Khaldun, Raziq mentions
for example the views of the Mu 'tazilite theologian Al-A~amm and some members of
the Kharijite (khawari j- 'seceders ') movement who did not approve of the conduct of
the Caliph Ali and went on so far as to assassinate him, and who argued that there was
no need to appoint an Imam if the community of believers acted justly and m
accordance with reiigious law.

67
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Another factor contributing to the controversy resulting from Raziq' s book was the political situation
in Egypt, the birthplace of the author and the place of publication. For in addition to presenting a
strong critique of the system of Caliphate, the book also criticises the nature of kingship and cites
contempor ary examples of kingship corruption, see Book I, section 3, parag 12 (p. 143). In Egypt in
th
1925, King Fouad dissolved (6 March) the House of Representative which had seen the opposition
th
party, Hizb al-Wafd, winning the majority of seats in Parliament (24 February), hence acting against
the Consitution of 1923. It is further believed that Britain at the time was supporting the push by the
religious scholars ('ulama') to nominate King Fouad as the Caliph, given his close ties with Britain.
See 'Amara's introduction, Ibid, pp. 11-8.
66
'Amara, Ibid., pp. 23-4.
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Raziq is here relying on and quoting the work of lbn Khaldun, al-Muqadd ima, see Ibid., p. 131.
Worth noting here that a number of prominent nineteenth century Muslims made explicit calls to the
Ottoman Sultan, _'Abd._al- 'Aziz, for a separation between state and religious affairs. The Egyptian
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The history of the Islamic tradition suggests that intellectual and political
forms of dissent are part of the same conventional fabric of the tradition. Strong and
noteworthy dissent goes back even to the very formative period of Islam when it
became the main religion of a commun ity (umma). As early as the seventh century,
that is, not long after the death of Muhamm ad, Muslims began to question the conduct
of ruling Muslim leaders and caliphs. Some later went as far as denying the need for
an Islamic state, a political attitude some scholars have qualified as tantamou nt to the
belief in anarchy.

68

This political attitude appears to flow against the common ly

accepted or assumed Islamic basis for the institution, which entails, as Michael Cook
puts it, that 'umma and imamate are at once political and religious conceptions with
an ongoing significance in Islamic society'.

69

It is then significant to give some attention to how these pious Muslims came

to believe that it was possible to dispense with an Islamic state while at the same time
maintaining their profession in the Islamic faith. The historical and hermeneutical
contexts surrounding and leading to the rise of these groups are importan t for the
understanding and appreciation of their political views.

The historical context, it

should be added, is itself worthy of (unconventional) analysis reflecting somewhat
inevitable and mutual tension between Islamic principles and political practice. The
events that followed the murder of the third caliph 'Uthman (656 AD) had a politico-

Mustafa Fadil Pasha (1830-75) warning that unless it limits itself to the spiritual realm, religion would
'bring [] about its own demise as it undermines all else'. Cited in Said Bensaid Alaoui, 'Muslim
Opposition Thinkers in the Nineteenth Century', in Charles E. Butterworth and I. William Zartman
. (eds), Between the State and Islam, Washington: Woodrow Wilson Centre (and Cambridge University
Press), 2001, p. 94.
68
Patricia Crone, 'A Statement by the Najdiyya Kharijites on the dispensability of the Imamate', Studia
Islamica, lxxxviii, 1998, pp.55-76. It was perhaps Charles Pellat who coined the term 'anarchists ', see
his 'L'imamat dans la doctrine de Gahiz', Etudes sur l'histoire socio-culturelle de l'Islam (Vll-Xve s.),
London: Variorum Reprints, 1976, p. 38 (reprint from Studia Islamica, XV, Paris, 1961, pp. 23-52).
69
Michael Cook, 'Activism and Quietism in Islam: The Case of the Early Murji'a', in Alexander S.
Cudsi and Ali E. Hillal Dessouki (eds), Islam and Power, London: Croom Helm Ltd, 1981, p. 21.
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theological impact from which the Islamic community has not recovered. 'Ali, cousin
and son-in-law of Muhamm ad, whose supporters believed he should have been the
immediate successor of Muhammad, principally on the grounds of kinship, was
recognised as Caliph in 656 AD.

70

'Ali's apparent reluctance to punish those

responsible for insurgencies and ultimately 'Uthman 's murder resulted in rebellions
and insubordinations by many among the community of Muslims, most notable
amongst them was Mu 'awiya the son of Abu Sufyan, the leader of the Umayyad clan
· who before accepting Islam had led the Meccans against Muhammad. Mu'awiy a who
became the governor of Syria and kinsman of 'Uthman, refused to pledge allegiance
to 'Ali.

71

The differences between 'Ali and Mu 'awiya led to military confrontations that
culminated in the battle of Siffin (June-July 657). It was during this battle that 'Ali
succumbed to accepting Mu'awiy a's proposal for arbitration (talJ,kfm). The details of
this arbitration are complex and vary according to different accounts and sources.

72

What seems clear though is that the Qur' an was used as a justification for those on
both sides who wanted to accept arbitration to bring an end to the combat as well as
for those on 'Ali's side who wanted to persist in the fight and went on to secede from
'Ali's camp (the Khawarij) and not long after 661 AD to assassinate him.

The

Kharijites' central doctrine, born out of this episode, was that God alone should be the

70

Madelung, op. cit., pp. 1-5.
71
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University Press, 1973, pp. 12-3.
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Some sources relate that some followers of Mu'awiya marched out to 'Ali's side with copies of the
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Arbitration went in Mu'awiya 's favour, but this story does not explain the later Kharijites' position, for
their central argument was grounded in the Qur'an. For a discussion on this issue, see Hichem DjaH,
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1989, pp. 240-59, see also the following chapter 'Le recours a !'arbitrage et la naissance du
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judge in all matters (la /:lukma illa lillah).

73

'Ali, they believed, permitted human

judgeme nt to settle the conflict instead of following God's comman dment in the
Qur' an that decrees that if a party of believers deviates from God's way by oppressing
other believers then one should fight that party until it_returns to the straight path and
submits to God (49.9).

74

This recourse to the Qur'an introduced a problematic

element to the role of Islam in politics, the politico-theological implications of which
are to be discussed below.
The warring episode between Mu 'awiya and 'Ali, supposedly fought by each
side ostensibly in the name of best Islamic practices, was very much a contest for
power.

One may even argue that there was nothing uniquely Islamic in this contest.

This is clear from the following account of events leading up to it.

In his The

Successio n to Muhamm ad, Wilfred Madelung cites largely undiscussed reports about

Mu 'awiya's secret pre-arbitration negotiations with 'Ali. Jarir b. 'Abd Allah al-Bajali
('Uthman ' s governor of Ramadan who pledged allegiance to 'Ali upon the latter's
request),

75

the messenger entrusted to give 'Ali a warning in a written message from

Mu 'awiya to hand over the murderers of 'Uthman was also entrusted to convey a
secret verbal compromise to 'Ali.

76

While in the written letter, Mu 'awiya resorts to a

framework of accepted Islamic practices to set out his demands and to justify his
refusal to pledge allegiance (mubaya 'a) to him,

73

77

his secret verbal message is no more

See Abi al-Hasan 'All Ben Isma 'ii al-Ash 'ari, Maqalat al-lslamiyy fn wa-lkhtila f al-Musallfn, in H.
Ritter (ed.), Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner, 1963, I, p. 191. On this doctrine arid on who might have been
the first to utter it, see the edited collection of primary sources by Albert Nadir, Madkhal ila al-Firaq
al-Islamiyya al-Siyasiyy a wa-l-Kalamiyya, Beirut: Dar al-Mashriq, 1986, pp. 14-5.
74
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Letter cited in Madelung, p. 205. In his letter, for instance, Mu'awiya invokes the importance of the
previous three orthodox caliphs, the notion of 'shfua among the Muslims', and that he admits 'Ali's
'nobility in Islam and [his] close kinship with the Messenger of God'.
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than a pragmatically/politically devised plan. Mu 'awiya tells Jarir to convey to 'Ali
that he would be prepared to recognise him as caliph on the condition that 'Ali
conceded Syria and Egypt and their revenues to him in Damascus and further agrees
that Mu'awiy a would not be bound to pledge allegiance to 'Ali's successor.

78

This offer was never made public and 'Ali in any case refused it. There is no
point in speculating about the possible course of Islamic history had it been made
public. Suffice to say that this episode, the impact of which had a central significance
on the course of Islamic theology and political history, is a clear instance of political
and expedient motives being argued in 'Islamic' terms.

What requires less

speculation is that the new political regime that was born with Mu 'awiya marks, as
some commentators argue, a kind of rupture (qa.tf'a) from the ancien regime of the
Orthodox caliphs. This rupture is marked by a change to the norm of political rule in
Islam from khilafa to mulk,

79

that is to say a shift of emphasis to mulk, in the sense of

political power, away from khilafa, in the sense of following in the footsteps of the
khalaf (predecessor), which stressed continuity with the practices of the prophet. This

is not to suggest that political power was absent prior to Mu 'awiya,

80

but as

Muhamm ad Jabiri notes, during the reigns of the Orthodox Caliphs, religion was
regarded as the foundation of political activity, a perception that kept politics in a
subordinate position to Islam.

81

It is important to reiterate here a point made earlier in this chapter regarding

the relationship between religion and politics, and in this case between the 'Islamic'
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and politics. It should not be_inferred from the various points and details discussed
thus far that there exists one set of criteria for religion and another for politics and that
a clear divide separates the two.

One may rightly mount an argument that

conceptions of religion and politics cannot be disentangled.

This chapter is not

intended to argue against such a notion, instead it is seeking to problematise the
notion that a pure and an essentialist concept of the 'Islamic' exists. That is to say
that the 'Islamic' is not void of political power dynamics , be it for noble or ignoble
purposes.

To ignore this would amount to accepting that the conversion to

Christianity of the Roman emperor Constantine was purely a religious act!

82

Mu 'awiya' s discourse, on the other hand, while not denouncing the ancien
regime of the Orthodox caliphs, explicitly signals new guidelines for the different

political approach he intends to pursue. Instead of following in the footsteps of Abu
3

Bakr, 'Umar or even 'Uthman, he proposes a 'political covenant' (' aqd siyasf)8 and
declares that his victory is a victory for those who administer and run the system of
state administration (i.e., public servants) over those who are preoccupied with
religious innovation (ijtihad) yet ignorant of it.

84

One may also remark that this

emphasis on the political is also reflected in the writings of commentators and
historians.

Even Sunni writers, while not questioning the piety of 'Ali and his

religious standing, did question, and some indeed indicated disappointment in his
political leadership.

85

Such apologetic lines, even if they were intended to cater for a

biased political audience, are nevertheless an indication of the general preferred
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approach stemming from or favouring the mood of the majority in favour of
Mu'awiy a's stand.

86

The Kharijites, a minority group, left yet another theological mark that puts
into question claims regarding the applicability of Islam as a uniform and
unambiguous body of beliefs to political practice. Their 'withdraw al/secess ion', as
their name conveys, highlights the anarchist disposition that some of them later .
developed.

87

It should be noted here that such an anarchist disposition was also

common among the early Mu 'tazilite theologians (often characterised as the
'rationali sts') but it was not common to all Kharijites.

88

For believing Muslims,

anarchists or not, the period during which Muhamm ad was the leader of the Islamic
community in Medina (622-632) represents the ideal form of governance or political
rule. The khawarij, extend this period of ideal rule to include the reigning period of
the first two Orthodox Caliphs,

89

while most other groups extend this period further to

include the rule of the four Orthodox Caliphs, that is up to the year 661 when 'Ali'
accepted Mu 'awiya' s arbitration and handed him the leadership of the Islamic
community.
In other words, the Islamic equivalent of Western anarchism 's 'state of nature'
premiss is the exact opposite of what it entails. The Western position is based on the
assumption that an ideal age existed in the remote past during which society
functioned without a state, while the Islamic position premises its view on a clearly
defined historical period that was marked by a fusion of society and good/perfect
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Dja'it argues that 'Ali's political leadership was not as weak as most commentat ors make it out to be,
pp. 237-8.
87
Patricia Crone and Fritz Zimmermann, The Epistle of Salim lbn Khakwan, chapter 5 'The Kharijites ' .
88
Crone, The Najdiyya, p. 56.
··t, La Grande Discorde, p. 10.
89 n·~al
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governan ce without a formal state apparatus.

90

The recourse of the Kharijites to

anarchism stems from the quranic edict 'comman ding right and forbiddin g wrong'
(al-amr bil-ma 'ruf wal-nahy 'an al-munka r). Michael Cook mentions the Kharijite

heresiarc h Nafi' ibn al-Azraq (d. 685) to have 'outlawed precautio nary dissimula tion
(taqiyya), and held any quietist Kharijite who did not go forth (lam yakhruj)

command ing right and forbiddin g wrong to be an infidel.'
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92

Patricia Crone describes these Muslim anarchists as 'regretful anarchist s' ,

in

the sense that they were not anti-state per se. However , they believed that the
institutio n of the Imamate had turned into an institutio n of tyranny headed by
kings/tyrants under the pretext of exercisin g a religious trust (amana) in a religious
post that a continuat ion of such a pattern seemed inevitabl e - though doubtful hopes
were expresse d by some. It was best, they deduced, not to have an imamate nor to
appoint an Imam at all.

93

The most notable and explicit group among the anarchists to

advocate such a view is the Najadat, but it seems that the Mu 'tazilite theologia n alA~amm might have been the leading theorist consideri ng that his name is not only
mentione d by heresiogr aphers but also by later authorita tive writers, like the jurist alMawarcu, on the subject of imamate.

94

The heresiogr apher al-Shahra stani writes that:

The Najadat from among the Kharijite s and number of the Qadariyy a
such as Abu Bakr al-Asamm and Hisham al-Fuwat i say that the
imamate does not have the obligatory legal character that would make
90

Patricia Crone, 'Ninth-Century Muslim Anarchists', Past and Present: a Journal of Historical
Studies, no. 167, 2000, pp. 3-28, see in particular pp. 9-12.
91
Michael Cook, Commanding Right and Forbidding Wrong in Islamic Thought, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2000, p. 394.
92
Crone, op. cit., p. 14.
93
Ibid., pp. 11-9. On similar views and reactions see Charles Pellat, 'L'imamat dans la doctrine de
Gahiz', pp. 23-52 et 'Djahiz et les Kharidjites' (reprint from Folia Orientalia, XII, Varsovie, 1970), op.
cit., pp. 195-209.
94
Abu-I-Hasan 'Ali bin Muhamma d bin I:Iabib al-Basri al-Baghdadi al-Mawardi, Kitab al-Ahkam alSultaniyya, Beirut: Dar al-Fikr, n.d., p. 5.
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the commun ity liable to censure and punishme nt if it chose to live
without it. Rather, it is based on the manner in which people deal with
one another (mu 'amalat al-nas). If they acted justly and cooperate d
and helped one another in piety and fear of God, and if all legally
obligated persons

occupied themselves

with their duties

and

obligations, then they could manage without the imam, and without
following him.

95

It should be emphasis ed that by groundin g the imamate in the sphere of social
and human developm ent, the anarchists are not being entirely faithful to the words of
Scripture, and as Mawardi notes it is enjoined upon believers in the Qur' an to obey
their rulers.
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In addition to challengi ng the case for tpe applicability and

sustainability of Islamic political rule from an 'Islamic' point of view, the anarchist s'
case is also an illustratio n of the very thin borderlines between what may be
considere d as the religious and a-religious, and that within these two distinct
categories there exist intellectual strands with very similar patterns.

Indicativ e of

such similarities is the way the contempo rary Islamist writings of Mawdfidi and Qutb,
especiall y when writing on the governor ship of God (fiakimiyy at Allah) echoe those of
the Kharijites on God being the judge of all matters (la J:iukma illa Zillah).
While historical ly a realisatio n of the anarchist position did not go beyond the
theoretical writings of a few, it survived enough in the mainstre am tradition to raise
tensions between Islamic political rule and matters related to justice.

Mawardi ,

considere d as the authority on the subject of imamate, draws on the Qur' an (Q4.59)
and Hadith to support the case for the view that the imamate is obligatory. It is in this
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As cited in and rendered by Patricia Crone, The Najdiyya .. , p. 57.
96
See also the discussion by Majid Khadduri, The Islamic Conception of Justice, Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1984, pp. 3-5.
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sense that Maw ardi writes '[t]he imam ate is in place, as a substitute for prop hecy in
97

guarding the faith and worldly affairs' .

It did not escape Maw ardi, however, that

while the imamate is enjoined by religious law (shar '), it is not necessarily consistent,
as he puts it, with rational thinking or intellect ('aql ), nor does it ipso facto amou nt to
a just political system.

98

As Hann a Mikhail notes, combining theories of justi ce and

shar f'a has neve r been successful in Islam to the extent that 'imp ortan t religious

works of later medieval times coul d state that a ruler might follow the shar i'a and still
be unjust. '

99

Co ncl usi on
In the Islamic tradition, political rule is not limited to a deter mine d set of

criteria nor for that matt er are rulers meant _to conf orm to a parti cular Islamic code of
conduct. The assortment of literature (in Arabic and Persian) on these topics is an
indication of the many (different and differing) views with which one is confronted
when searching for an 'islam ic' in Islamic politics. Paradoxical as it may seem, if one
were to be open mind ed about the variety of different and contradictory views on
Islamic politics, one coul d go as far as to suggest that it would not be un-Islamic to
have non-Islamic political rule. Further, it woul d not be a generalisation if one were
to argue that Islamic politics is used at times as a technical term to obscure the
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Mawa rdl's Arabic is difficult to translate, the literal mean ing of 'world ly affair s' (siyas at al-du nya)
for exam ple may also be rende red as 'world ly politi cs' , but perhaps may not give the intended mean ing
of the author?
98
See Mawa rdi, chapt er 1. Comm enting on Mawa rdi' s theory of the Calip hate, H. A. R. Gibb notes
that the jurist s had to justif y the caliphate system and that Mawa rdi's work on the subje ct is not 'an
objective exposition of an established theory, it is in reality an apolo gia or adapt ation inspired and
shaped by circum stance s of his own time', see his 'Some Considerations on the Sunni Theor y of the
Calip hate', Archi ves d'His toire du Droit Oriental, vol. III, 1939, pp. 401-10.
99
Hann a Mikhail, Politics and Revelation: Mawa rdf and After, Edinb urgh: Edinb urgh Unive rsity Press
Ltd, 1995, p. xxxii.
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religious problems that may arise from the politics of Islam, an approach that out of
expedience applies the religion of Islam to support the politics of the state/movement
and its ideology or to be against it. To claim, however, that there is nothing 'Islamic'
about Islamic politics would amount to an intellectual and perhaps an ideological
assertion of a different but nevertheless problematic kind. Such a claim would also
raise yet another normative debate that puts into question the assumed religiousness of
religions. In other words, there is no safe answer to the question posed in the title to
this chapter, but then again ambiguity is not alien to Islam.
Islamic politics is one of the many claimed 'orthodoxies' of Islam, historical
and contemporary. It carries the sense that there is an Islamic way of going about
applying Islam to political affairs, and that this way is morally and politically superior
to other forms of rule because it is a divinely designed system. This chapter has
. questioned the claimed authenticity and absence of ambiguity in such claims. It has
shown that a closer scrutiny reveals that there is more to the term 'Islamic' than these
properties claimed by the proponents of this idea. It has put this question from two
angles. The first is an unconventional one, that questions the authority of Scripture
and the political weight that should be given to it in light of historical concerns about
its authenticity and completeness. The second is from a conventional angle based on
generally accepted beliefs, and even from this angle, the chapter argues that there
does not yet exist any consensus or a uniform position on how Islamic political rule
should be implemented. To borrow an argumentative line from Ghazali (that he used
in his attack against the philosophers), if the meaning and application of Islamic
politics is axiomatic, why is it that not all Muslims agree on one definition?
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S E C T IO N T H R E E

'un-Orthodoxies'

Introduction

In the previous section, it was argued that the Islamic 'orth odox ies', often invo ked
in discourses pursu ing categorical views of the mean ing of Islam, are them selve s subject
to large r degrees of flexibility than is generally assumed. Chap ter Thre e of Section II
discussed the powe rful role (a versatile) langu age can play in the cons truct ion of strict
views and beliefs. It show ed various ways in whic h allegorical inter preta tion (ta 'wfl) was
put to use by rival intellectual camp s in the service of religion. It serve d at the same time
to cons truct seem ingly fixed set of religious values and beliefs on the part of theologians
as well as for the defence, on religious grounds, of seemingly unbo unde d intellectual
reflections on the part of philosophers. Chapter Four was an exerc ise in the prob ing of
historical and conte mpor ary orthodoxies pertaining to the way Islam shou ld be
understood and the kind of role it should play in politics. It show ed that categorical
assumptions and 'truth s' abou t the mean ing of Islam are open to ques tioni ng when
considered in light of the embe dded ambiguities and subtleties in the religious language,
whic h in turn prese nt Islam as open to change and adaptability than is generally assumed.

This section engages in a similar intellectual probing of such related issues in the
Islamic tradition, but this time pertaining to so-called 'liberal' trends in the Islamic
tradition, relegated to the periphery in contemporary intellectual discourse. As observed
in Chapter One, a number of intellectuals have been critical of the central role 'orthodox '
medieval figures and their ideas enjoy in the understanding of the Islamic tradition at the
expense of other medieval figures who are believed to have exhibited 'rational'
intellectual tendencies, as distinguished from religio-dogmatic ones. There is indeed a
tendency in contemporary discourse to privilege certain figures, ideas and historical
periods, mainly those associated with conformity to Scripture, at the expense of other
intellectual figures who privileged philosophical studies over Scripture.

It needs to be explained here that there is no lack of studies of medieval Arabic
philosophy, and the flourishing disciplines in all areas of Islamic studies is a case in
point.

There is, however, a lack of impact of medieval Arabic philosophy on

contemporary Islamic intellectual discourse.

As Khalid al-'Abfid for example notes,

Muslims find themselves clinging faithfully to the works of religious figures like Shafi 'i
(d. 820), Ghazfili (d. 1111) and lbn Taymiyy a (d. 1328) at the expense of philosophical
works by lbn Rushd (d. 1198), Fara.bi (d. 950) and other philosophers. In this respect
then, there needs to be more intellectual space allocated to what may be considered from
today's perspective as non-conf ormist trends in the Islamic tradition than is currently the
case, especially in view of these trends' strong influence, alongside religious figures in
medieval times. Indeed, had it not been for the growing influence of Arabic philosophy,
Ghazali would not have written his polemical work Tahafut al-Falasifa.
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One may point to two cogent reasons in favour of the inclusion of medieval
Arabic philosophy in contemporary Islamic intellectual discourse.

Firstly, such an

inclusion would allow space for greater intellectual diversity and constructive
disagreement within the Islamic community.

This means that the Changing (al-

mutafiaw wil) as well as the Constant (al-thabit ) of the Islamic tradition (turath), to

borrow Adonis' categories, would get to enjoy a place in contempo rary Islamic
intellectual discourse. Secondly, and if this diversity does in fact occur, the inclusion of
medieval Arabic philosoph y as part of the intellectual consciousness of the discourse
would give more weight for the Islamic community to lay claims to and make an input in
the repertory of Western/European political values that currently characterize and
dominate the global political system.
The link between medieval Arabic philosophy and Western political values was
discussed in Chapter Two, in connection with the pertinent observation Muhamm ad
Jabiri' makes about the absence of an epoch of 'ancient' civilisation in the epistemic
structure of the intellectual history of Arabic thought. This he points out is manifest in
the prevailing cognition of Arabic civilisation only with reference to a medieval period
and the contempo rary era, thus omitting an ancient epoch that would give sense to the
term 'middle' in the Middle Ages. Indeed the absence of an ancient epoch removes the
Greco-Roman epoch shared by both the European and the Islamic traditions, and
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consequently alienates the Islamic tradition from that of the West on intellectual and
cultural grounds.

1

It is made clear throughout this section of the thesis, which focuses on the

philosophical heritage of Islam, that medieval Arabic philosophy is not alien to Western
political philosophies, as commonl y perceived. The inclusion, therefore, of medieval
Arabic philosophy in contemporary Islamic intellectual discourse as it manifests IslamicWestern intellectual exchanges is one way of addressing the alleged incompatibility
between the Islamic culture and Western values. It should be recalled from the issues
discussed in Chapter Two that these are the two crucial issues central to the propositions
Adonis and Muhamm ad Jamal Barut are calling for.
The points raised in the previous paragraphs require some qualification. The first
has to do with the fact that the intellectual products of the Hijaz of Arabia, al-jahiliy ya,
are also to be recognize d as the ancient epoch of medieval Islam, a point that Adonis has
strongly emphasised. In Adonis' parlance, the term 'al-jahiliy ya' is not to be used in a
pejorative sense indicating ignorance and chaos, as the term is commonl y invoked in
opposition to enlighten ment and order that Islam symbolised. In this context, Adonis
notes

that

instead

of

understanding

Islam

through jahiliyya ,

one

ends

up

misunderstanding jahiliyya through Islam. The emphasis here, however, on the GrecoRoman tradition in serving as the ancient epoch of medieval Islam is because it did so on

1

The implications of this alienation are serious especially if, as the historian Robert Manne suggests, the
new racism, which he believes is characterised by an 'Islamopho bia', is 'based on the ultimate
incompatibility not of blood and biology but of culture and religion', see Robert Manne, 'Beware the New
Racism', The Age, http://www.theage.com.au/articles/2002/09/15/1032054709197 .html, The scholar
Ibrahim Warde argues along similar lines that Islamophobia is replacing anti-Semitism, see his 'Les
Dynamiques du Desordre Mondial', Le Monde Diplomatique, September 2002, http://www.mondediplomatique.fr/2002/09/W ARDE/16841
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the level of intellectual consciousness that characterised medieval Arabic philosophy, and
it certainly playe d more of such a role on the religious sciences than the jahil iyya did. An
extension of this point, by advocating a place, in the above paragraphs, for the Islamic
tradition alongside West ern political values is not intended to attribute a positive value
judg ment to West ern political values. This woul d be another subject altogether, and a
contested one.

It is simply an argu ment in favour of the inclusi,on of a variety of

intellectual trends regardless of their affiliated religious or cultural origins, with the
exposure to a poss ible 'risk ' of resulting in, amon g other outcomes, so-called Islamic
values being West ernis ed and West ern values being Islamised.
Othe r qualifications are also in order concerning the assum ed characteristics of
medieval Arabic philosophy, and the probing exercise undertaken in the following two
chapters will challenge some of the assumptions leading to these characterisations. It is
pointed out in this section that, unlike the religious sciences, medi eval Arabic philosophy
privileged the studies of Gree k philosophical texts over Scripture. This subordination of
Scripture to philo soph y is often associated with 'liberal' and 'ratio nal' trends in
contemporary literature on Islam.

Muslims and non-Muslims tend to associate this

subordination with 'liber al' views, but while philosophers emph asise d the superiority of
demonstration and apodeictic proofs (burhan), their approaches did not always translate
into open and liber al intellectual environments.

Nor for that matt er were they an

oppressed minority as Fatim a Mernissi implies. They were most often funded by rulers
and held public offices, as in the cases of lbn Sina and lbn Rushd.
Another serious consideration that needs to be taken into account has to do with
the claims attributed to the philosophers ' rationality and non- conf ormi ty to comm on
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religious views and scholarship. It is true, philosophers spoke of the important role of
intellect and criticised the religious camp for subordinating the intellect to or equating it
with Revelation.

The philosophers, however, did not generally practice what they

preached about evaluative reasoning when it came to received Greek philosophy, and the
following two chapters will show how some aspects of Arabic philosophy came to
exhibit trends of a conformist nature, albeit of a different kind of orthodoxy. This is not
to say, however, that only more conformity and orthodoxies are to be discovered from the
study of medieval Arabic philosophy.

But in the same way, one finds intellectual

dimensions that extend beyond the religious sphere, in the works of religious figures like
Ghazali, similarly one finds in the approaches of philosophers trends characteristic of a
religio-dogmatic nature.
It is of capital importance that the philosophical heritage of Islam be open to

scrutiny and challenge, if a credible scholarly approach to the Islamic turath is being
sought. An ecumenical approach to the Islamic turath should not be about romanticising
or privileging some aspects of it over others.

The inclusion of medieval Arabic

philosophy in contemporary Islamic discourse will allow for greater intellectual diversity
and a safe haven for dissent, but it should not take the form of an intrusion.
The following two chapters explore the tensions between religion and philosophy
in the Islamic tradition drawing primarily on the works of Abu Na~r al-Fara.bi. Fara.bi has
been considered as a 'Straussian' obsession (Ibn Sina is the obsession of some in the antiStaussian camp!).

The choice of Fara.bi in this thesis is primarily because he is

considered as the political philosopher par excellence and whose influence on subsequent
philosophers, including Ibn Sina, is well known and documented. More importantly, his
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importance lies in the fact that he wrote extensively on the nature and government of
polities, polis (madfna) and religious polity (milla), from a theoretical and not a religioScriptural perspective.

Further, it is worth noting that Farabi is increasingly cited by

contemporary Muslim political thinkers as well as politicians. In promotin g the merits of
liberal democracy and at the same time maintaining traditional Islamic values, the
President of Uzbekista n Islam Karimov, repeatedly invokes the ideas of Farabi as a
. testimony to such a combination.2 While Karimov is not necessarily faithful to Farabi' s
ideas, Farabi may serve Karimov as a way out of the obligation to establish an Islamic
state, but certainly not a promoter of liberal democratic values.

2

John R. Pottenger, 'Civil Society and Religious Freedom in Uzbekistan: The Political Thinking of Islam
Karimov', p. 8, paper presented at the American Political Science Association Meeting, 2002, Boston. I
am thankful for John Pottenger for allowing me to use his paper.
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CHAP TER FIVE

Islam ic Politi cal Philo sophy witho ut Islam ?

The Sciences ( of philosophy, astrology, and alchemy) occur
in civilization. They are much cultivate d in the cities.
The harm they ( can) do to religion is great.
lbn Khaldun

Introduction
Chapter four dealt with the complexities associated with the notion of Islamic
political rule, from an angle that drew on relevant religious and scholarly sources. This
chapter provides another perspective of the image of politics in the Islamic tradition, this
time drawing on the philosophical component of that tradition. In the context of this
thesis, it is appropriate to investigate what the philosophical heritage has to offer to a
broader understanding of the Islamic turath, especially in so far as philosophy, according
to philosophers, relates to politics and religion. In doing so, it pays attention to two interlinked dynamics flowing from the philosophical approach. The first examines what the
philosophers consider the role philosophy has or the contribution it makes to the political
and religious domains. In exploring this matter, the chapter views the place of Arabic
philosophy in the intellectual setting in which it arose, especially as it compares and
differs from Islamic theology (kalam). It looks into the limitations, if any, of religion and
politics if philosophy is excluded, and the sort of gains, if any, they can benefit from
taking on the philosophers' intellectual counsels. The second probes the claims and the
assumptions of the philosophers and assesses them in comparison with the consequences
of a philosophy-free environment, in which religion has unfettered reign.
The chapter argues that one may discern intellectual trends within the history of
Islamic thought that subordinate the role of religion to that of philosophy. In exploring
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this theme, it relies primarily on the writings of Abu Na~r al-Farabi (870-950AD), but
also draws on the works of other thinkers as their work relate to Farabi' s ideas. The
chapter explores the significance of and the connection between philosophy, religion and
politics in Farabi' s thought.

It argues that Farabi conceived, at least in theory, that

religion, and in this case Islam, is not a necessary compone nt for the emergenc e of
virtuous politics. Philosophy, on the other hand, is crucial for any form of virtuous
politics, be it theoretical or practical.

Intelle ctual Backg round to Philos ophy
Before discussing Farabi' s ideas, it is useful to place Islamic philosoph y within
the broader framework of intellectual thought in Islam.

The latter may be said to

encompass three broad disciplines: jurisprud ence (fiqh), theology (kalam)1 and
philosophy (falsafa).

Although these disciplines developed normativ e bases for their

subjects of study, their approaches and their methods differed.

The differences stem

mostly from the sources of knowledge upon which they each rely. Jurisprudence relies
primarily on the Qur' an and Hadith, . and when these two sources prove not to contain
sufficiently explicit references to the issue in question, one may resort to analogy (qiyas)
on the basis of these sources. If analogy does not adequately resolve the issue, then
according to most Muslim jurists, established conventions require that a consensus
(ijma') reached by learned scholars decide on the matter.

1

The term 'theology', it is often argued, does not reflect the true meaning of kalam. For a comprehensive
and concise view of the meaning of kalam and the problems associated with translating the term, see, J.E.
Murdoch and E. D. Sylla (eds), The Cultural Context of Medieval Learning, Boston: D. Reidel Publishing
Company, 1975, (the article as well as the Discussion), pp. 87-111.
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Kalam
The discipline of theology (kalam) is difficult to classify as well as to
differentiate, at times, from philosophy. The term kalam occurs in the Qur' an, but only
associated with God 's utterance (kalfim Allfih).

2

For the theologians (mutakallimun),

kalam is understood and used in their literature as a 'spec ulati ve scien ce' as well as the

activity of disputation (jadal). It thus has two distinct senses: the first involves a process
of reasoning which ultimately leads to incon testa ble 'know ledg e'; the seco nd involves a
mod e of dialectical disputation a theologian adopts in conformity with his affiliated
3

school. Som e theologians, at times, may develop a mode of disputation independent of
their affiliated schools.

4

On the one hand, the muta kalli mun, Ash 'arites or Mu 'tazilites, display in their
claims a rational approach to their intellectual activities. They propose for instance that
reasoning alone, and not faith, should be the basis for any disputation. Al-Ash 'ari' is
I

reported to have said that one's opinions should not be influenced by a doctrinal system
or recei ved opinion (taqlfd), and one should exam ine existing opinions in order to
achieve an objective view of the object of one's study.

5

This claim makes the

mutakallimun, according to the way they saw themselves, the true bearers of 'speculative

Only three times is the term kalam used in the Qur' an and in the three times it is used as kalam Allah,
with Allah in the genitive case, see 2:75; 9:6 and 48: 15.
3
R. M. Frank, 'The Science of Kalam ', Arabic Sciences and Philosophy, vol. 2, 1992, pp. 9-10.
4
For the last part, see the comm ent made by T. Gregory in the Discussion section of Joseph Van Ess, 'The
beginnings of Islamic Theol ogy', in J.E. Murdoch and E. D. Sylla (eds), The Cultural Context of Medieval
Learning, Boston: D. Reidel Publishing Company, 1975.
5
Cited in Frank, R. M. Frank, 'The Science of Kalam ', footnote 16, the quote is attributed to Ash' an by
Ibn Furak.
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science' (i.e., philosophy). The theologians, Richard Frank notes, saw themselves as
philosophers but they did not call themselves as such because the Arabic term for
philosophy, falsafa, implied a received tradition, a 'neoplatonised Aristotelianism
(including its core of physical, psychological, cosmological and metaphysical
6

teachings)' . Theology, therefore, to some extent, paved the way for the emergence of an
Islamic philosophy.

However, while theology did incorporate elements of Greek

7

thought, and presented its ·teachings as being reason-based, it did so in conformity with
Islamic teachings.
On the other hand, though the mutakallimun's intention was to devise a reasonbased system of thought, they saw this as a way of fulfilling an obligation to know God,

8

and in this sense, the premisses on which they base their formulations, are not free of
scriptural assumptions.

In the outlining of the central beliefs of the Mu 'tazilites in

Ash 'ari' s Maqalat al-Islamiyyfn wa-Ikhtilaf al-Mu~allfn, for example, it is clear that the
Mu 'tazilites are at pains to attempt to elaborate a theology that is not in contradiction to
the Qur' an. As a foundation, they posit the existence of God. While apophatic elements
are discernible in such statements as '[God] is neither a body, nor a ghost, nor a
9

corporeity, nor an image' , it remains that the overall doctrinal emphasis does not stand in

6

See Frank, 'The Science of Kalam', footnote 25. On this point, see also R. M. Frank, 'Currents and
countercurrents', in P. G. Riddell and T. Street (eds), Islam: Essays on Scripture, Thought and Society, A
Festschrift in Honour of Anthony H. Johns, Brill: Leiden, 1997, pp. 114-115.
7
Michel Allard, Le Probleme des Attributs Divins dans la Doctrine d'al-Ash'ari et de ses Premiers Grands
Disciples, Beirut: Imprimerie Catholique, 1965, pp. 156-9.
8
D. Gimaret, La Doctrine d'al-Ash 'ari, Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1990, pp. 211-3.
9
See for example, Ab'f al-Hasan 'Al'f Ben Isma'Il al-Ash'ari, Maqalat al-Islamiyyfn wa-Ikhtilaf alMusallfn, H. Ritter (ed.), Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner, 1963, pp. 165-168.
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contradiction to Scripture. In fact, elements drawn from Scripture, in particular what is
related to God's attributes, are consistently discussed throughout their writings.

10

In his discussion of traditionalism and rationalism in Islamic theology, Binyamin
Abrahamov points out that the use of reason as the only way of reaching the truth does
not exist amongst Muslim theologians. He explains that when referring to rationalist
theologians, one refers to those who claim that 'much, but not all, religious knowledge
can be known through reason'. He further makes a distinction between rationalism and
rationality. He explains that 'rationali ty' refers to a process of reasoning when any issue
is treated by using reason, 'but without giving reason priority', and '[r]ationa lity turns to
rationalism when reason is prior to revelation' .

11

It should nevertheless be noted that Mu 'tazilite theologians were not in complete
agreement with Ash 'arite theologians on the role of reason. Whereas for instance the
Mu 'tazilites affirmed the principle of justice (' adl), which included the doctrine that
humans have free will, Ash' arites rejected the possibility of free will for it put into
question, they believed, God's omnipotence, God being the creator of everything,
including human acts of wills. Mu 'tazilites also believed that there is a role for reason in
the formulation of ethics, whereas Ash 'arites limited the sphere of ethics only to that
which can be derived from Scripture.

12

The mutakalli mun' s claim for their commitm ent to reasoning in their arguments,
one can argue, may be disputed not on the basis of the conclusions their approach
reaches, but rather on the basis of the conclusions they did not reach. No mutakallim,
10

/bid.

11

Binyamin Abrahamov, Islamic Theology: Traditionalism and Rationalism, Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 1998, p. x.
12
Refer to Chapter Three on this subject.
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having examined available theses in matters of speculative studies, ever reached a
conclusion contradicting the Qur' an.

Another way of putting it is to say that no

mutakallim ever proposed that reason alone is sufficient to discover truth without reliance

on, or even indifference to the content of Scripture. The importance of reasoning,
therefore, is not posited as a substitute for faith, nor as a source of knowledge superior to
it. Rather, reasoning is the tool by which faith in the received tradition is upheld, and
belief accorded to it is established on rational grounds. This is another way of claiming
that only when one's mind has reached a certain level of maturity, one is able to
appreciate and comprehend the received tradition of scriptural teaching.
It i_s in this light that one should place the so-called rationalism of the theologians
in its religio-intellectual setting. Their views on faith give an indirect indication of the
extent to which independent reasoning can play a role in their intellectual activities. For
instance, although Mu 'tazilite mutakallimun differ in their understanding of what faith
(fmlin) is, the authority of Scripture is a common ground for almost all of their

assessments:
Faith is about all the obediences commanded and supererogatory, and
disobediences are of t_wo kinds: some of which are of little significance,
while others are of grave significance. The latter are of two kinds : some
of which are disbelief [in God] and others which are not. And those
who disbelieve [in God] are of three kinds: one who likens God with his
creatures; one who declares God unjust in his judgement or a liar in his
message; and one who rejects what the Muslims have agreed upon with
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respect to their prophet according to his text and his divine institution ..
(emphasis added).

13

The commanded and supererogatory obediences are understood to be those stipulated by
the Qur'an. Those who deviate from Scripture fall under the category of kufr, 'disbelief',
and their punishment, according to the Qur' an, will be eternal torment.

14

It follows that

Scripture is not only superior to reason, but it is of a higher and distinct category from it.
On this point, Farabi in alluding to the mutakallimun, remarks that by 'aqil, a term that
means a wise/intelligent person and shares the same derivation of the term to understand
('aqila), they mean 'he who needs religion, and, for them, religion they believe to
represent virtue' .

15

Farabi, however, believes that the mutakallimun confuse intellect

('aql), with ta 'aqqul, prudence, pointing out:
As for the intellect, which the mutakallimun are always
invoking when they say about something to be necessitated,
rejected or accepted or not accepted by the intellect, they mean
that which is generally accepted by the first impression of the
people. For they name intellect that which is the first common
impression by people or by most of them ..

13

16

Al-Ash'ari, Maqalat, op. cit., pp. 266-7. Note that in the text al-Ash'ari indicates that not all Mu'tazilites
agree on the definition of faith. The quotation is attributed to the companions of Abi al-Hudhayl. The
importance of Scripture, however, is common to the different accounts by Mu'tazilites as reported by alAsh'ari.
14
See Qur'an 30: 16.
15
A. N. Al-Fara.bi, Risalatfi'l-'Aql, (ed. By Maurice Bouyges), Beirut: Imprimerie Catholique, 1938, p. 4.
16
Ibid., pp. 7-8.
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This kind of approach to Scripture that Farabi attributes to the mutakallimun may explain
their lack of consensus in matters related to their understanding of religion and faith, even
when they did belong to the same school.
An added and related dimension of the political implications of Kalam is its
affiliation with jurisprudence (fiqh). In its earlier stages, Kalam, as developed by the
Mu 'tazilites, was not involved in the schism that divided the Islamic community into the
Shi 'a and the Sunni sects following the death of Muhammad. This lack of involvement,
however, was short lived, and the Mu 'tazilites became part of the political movement
which brought the Abbassids to power.

17

Moreover, as the four principal Sunni schools

of law, madhahib,* crystallised and gained authority, the different theological schools felt
the need to be affiliated .with a one or another of them.

Mu 'tazilism, for example,

became associated with the ljanafite school of law, while Ash'arism became associated
with the Shafi 'ite school of law .

18

These alliances furthered the pervasiveness of Scripture into the discipline of

kalam as it also heightened the political implications of theological studies.

In essence

then, the Qur' an remained the primary authority in light of which political issues were
debated and decisions legitimised. ·c onsidering the different sources of authority the
philosophers rely on, it was inevitable that a rivalry between the theologians and the
philosophers would arise. An intellectual alliance between the theologians and the jurists
then did not suit the philosophers. Farabi is explicit about his dissatisfaction:

17

G. Vajda, Introduction
23-4.
* plural of madhhab.

a la Pensee Juive du Mayen Age, Paris: Librairie Philosophique J. Vrin, 1947, pp.
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G. Makdisi, 'Ash'ari and the Ash'arites in Islamic religious history' , in Religion, Law and Learning in
Classical Islam, Hampshire: Variorum, 1991, pp. 44-6.
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The art of kalam is a dispositio n by which a man is able to
· defend specific opinions and actions which the founder of
religion made explicit, and to show to be false everythin g
which differs from it doctrinall y. This art may also be divided
into two parts:
actions.

one part about opinions, the other about

It is distinct from jurisprud ence, because the jurist

accepts as truths the opinions and the actions which the
founder of religion has been explicit about, and makes them
the principles from which he derives the conseque nces of these
principles . The mutakalli m defends the things which the jurist
uses as principles , without deriving anything else from them.

If a man happens to have combined the two together, then he is
both a jurist and a mutakallim, and his defence of them arises
in so far as he is a mutakallim, and his derivatio n arises in so
19
·
·
·
f ar as h e 1s a Junst.

One may say that Fara.bi being a philosoph er would naturally display a critical
stance vis-a-vis kalam. The historian Ibn Khaldun (1332 - 1406), on the other hand, is
less inclined to see much commona lity between the theologia ns and the jurists. He
regards 'the science of the principles of jurisprud ence [as] one of the greatest, most
important , and most useful discipline s of the religious law ' . While he believes that the
theologia ns deal with matters related to jurisprud ence, at times they

19

A. N. Al-Fara.bl, 'Fi al- 'Tun al-Madam wa- 'Ilm al-Fiqh wa- 'Ilm al-Kalam' (' On Political Science,
Science of Jurisprudence and Science of Kalam' ), in M. Mahdi (ed.), Kitfib al-Milla wa-Nusus Ukhra ,
Beirut: Dar al-Mashriq, 1986, parag. 5. In rendering the Arabic of this text, I benefited from the translation
by Charles Butterworth in his Alfarabi, The Political Writings , Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2001.
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present these problems in their bare outlines, without reference to
jurisprudence, and are inclined to use (abstract) logical deduction
as much as possible, since that is their scholarly approach and
required by their method.

20

Ibn Khaldfin, it needs to be added, is only referring to the theologians' methodologies,
and like Fara.bi, he does not deny the strong scriptural dimension of Kalam :
This is a science that involves arguing with logical proofs in
defense of the articles of faith and refuting innovators who deviate
in their dogmas from the early Muslims and Muslim orthodoxy.

21

Arabic-Islamic Philosophy and its Greek 'Scriptures'
Bearing in mind the philosophical dimensions attached to Islamic theology,
Islamic philosophy is primarily informed by Greek and neo-platonist thought. While a
number of Muslim philosophers engaged in reconciling their teachings with those of
Islam, the Qur' an was not the primary and authoritative source, upon which they based
their teachings.

Philosophy, for them, was the study of beings qua beings. Further,

demonstrative knowledge, and not revelation, is the means by which they pursued Truth.
Fara.bi, the principle philosophical figure of this chapter, emphasised many of these traits,
and as Muhsin Mahdi notes, Fara.bi 'laid down the foundation, presented the definitive

20

21

Ibn Khaldun, op. cit., vol. 3, Chapter V: Section 3, p. 28.
Ibid., Chapter VI: Section 14, p. 34.
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framework, and determined the course of Islamic philosophy as it came to be known in
the West through Avicenna and Averroes'

22

It is also important to mention here that the intellectual environment, in which

Fara.bi lived, did not yet have a place for philosophy as an independent discipline.
Georges Vajda notes that even a thinker like Al-Kindi (897-961AD) whose scholarly
approach may be said to be equipped with a philosophical baggage was still regarded as
someone working within the parameters of kalam. It was not until the tenth century that
kalam and philosophy came to be conscious of their intellectual differences and

consolidated themselves on separate grounds.

23

It is therefore in this environment that

Fara.bi's ideas need to be understood, and it is alongside the established disciplines of jiqh
and kalam that he wanted to find a place for falsafa. In view of his attitude towards these
two disciplines as being of an inferior status, it is safe to argue that he wanted a place for
falsafa above those offiqh and kalam.

The themes that this chapter explores relate mostly, though not entirely, to certain
trends, which developed as part of the history of Islamic philosophy. The themes in
question may be qualified as Islamically 'unorthodox', especially with regard to their
implications for the political sphere. By 'unorthodox', in this context, is meant those
ideas that contradict Scriptures or at least imply a contradiction to the generally adopted
principles of the Islamic faith. These trends should also be read in the context of the
central theme of this thesis, which is a probing of assumed 'orthodoxies ' and 'unorthodoxies' within the Islamic turath.

22

Muhsin Mahdi, 'The Editio Princeps of Fara.bi's Compendium Legum Platonis ', Journal of Near Eastern
Studies, vol. XX, 1961, no. 1, p. 3.
23
Vajda, op. cit., p. 146.
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It is often the case that religious philosophers develop ideas that do not always

comply with the teachings of the religions they profess. In the case of Islam, however, it
is often assumed that the Qur' an, which contains elaborate guidelines for the
managem ent of political affairs, should provide the necessary religio-political regulations
for any polity. This is because the Qur'an is believed by Muslims to be the revealed
word of God, and so immune to imperfection.

The fact that arguably the principal

political philosoph er in Islamic history, Fara.bi, advances a political philosophy
independ ent of the Qur' an, as will be argued in this chapter, is a significant aspect for
medieval and contempo rary Islamic political theory.
As will become evident from the following discussion, Fara.bi places more
importance in his work on and accords more authority to Plato and Aristotle 's treatises
than on the Qur'an or on what may be termed as Islamic beliefs. Generally, this matter in
itself would not be problematic if his use of these philosophers' treatises is limited to his
philosophical work.

Muhsin Mahdi argues that Fara.bi was the first philosoph er who

'sought to confront, to relate, and as far as possible to harmonize classical political
24

philosophy with Islam' .

This chapter, however, argues that Fara.bi was more concerned

with the 'to confront' rather than with the 'harmoni ze' part. Fara.bi, for example, avoids
any explicit references to Islam and the Qur' an in works that warrant recourse to Islamic
sources. One would expect, for example, that Fara.bi's treatises on religion or on politics
to contain explicit references to the existing body of Islamic principles or doctrines. It is
essential to note that Fara.bi's understanding of Plato and Aristotle may differ from
contemporary scholarly commentaries on these two philosophers. This is not to suggest

24

Muhsin Mahdi, AlFarabi and the Foundation of Islamic Political Thought, Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 2001, p. 125.
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that the latter is of a monolithic nature.

However, among other reasons for this

difference, some of these philosophers' texts were not available or partly missing,
others were misappropriated.

25

while

Nevertheless, it is not the extent of Fara.bi's first-hand

knowledge of Plato and Aristotle that is relevant to this study, it is rather his choice of
particular ideas at the expense of, or the use of them to over-ride other ideas.
For Fara.bi, philosophy owes its entirety to the two 'Greek sages', Plato and
Aristotle:
[T]hese two sages are the makers/creators (mubdi'a n) of
philosophy, initiators (founders) of its beginnings and its
principles, perfectors of its final ends and its branches.
Dependen t on them are its minor and major issues, and to them
[pertains] the authority of its small and significant matters.

26

As regards his understanding of the nature of philosophy, Fara.bi echoes that of Aristotle
27

and finds that philosophy 'in itself and its essence, is the science of beings qua beings' .

Moreover, the study of philosophy should have 'the knowledge of the creator' as its goal,

25

See for example Shlomo Pines, 'Aristotle's Politics in Arabic Philosophy ', Studies in Arabic Versions of
Greek Texts and in Mediaeval Science, Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1986, p. 156.
26
A. N. Al- Fara.bi, kitab al-jam' bayna Ra 'yay al-Hakfmayn, introduced and commented on by A. N.
Nadir, Beirut: Dar al-Mashriq, 1986, p. 80 (1). In rendering the Arabic of this text, I benefited from the
translation by Charles Butterworth in his Alfarabi, The Political Writings, op. cit. Some scholars have
expressed unease about this book given some of the contradictions related to Farabi's understanding of
Plato and Aristotle's works as well as certain inconsistencies related to Farabi' s work on Logic. Joep
Lameer proposes that this work is falsely attributed to Farabi, see Joep Lameer, Al-Farabf and Aristotelian
Syllogistics: Greek Theory and Islamic Practice, Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1994, pp. 30-39. It is beyond the aim
of the present study to verify the authorship of this work. I would, however, note that it seems to me that
the literary style of the text is Farabian.
27
Ibid. On this particular treatment by Aristotle, see his Metaphysics (trans. By H. G. Apostle), Grinnell:
The Peripatetic Press, 1979, Book f' (1003a22-1003a32). Note that Berman does not use this quotation to
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and again echoing Aristotle, the creator being 'one and unmoved ' and 'the efficient cause
28

of all things' .

Not only should the philosoph er contempl ate the creator, but 'his'

contempl ation should be accompan ied with actions amountin g to 'the imitation of the
29

creator according to man's capacity' .

The notion that philosoph y is the imitation of God is traced by L. V. Berman to a
passage in Theaetetus, which was quoted and comment ed on by Greek scholars and later
on by Muslim and Jewish scholars.

30

The quoted passage goes as follow:

evils ... can never pass away; for there must always remain somethin g
Which is antagonis tic to good ... Wherefor e we . ought to fly away
from earth to heaven as quickly as we can; and to fly away is to
become like God, in so far as this is possible; and to become like him,
is to become holy, just and wise ...

Fara.bi then chooses to describe God in Aristoteli an terms and attributes (i.e., one and
unmoved), even though he has a plethora of quranic terms and attributes at his disposal.
That is to say that, for Muslims, a basic knowledg e of God would be to understan d and
subsequently affirm that 'there is no .God but Allah'. Moreover, in the Metaphysics, a
book comment ed on by Fara.bi, Aristotle explains that the existence of God is not a
given, rather it is a hypotheti cal probabili ty. If God exists, his distinctiv e feature is in his
nature to 'cause[] motion but [he himself is] 'immovab le' and in his inherent nature to

28

Cited in and translated by L. V. Berman, 'The political interpretation of the maxim: The purpose of
philosophy is the imitation of God', in Studia lslamica, vol. 15, 1961, p. 56. On Aristotle, see Metaphysics,
Book A (1072bl-1072b31).
29
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30
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exist as actuality with out poten tialit y at all.

31

The fact that he causes moti on entails that

this moti on, even though itself is immovable, may be distinguishable in other beings,
such as humans.

32

This further entails that 'God ' is a principle comm on amon g all

beings.

F arabi on the World
Farabi, it is clear, understood well Arist otle's central points. In his On the Aims of
the Metaphysics, he explains, in a mann er void of spiritual or 'crea tioni st' connotations,

the notion of 'God ' in relation to universal science as:
The universal science is the one which investigates what is
comm on to all existents, such as existence and unity, and its
species and conc omit ant properties; ... and which further
. investigates the princ iple comm on to all beings, which ought
to be called by the name "God'' ...

33

More importantly, Aristotle is clear and uncompromising on the etern ity of the 'prim e
mov er' and the universe. Such assumptions, Fara bi no doub t was well aware, could be
regarded as heretical by the religious establishment, for they pose a direct contradiction
to the essential belie f in the creation of the universe, many times reiterated in the

31

Aristotle, Metaphysics, Book A, 1072al9-1072b31.
32
Ibid., Book A, 1072b2-1072b14.
33
I am using here Touy Street's translation from an unpublished paper on Ibn Sina (emphasis added). For
a discussion on this point, see also Therese-Anne Druart, 'Al-Farabi, Emanation, and Metaphysics', in
Parviz Morewedge (ed.), Neoplatonism and Islamic Thought, Albany: State University of New York, 1992,
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Qur' an.

34

It should be recalled from the third chapter of this thesis that belief in the

eternity of the world by the philosophers was one of the main issues Ghazali developed
in his treatise against the philosophers.
In his harmonisation of the views of Plato and those of Aristotle in a book he
dedicates to this purpose (kitfib al-jam' bayna Ra'yay al-Hakfm ayn), Fara.bi devotes a
chapter arguing that Aristotle did not in fact posit that the uni verse is eternal.

35

The

comment ator and editor of this book, Albert Nadir, points out that Fara.bi relied in his
research on four books by Plato, eighteen by Aristotle, and a work by Plotinus, Theology,
which was mistakenly attributed to Aristotle.

36

Nadir questions how Fara.bi could have

placed so much emphasis on the spurious Theology, to argue in support of the creation of
the world and ignored all of Aristotle 's books, arguing in support of eternity.

37

In

addtition to Nadir's exclamation mark, one may further point out that there are works in
which Fara.bi is cited as having defended the theory of the eternity of the world.
Maimonides, for example, mentions a lost work by Fara.bi in which his position on this
issue is 'well known' and 'clear'. According to Fara.bi, Maimonides writes, 'it is clear
and demonstrable by proof that the heavens are eternal, but all that is enclosed within the
heavens is transient' .

34

38
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Allego rising Aristotle?
For Farabi to contend that Aristotle was a 'creationi st', one may argue that, in
this, Farabi is resorting to a genre of ta 'wfl, of the allegoresis variety in interpreting some
of Aristotle 's writings. Ta'wfl, as noted earlier in this study is a method of interpretation,
usually adopted by religious scholars to elucidate a concept or to explain inconsistencies
in Scripture. Chapter Three discusses at length how ta 'wfl came to be used by rival
intellectual camps to justify their intellectual pursuits on religious grounds.

It was

argued that Ghazali used ta 'wfl to stretch the boarders of intellectual investigations by
the religious camp, thereby licensing theologians and jurists to go beyond Scriptures. Ibn
Rushd used ta 'wfl somewha t apologetically as a justificatory tool for philosophers to
engage in intellectual pursuits without relying on Scripture. In relation to the eternity of
the world, Farabi it is argued here, covertly applied a kind of ta 'wfl al-ma 'na, that is
interpretation extending the message of the meaning of the text, in a polemic fashion as a
response to the religious establishment of his time, especially in response to the
theologians.
Before expanding on this point, some scholars have suggested that Farabi does,
at times, resort to ta 'wfl in his writings, adding that his usage of ta 'wfl is a reflection of
his Shi'ite leaning,

39

especially considering the importance of this method in Shl'i

thought, and in particular, for its ba_tiniyya, 'esoteric' school.

°

4

Fauzi Najjar, for

instance, argues that the influence of Shi'ism on Farabi should not be exaggerated, and
his usage 'of allegorical interpretation, .. , makes him an associate of Shi'ism only in a

39

Nadir cites Khalil al-Jerr's explanation on this point.
F. M. Najjar, 'Farabi's Political Philosophy and Shi'ism.', Studia Islamica , vol. 14, 1961, p. 63.

°

4
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41

superficial sense' .

However, Najjar, among others,

42

points out that Farabi's political

philosophy is generally informed by the political aspect of the ·schism between Shi'ism
and Sunnism and its religious implications. This, Najjar argues, may be seen in the
absence of any reference to the term khalifa, 'successor', in Farabi' s political writings
while using the term imam (shi'ite leader) to refer to the First Ruler, a term Najjar takes
Farabi to identify with and relates to Plato's philosopher-king.

43

The notion of imam

goes back to the schism between Shi'ism and Sunnism. The adherents to the former
consider that 'Ali, cousin and son-in-law of the prophet, had an automatic right in
assuming the post of khalif, 'successor' (of the prophet), because of his blood
relationship to Muhammad. The Sunni, on the other hand, believe that the successor
should be elected by concensus (ijma') or profession of loyalty (bay 'a).
Some of these suggestions may be disputed. With regard to Farabi resorting to an
allegoresis reading of Aristotle in his kitab al-jam' ... , a different explanation needs to be
considered, one in line with some of the considerations Leo Strauss put forward in
relation to the esoteric writings of the philosophers. As noted in Chapter One, Strauss
may well be correct in his remarks on the esoteric element in the philosophers' writings,
and he would not be the only one to describe it as such, including several scholars in the
non-' Straussian' camp. To the extent that, Farabi in the context of Kitab al-Jam' , may
be stating 'the dangerous truth by surrounding it properly' (as Strauss might put it), his
41

Ibid., p. 69.
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use of ta'wfl partially fits Strauss's analysis

44

.

The argument here should not be seen as

endorsing Strauss' s larger theme. In other words, it does not postulate, as Strauss does,
that 'the esoteric teaching discloses itself only to very careful and well-trained readers
after long and concentrated study'.

45

In this sense then, the case in favour of an esoteric

dimension to ta 'wfl is put as a possible explanation, open to contestation, and not as a
categorical answer for the odd inconsistencies in Farabi' s argument.
The reason for resorting to esotericism is not arbitrary. For unless we wish to
argue that Farabi completely misunderstood Aristotle 's texts to the point of naivete, one
could not but wonder whether his use of ta 'wfl on philosophical texts, a procedure
commonl y used for the interpretation of the Qur'an, was his way of giving these texts an
authoritative station, at least rivalling the authority of Scripture.

It is worth noting here

that Therese-Anne Druart also notes that Farabi, who refers four times to Plotinus'
Theology in his Harmony , 'was aware of discrepancies between [The Theology ] and The
Metaphys ics that could be eventually explained by a difference in authorship. '

46

The

argument in support of this explanation of ta 'wfl in the context of Kitab al-Jam' may be
substantiated by the way in which Farabi, in the same book, goes on to elevate via an
immu_table authority the station of Plato and Aristotle to a distinct level:
Had God not saved the people of reason and intelligence by
these two sages and whomever followed their path, from those
who clarified the issue of creation by clear and convincin g

44
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proofs, ... that the universe is created from nothing, ... for
surely the people would be in perplexity and confusion.

47

It is worth pointing out here that when Fara.bi speaks of the creation of the world, he uses
the term ibda', and he also attributes the same activity to Plato and Aristotle in relation to
philosophy describing them as 'mubdi'fi,n'.
One can deduce from this comment that Fara.bi is making a covert statement
about other existing sources of authority in his time, namely the Qur'an and the prophets
(Muhammed being the seal of the prophets).

One can also deduce, that he is also

implicitly making a statement as to which authority he chooses to follow. Plato and
Aristotle came to be as a result of God's will, and they were delegated with the very
noble mission of saving 'the people of reason and intelligence'. To them (and not to
Muhammed or the Qur'an, which contains numerous verses in support of creation), the
authority on and the answer to the issue of creation is relegated. By invoking God in
relation to two thinkers whom he considers to have been of a unique standard of
intellectual excellence but are nevertheless mortals, Fara.bi is hinting at two inter-related
issues. The first has to do with introducing a novel definition or another approach to the
understanding of God, an approach that would at least give primacy to Greek philosophy
over Scripture, not to say substitute Scripture with Greek philosophy; the second has to
do with implying to the religionists of his time that this naturalised conception of God is
the true(st) immutable authority.
The other argument put forward by Najjar, that the influence of Shi'ism on Fara.bi
may be seen in the reference to an imam and the omission of khalif in his writings, does
not stand as .a convincing one. It loses ground, especially when one explores Fara.bi's
47
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concept of the ruler, as he places it into the broader scheme of political craft. This may
be explained as follows: for Farabi, the components of political philosophy are of a static
nature. The means, however, by which these components come to be implemented are of
a variable nature and are subject to the broader dichotomy of virtuous (faqil) and
'ignorant' (jahilf). Moreover, a virtuous city requires that particular actions and modes
of conduct be instilled among the individuals of that city.

This may be done through a

particular leadership, which itself comes about by virtue of a craft, and 'politics is the
enactment of this craft'.

48

The craft he refers to is of a static and primary nature, whereas

the form in which this craft is embodied (i.e., leadership) is of a secondary nature and it
can be 'virtuous' or 'ignorant'.

In fact, Farabi is explicit about this, for he thinks that
49

'this craft is the kingly craft and kingship, or whatever one may come to name it' .

The

term imam is, therefore, merely -one of the terms that describe such a leadership and is
not impregnated with shi'ite connotations, as it has been claimed. Another related point
to make is that the term imam could not be entirely applied to Plato's philosopher-ruler,
for Plato does not associate positive or negative qualifications with his philosopher in the
same way Farabi associates t/,alal, 'errant', with some of his a'immar* (e.g., a 'immat al(j,alal, 'errant imams').

50

Dissociating Farabi from Shi'ism does not imply that he was immune to the
politics of his own time. It is not even evident that he was a shi'ite himself. There is,
however, a difference between constructing arguments around Farabi' s political
48

Farabi, 'On Political Science, Science of Jurisprudence and Science of Kalam', parag. 1.
49
Ibid. emphasis added. See Farabi, Fusul Muntaza 'a (ed. By Fauzi Najjar), Beirut: Dar al-Mashriq, 1993,
note the usage of the term malik (king) in various parags 4, 30, 32, 31. See the translation of this text by
Charles Butterworth, Alfarabi, The Political Writings .
* Plural of imam.
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philosophy to suit the politics of his time and looking at his political philosophy as one
that transcends it, perhaps because of the instability of his time. That is to say that his
views are naturally a product of his socio-political environment, but are not necessarily
limited to nor do they need to conform to that particular environment.

On Religion and Politics
Following from the point that Farabi' s high esteem of the works of Plato and
Aristotle suggests that he regards them to be . superior to Islamic doctrines, it is worth
discussing his understanding of virtuous politics vis-a-vis religion. In his On Political
Science, Science of Jurisprudence and Science of Kalam, Farabi presents what may be
considered a small manual of politics. Broadly speaking, according to Farabi, politics is a
craft through which virtuous leaderships and virtuous cities could come about. In more
specific terms, this craft or the science of politics shows that virtuous cities and nations
come about when individuals carry out the right modes of conduct, which are based on
certain dispositions and moral characteristics.

These various traits enable these

individuals to attain real happiness, this being the ultimate goal of the realisation of a
virtuous city and to which they would belong. It further shows that such modes of
conduct can only come through a virtuous leadership, which instills the right and positive
characteristics in the people.

Importantly, politics differentiates between a virtuous
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A. N. Al- Farab1, Kitfib al-Milla, in Ibid., Parags 2, 3. On this point, see also M. Mahdi, 'Al-Fara.bi's
Imperfect State', Journal of the American Oriental Society, vol. 110, issue. 4, 1990, p. 708.
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(faqila) leadership and an 'ignorant' (jahiliyya) one, so that the modes of conduct which

get instilled in the people bring about the desired final ends, that is real happiness.

51

Farabi' s 'manual' on politics needs to be analysed in the broader textual context
of which it forms part. Farabi' s On Political Science ... makes up one section of his
·book, the Enumeration of the Sciences. The book is intended, as he sets out in its
introduction, to enumerate the various sciences with their various divisions, so that it
may serve as a comprehensive guide for those students intending and eager to gain
knowledge in any of these sciences.

52

The sciences are five: Language ('Ilm al-Lisan),

Logic ( 'Ilm al-Manfiq), mathematics ('Ilm al-Ta 'alfm), physics and metaphysics (al- 'Ilm
al-1,'abf'f wa al- 'Ilm al-Ilahf), and political science, science of jurisprudence and science

of kalam (al- 'Ilm al-Madanf, Fiqh and Kalam). Subsequent to his section on kalam, he
introduces the topic of milla, 'religious polity', as the domain of the theologians and the
jurists, thereby removing the milla from the domain of political science, and associating
it withfiqh and kalam.
The definitions that Farabi gives to the terms milla, fiqh and kalam help clarifiy
the position he accords them vis-a-vis political science and philosophy. Farabi defines the
milla as 'determined opinions and actions, tied to conditions which have been drawn up
53

for a group by their first leader' .

Fiqh, in tum, is the art

... by which a man is able to derive the determination of one thing
after another, things which the founder of sharf'a, 'religion', was
not explicit in defining relative to the things which he was explicit
51

A. N. Al- Farab1, Ihsa' al- 'Ulum, (edited and introduced by Uthman Amin), al-Qahira: Dar al-Fikr al. 'Arabi, n.d.
52
Ibid, p. 43 .
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about, precisely and determinately. By jurisprudence, one is able
to investigate the proper reason of the case according to the aim of
the lawgiver for the religion, which he founded in the nation for
which he legislated it.

54

Whereas the art of kalam, as quoted earlier in this chapter, does not go too far beyond the
activity of jurisprud ence in that the 'mutakall im (theologian) defends the things which the
55

jurist uses as principles, without deriving anything else from them' .

Fritz Zimmerm ann has pointed out that there is a strong case to argue that the
relationship between logic and grammar may provide for Farabi a paradigm for the
relationship between philosophy and religion.

56

Zimmerm ann's point is convincing

especially when read in the context of Farabi'_s Book of Letters,

a. book that he devotes to

the study of the development of languages and the way languages relate to philosophy
and milla.

57

The paradigm outlined follows Farabi' s explanation that while the science

of grammar supplies the laws that govern one particular language, the science of logic
supplies the laws that govern all languages. Going by Zimmerm ann' s paradigm, it
follows from Farabi' s granting primacy to logic over grammar, that philosoph y has a
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A. N. Al- Fara.bi, Kitab al-Milla ('Book of Religion'), in Mahdi, M. (ed.) . Kitab al-Milla wa-Nusus
Ukhra, Beirut: Dar al-Mashriq, 1986, parag. 1.
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On Political Science ... , parag. 4
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Ibid., parag. 5.
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Publishers, 1969, p. 45.
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primacy over the milla. Follo wing on from this same paradigm, one may further deduce
that political science has a prim acy over fiqh and kalam.

58

As he enumerates the various sciences, Fara.bi discerns two forms of politics. The
science of politics (al- 'llm al-Madanf), which we may inter pret to fall unde r the umbr ella
of logic, given its strong alliance with philosophy; and the sciences of fiqh and kalam,
which we may interpret to fall under the umbrella of grammar, given their limit ed realm
to the 'poli tics' of the milla. Fara.bi then is not deny ing the legit imac y of fiqh and kalam.
He is, however, maki ng a distinction or rather indicating the prefe rence of the politics of
philosophy over the 'poli tics' of the milla. The fact thatf iqh and kalam figure as part of
politics, and not the other way around, implies that politics is a crucial science
encompassing the sciences normally associated with the study of Scripture. This latter
point is more poten t when Fara.bi emphasises the universal natur e of the science of
politics, which he qualifies as virtuous politics.

Virtuous politics, he writes, shares

nothing with the other genres of 'igno rant' /erra nt politics,

59

and the predecessors (al-

mutaqaddimun) had codified the various genres of 'igno rant' politics only beca use

politics as a science ( 'ilm) is genuinely impl emen ted via universal laws.

60

An etymology of the Arabic term for politics, siyasa, helps clarify the
implications of Fara.bi's views. Early Arabic sources suggest that the mean ing of siyasa
was synonymous with that of its root sasa, mean ing to mana ge the affairs of animals.
The Arabic lexicon Lisan al- 'Arab has the following: 'One is said to mana ge (yasusu)
·animals when one has control over them and is [capable] of subd uing them, and [in this
58

On the way the philosophers separated politics from jurisprudence, see Fauzi M. Najjar, 'Siyas a in
Islamic Political Philosophy', Michael Marm ura (ed.), Islamic Theology and Philosophy: Studies in Hono r
of George Hourani, Albany: State University of New York Press, 1984, p. 102.
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Fara.bi, Fusul Muntaza 'a (ed. By Fauzi Najjar), parag. 88, p. 92.
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same manner] the ruler mana ges (yasu su) his subjects' .

Worth noting here is that the

Arabic term for subjects or citizens, ra'iy ya, also means a herd. The term subsequently
acquired the mean ing of statecraft, the latter associated with good as well as bad
governing abilities. In some Arabic sources and for a brief period, the mean ing of
statecraft was indep ende nt of religious law, but was nevertheless used in a conte xt of and
with reference to an Islamic political milie u, i.e., mostly referring to the mann er in which
the cond uct of Musl im rulers was perceived.

62

Gradually, Islamic law, shar f'a came to

subsume, as a rhetorical term, the craft of governing, or at the very least shar f'a and
siyas a came to comp leme nt one another.

63

The latter mean ing had beco me the dominant

one by the time Fara.bi was writing. It is then in this light that one needs to take into
account the non-conformity of Fara.bi's views regarding the nature and role of political
science as being closely linke d to philo soph y rather than to shar f 'a.
Farab1 extends the distinction he makes betw een the politics of philosophy and
the 'poli tics' of the milla to the polities that each is associated with. On a broa d level,
Farab1 designates three forms of social groupings (ijtima 'at) that vary in size but may be
said to be complete (kam ila) in themselves: the bigg est is one made up of many nations
(uma m) and extends to the entire world (ma 'mura); the midd le is made up of one nation;

and the smallest is the city, which is a social grouping that forms part of a nation.
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city, Farabi believes, is the most perfect of all of the perfect social groupings .

Farabi' s

choice of the city (madfna), instead of the milla, as the most perfect of social groupings
is worth highlighting. This is so, given that the milla is also made up of different social
groupings that vary in size.

66

While madfna is not always virtuous and thus not always

linked to philosophy, milla is never tied directly to philosophy. At its best, that is, when
67

it is virtuous, a milla is a 'simulacrum (shabfha) to philosophy' .

Further, whereas

philosophers belong intellectually to virtuous cities and they should endeavour to move
to such cities when they become available,

68

the same does not entirely apply to the

milla, for it is a place for

those who are taught the opinions of the milla and had them dinned
into them and taken up by the actions of the milla, and those who
do not have the station to understand the philosophic discourse.
This is either because of nature or because they are distracted from
it.69

Farabi' s unfavourable attitude towards the milla assumes, at times, a position of
explicit dismissal of certain aspects of religious beliefs. In a chapter on piety (khushu '),
for example, he criticises the bases· upon which the notion of piety is legitimised and
practiced. Piety, he writes, is nothing but ploys (h,iyal) and schemes (makfiyid) devised
by those who are unable to gain the goods (khayrfit) of this world through strife
(mughfilaba) or struggle (mujfihada). It is therefore preached or claimed, he adds, that a
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god manages the world, and spiritual figures act as managers over all the various acts that
take place.
Unde r such a scheme, one is urged to abandon worldly goods, and instead apply
ones elf assiduously to the glorification and extolment of God. Thos e who devise such
ploys do so through malicious premeditation and by scaring and repre ssing people, so
that the latter may give up the goods of this world in order to gain bette r ones in the
afterlife. Shou ld they choo se to enjoy the goods of this world, they risk punishment in
the afterlife.

7

° Fara.bi, no doubt, was well aware that many of these negative traits he

describes also apply to the description of piety one finds in the Islamic syste m of beliefs
and to the mann er in which this form of piety is exhorted in Islam. In contrast to his
strong negative views towards systems of religious beliefs and their practitioners, Fara.bi
has a very high opinion of virtuous politics and its practitioner (al-sa 'is- active participle
of siyasa), which are worth noting here.

'Virtuous politics, he writes, is that through

which the practitioner attains a kind of virtue which he cannot attain otherwise, and it is
71

the highest of what one can attain from [all] the virtues' .

It should be obse rved here that Fara.bi's views of the milla as having an inferior
status need to be unde rstoo d as generalised statements that apply to other religious
polities, and need not be limit ed to Islam. One may discern in Fara.bi's writings similar
views with allusions to Christianity. In his book Agai nst John the Grammarian (widely
known as Philoponus), for example, Fara.bi criticises Philoponus' refutation of Aristotle,
with regard to the subject of the eternity of the world as being grou nded on religious
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72

opm10ns. Such opinions, Farabi writes, are 'far removed .. from the nature of things' .

Philoponus was a Christian and belon ged to the school of Alexandri a, which was under
pressure to bring its teachings in line with Christian doctrines, so that it would avoid the
same fate of the school of Athens, which had been closed by Justinian in 529 CE for its

,
,
-h·
73
_pagan teac mgs.
Just as Fara bi follows Aristotle in his notions of God, he seems to do the same in
his views regar ding aspects of the political, especially following Arist otle's ideas as set
out in his Politics.

74

For example, in identifying the city as the most perfect social

grouping, Fara bi follows Arist otle's preferred model as set out in Politics, Aristotle
identifying the city as the most complete form of social grouping or association, which
'has reach ed the limit of every self-sufficiency, .. was formed for the sake of living, but
exists for the sake of living well' .

75

More relev ant to our discussion is Farabi' s unfavourable attitude towards the
polity which derives its laws or sources of authority from religion. Fara bi' s attitude may
also be traced back to Aristotle. In seeking to develop a theoretical basis for defining the
best regime, Aristotle presents a critique of existing laws, including those laws, which
are said to derive their authority from a traditional, i.e., divine source, as in the case of
the island of Crete. Although, in general, Aristotle is cautious about the potential harm
72

As translated by Muhs in Mahdi, 'AlFa rabi Again st Philop onus' , Journal of Near Eastern Studies, Oct.
1967 ,vol.2 6,no. 4,p.2 57.
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that may resu lt from changing the laws, he is undoubtedly in favour of introducing
changes to such traditional laws.
77

barbaric' .

76

'[A ]nc ien t laws, he says, were very simplistic and

Therefore, political science, to which pertains the activity of legislating the

laws of the state, he adds, will ben efit from changes, in the same way other sciences
benefited from changes. It is in his discussion of the laws of the isla nd of Crete that
Aristotle is explicit about his critical attitude towards the 'div ine law s'. The lawgiver of
Crete is Minos, the son of Zeus.

78

Despite their divine source, som e of Cre te's laws are

defective. The Overseers and Elders in Crete who are elec ted fro m certain families,

79

Aristotle notes, have a virtual mo nop oly over the affairs of the state, while the citi zen s'
role is merely to vote on whatever has been decided by the Overseers and the Elders.
Given its defects, Aristotle asserts that the system of Crete 'is not pol itic al' ,
be said to be a government, but rather it is a dynastic system.

82

81

80

nor can it

In view of Fara.bi's views

of the milla, as discussed earlier, one can discern echoes of Ari sto tle' s position on
polities with religious foundations, i.e., Ari sto tle' s views of ancient laws/myths equated

city made up of several villages, a village in tum is made up of several households, and the household is the
first association, see (1252bl2-33).
76
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with Farabi' s views of fiqh and kalfim. This is especially the case considering the fact
that Farabi refers specifically to Arist otle's Polit ics in a numb er of passages.

83

Arabic Phi los oph y and the turath
One need not just read contemporary works in critical theory in orde r to criticise
many of the assumptions Fara bi claims about philo soph y being view ed as a mean s of
bringing about virtuous leadership and ultimately virtuous politics.
Dhamm Ladh dhfit al-Du nya (On Rebu king Worl dly Pleasures) ,

84

In his Risfi lat

Fakh r al-Din al-Razi

identifies three kinds of worldly pleasures (ladhdhfit), in which he rank s the sensible
pleasures (al-la dhdh fit al-f:iissiyya) as the lowest, above it the imag inati ve pleasures (alladhdhfit al-kh ayfili yya) and the highest, the intellectual pleasures (al-la dhdh fit al'aqliyya). The midd le one Razi identifies with those pleasures arising from superiority
(isti 'lfi ') and leadership (ri 'fisa). He notes that there are two ways of approaching the

abominations (qa/;Jfi 'ih) of this kind of pleasure. The first he says is to poin t out the
numerous and great efforts one has to endure in the pursu it of leadership. The second is
to prove that these efforts themselves are not of high honourable pursuits (ma.t filib
shar ifa 'filiya ), but are infamous and feeble (ma.tfilib khasfsa wfihiya). The pursu it of

leadership he explains is base d on the fact that it is an expression of one having the
capacity (qudra) to exercise 'his' powe r over others. Razi 's discussion as to why people
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strive to beco me leaders is more extensive than this, and is not m any way
complimentary to aspirant leaders.
In many respects, Razi ' s treatment of leadership throws out the window the
'virtu ousn ess' that Fara.bi hopes for in or through the exercise of the craft of politics.
One may also argue that in relying so heavily on and defending the works of Plato and
Aristotle, Fara.bi simply, or naively Razi would have it, substituted Gree k philosophy for
the religion of Islam. Such a statement was put forward by the theologian al-Ghazali'
who refuted the philo soph ers' ideas, in particular those of Fara.bi and Ibn Sina, in The
Incoherence of the Philosophers. In this book, it will be recalled from Chapter Three,

Ghaz ali characterised the philo soph ers' approach to Gree k philosophy as an emulation of
falsehood (taql fd al-ba til). This, Ghaz ali contends, led the philosophers to forsake the
emulation of the truth (taql fd al-h,aqq), that is the religion of Islam.

85

Ghaz ali' s words identify the excessive estee m Fara.bi and other philosophers held
for Gree k philosophy. Muhsin Mahdi captures the general sense characteristic of most
Musl im philosophers in relation to Gree k philosophy. He writes that '[m]a ny of them
[i.e., Musl im philosophers] appear more interested in stressing the unity of the
philosophic tradition than with explaining its diversity; they tend to hide rather than
86

publicize differences of opinion about difficult and unresolved issues in philosophy' .

While it is evide nt that many of Fara.bi's views qualify as islamically 'unor thod ox' , he is
not, however, void of different orthodox characteristics that one may discern in religious
forms of orthodoxies.

His estee m of Plato and Aristotle goes beyo nd scholarly

appreciation to a kind of veneration.

In this respect, he and other philosophers
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contributed to the orthodoxies of the Islamic tradition, not in a religious sense, but at
least in a dogmatic sense. This form of dogmatism one ma y discern in the intellectual
boundaries they imp ose d on the intellectual merits of the religious sphere, a poi nt that is
exp and ed in the following chapter.
It would be an exaggeration, however, to suggest that Gre ek phi los oph y assumed
the role of religion for the philosophers. It is true that the wei ght and authority that
Far abi gives to the works of Plato and Aristotle ma y be rea d as quasi-religious, but this
does not me an that his este em of their wo rk res ulte d in a complete hellenisation of his
ideas. Fara.bi, as not ed above, did develop the works of Plato and Aristotle, especially
when the latter did not see m to provide answers to questions he was seeking. At times,
he eve n _chose to be unfaithful to their works, as in the case of contaminating/confusing
Ari sto tle' s Me tap hys ics with Plo tinu s' Theology and by attempting to rec onc ile the views
of Aristotle with those of Plato, when his main pur pos e was to criticise the juri sts and the
theologians.

Co nc lu sio n
The re is no dou bt that the inclusion of Arabic medieval philosophy as a
constituent of the -Islamic turath would help to pla ce the Islamic tradition alongside the
Western tradition given the com mo n intellectual Gre ek heritage bet wee n the two. There
is also no doubt that its inclusion in Islamic contemporary discourse cou ld lead to a
greater intellectual diversity. As it stands, Arabic medieval philosophy is understood as a
transmitter of Gre ek intellectual heritage to the West. Khalid al-' Ab ud is not mistaken
when he laments that the Arabs appear to be con ten t jus t to sing the praises of their
204

philosophical heritage bec aus e of its influence on Western civilisation, but are less
prepared to engage with it themselves.
The arg um ent advanced in this chapter is not to show that the religion of Isla m is
void of reason, nor is it to show that philosophy is superior to religion.

It merely

highlights the various (pluralist) trends that developed as par t of the history of Islam, in
particular these trends that can bea r upo n Islamic political theory.

This chapter has

shown that the religious sciences, i.e., jurisprudence and theology, do employ reasonbas ed arguments in their debates and polemics. It discussed the complexities associated
with classifying the discipline of kalam and differentiating it from philosophy.

The

religious sciences, however, deploy their reasoning by grounding their primary theses in
Scripture. This grounding inevitably leads to a variety of constraints, especially with
regard to the pla ce of the individual in the scheme of the political.
This is not to suggest that the philosophers free the individual in the political
sphere from the constraints imp ose d by Scripture. The y ma y do so in some cases, but
ma y also imp ose different forms of constraints. In ma ny cases, for example, Muslim
philosophers tended to demarcate themselves from an avowedly non-philosophical
discourse, as in the case of kalam, not bec aus e the latter was not philosophical, but
because it grounded itse lf in a different tradition from that of the mainstream
philosophers. Suc h an approach imposes similar constraints to those that flow from a
Scripture approach, eve n if they are not enunciated in as demarcated lines.
Nevertheless, it wo uld be simplistic to equate the two and argue that the
philosophers' system of reasoning is simply 'rel igio us', but dressed-up in a different
colour cloth; that the theologians and the juri sts' search for wh at they call 'Go d' is the
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same as the phi loso phe rs' search for the Truth; and that the law giv er's social project has
the same end as that of the political philosopher. While one ma y discern similarities
between these camps, one crucial difference can be identified as far as Ma n is concerned:
in principle, the religious discourse, even when it employs reason, it brings Go d to Man.

It does so by con form ing to a confined and controlled text, Scripture. This use of reason
is therefore limited, and at best, Ma n remains intellectually static and imm obi le vis-a-vis
Go d's kno wle dge ('A ll-K now ing ' in the Qu r'an ). On the other hand, by emphasising the
central role of reason, the philosophical discourse, in principle seeks to escape, eve n if it
does not com ple tely free itse lf from, the confined text. Despite its limitations, this use of
reason seeks to elevate Man, as far as possible, to the truth, hence allowing for, at least, a
space for intellectual mobility on the par t of Man.
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CH AP TE R SI X

Imitation an d Imagination:
Li nk in g Religion with Ph ilo so ph y

Int rod uct ion
This chap ter explores some of the intellectual boundaries that separate the Islamic
philosophical tradition (al-tu rath al-fa lsafi) from the religious one (al-tu rath al-df nf). It
looks into the intellectual limitations of a religious polity (mill a) according to the
philosophers, in particular as articulated by Abu Na~r al-Farabi. It also analyses on two
levels the shortcomings and limitations of philosophy, as represented by the philosophic
discourse. The first is relat ed to the philo soph ers' assumed superiority of their discipline,
which by inference indicates the inferior status of religion, and consequently, limits the
intellectual adva ncem ent of the religious discourse. The second unco vers the unstated
dependency of philo soph y on the religious intellectual sphere in the philosophers'
discourse.

This chapter cautions against the view of incorporating the philosophical

current of the turat h into conte mpor ary Islamic intellectual discourse simply to
counteract the influence of the religious current. That is, with out critically evaluating the
philosophic current, reme dyin g religious orthodoxies may end up taking the form of
introducing another orthodoxy, of the philosophic genre.
This chapter develops further Fara bi' s views abou t a religious polity (mill a) and
the position he assigns to it relative to philosophy, a position being determined by the
hierarchy of the huma n intellectual faculties required for each. It shows that according to
Fara.bi, religion cann ot claim authority over and privileged access to the Truth. It can,
however, approach the Truth by ways of imitation (mufi akat) and imag inati on (takhyfl).
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In his view, imita tion need not be unvaried in the forms it takes.

Rather, it varies

betw een one group and anoth er according to what is best know n and fami liar to each
group. As for philo soph y and its limitations - even though Farab1 woul d not concede
explicitly to such a view (for he hims elf is not imm une to the myth olog ising of certain
'textb ooks ' in the same way as he accuses the theologians) - one may infer that in so far
as philo soph y is comp leme nted by politics, it is depe nden t on being accessible to the act
of imita tion just as much as the religious polit y's virtuousness is depe nden t on the
imita tion of philosophy.

Phi loso phe rs and Th eol ogi cal Dis cou rse
Few, if any, philo soph ers are indif feren t to relig ion. Given that a religious polity
often derives its legit imac y from an imm utabl e source, sanctioned eithe r by a religious
text or certain figures in a posit ion of religious authority, it can be perce ived to repre sent
a doma in cons train ed by its intellectual horizon. Such a domain, the philo soph ers can
argue, is not cond ucive to their intellectual aspirations especially if they wish to reflect
and search aspects outsi de the space .mad e available by the religious doma in, or 'outs ide
the cave ', to use a philo soph ical phrase. In many cases as a result, relig ion is either
forcibly 'phil osop hised ' by philo soph ers to suit their ideas or criticised in order for them
to develop a certain philo soph ical position.
Like other philosophers, Farab1 considers relig ion to have prob lems and
limitations. He does not, however, ignor e its relevance to and perva siven ess in political
life. He thus treats it as a subje ct in its own right: writing in an Islamic milieu, Fara bi
presents a theoretical critiq ue of religion. Although, it is _likely that he had the Musl im
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com mu nity as an audience in mind, his critique does not show bias in favour of any
specific religion. In his critique, Farabi makes kno wn and analyses wh at he believes are
the various elements that ma ke up a religious polity, then presents a model by which, if
followed, this polity can escape corruption and come close to philosophy. On the other
hand, like other philosophers, Far abi ' s treatment of religion leaves the latt er's fate
conditional on how far it can comply with/satisfy philosophy and philosophers. Despite
Far abi ' s shortcomings, the examination of his views about religion and its relationship to
philosophy deserves attention not jus t because it is a clear exposition of the limitations of
the religious sphere and the philosophic attitude to it, but also bec aus e Far abi ' s analysis
of religion indirectly brings out also the limitations of philosophy.
The previous cha pte r discussed the strong influence of Gre ek tho ugh t on Far abi ' s
ideas, in particular the imp act Ari sto tle' s unfavourable attitude towards a pol ity deriving
its laws from religion mig ht have had on Far abi ' s views of the milla. Wi th this in mind,
this chapter also looks into Plato and Ari sto tle' s attitudes toward the religious discourse
as a bac kgr oun d influencing Far abi ' s disposition regarding the same subject. As noted in
the previous chapter, theology (kalam) stands as a bon e of con ten tion for Mu slim
philosophers in so far as it is a discipline that applies a variety of rea son ing methods in its
discourse, but does so to pro ve the truth of and defend beliefs bas ed on Scripture.
Accordingly, it is inevitable that the philosophers would be negatively disposed towards
the theological discourse not jus t because they contend themselves to be more
sophisticated than the theologians, but also bec aus e the theological discourse contains
enough edification that would place it on a par with and thus as a rival to the philosophic
discourse.
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The religious sphere as articulated in theological discourse is then a complex
intellectual terrain. Bu t it should be not ed that the term 'the olo gy' itse lf has assumed
different meanings since it was used by Plato in his Republic, the earliest available
illustration of its use according to the philologist We rne r Jaeger.

1

On the one hand, it has

bee n use d to suggest a close affinity with philosophy, a universal form of religion and a
ground of ethics for politics. On the other hand, it has been use d to indicate an implied
derogatory imp ort wh en associated with these oth er disciplines, i.e., philosophy, ethics
and politics. Theology, for example, is that bra nch of thought tha t mig ht be held to
handicap philosophy; it ma y serve as a means to exp oun d a reli gio n's particular dogmatic
system; and it ma y pro vid e an impetus for exclusive modes of political regimes. If
understood in these senses, therefore, theology is, at best, a prim itiv e attempt at
elaborating the metaphysical world, at worst, it is an ailing disease inte nt on propagating
a narrow and dichotomous picture of the world.
The fact that the term 'the olo gy' was first used by a phi los oph er necessitates an
explanation of the ety mo log y of the term. We rne r Jaeger points out that it is specific to
the intellectual env iron me nt of ancient Greece, more particularly, it is specific to the
philosophical lan gua ge of Plato. Literally, and according to its pro per etymological

1

W. Jaeger, The Theology of the Early Greek Philosophers: The Gifford Lectures 1936, (trans. By E. D.
Robinson), Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1947, p. 4. See Plato, The Republic (ed. by G. R. F. Ferrari & trans.
By Tom Griffith), Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000. In the actual Greek text, see Plato, in
Emi le Chambry, Platon: Oeuvres Completes, Tome VI, La Republique Livres I-III, Paris: Societe
D'ed itio n 'Les Belles Lett res', 1959 (contains the Greek text and a French translation), II: 379a; Not all
translations have 'the olog y' for II: 379, and some English and French translations show that the term
theology also appears in Republic III: 386a, but the Greek text, however, only has theology (0EoAoyux) for
II: 379a.
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origin, theology 'means the approach to God or the gods (theoi) by means of the logos' .2
For Plato, the classical Greeks' approach, in particular the poets, to the gods did not
conform to the logos. God or the gods are not negated in Plato's work, but they need to
be scrutinised and made accountable to reason.

Jaeger notes that used in this sense,

theology is the climax of Plato's philosophy in the Laws and the Republic .
In Plato's polis, philosophers were, at times, ridiculed and, in general, were
3

thought of as good for nothing. This neologism, therefore, should not be dissociated
from Plato's grand vision of politics as a philosopher on one hand, nor from the
immediate threat posed on his social status in the polis also as a philosopher, on the other.
Through the persona of Socrates and his discourses, especially in the Republic, we can
read that Plato wanted to establish a new republic, one which, ideally, could break away
from the mythical and image-driven past.

4

If successful, such a republic would improve

the political as well as accommo date the philosophers' intellectual needs. To add urgency
to the achievement of this goal, the trial of Socrates, Plato's philosopher-teacher, and his
condemnation to death signalled the need to change. Change would entail a new age with
a pristine mode of thinking. Thus, Plato's theory of the Forms, as Eric Havelock argues,
'is to dramatise the split between the image-thinking of poetry and the abstract thinking
5

of philosoph y' . Consequently, this dramatisation meant that a revolution in language
was needed to shift the mind from the general to the specific, from the image to the
abstract, from persuasio n to dialectic, from mytholog y to theology.
2

6

Jaeger, op. cit., p. 4. Note that the term theology is made up of theos and logos. The Greek-English
lexicon has theologia as 'science of things divine'.
3
H. Arendt, 'Philosophy and Politics', in Social Research, vol. 57, no. 1, 1990, pp. 75-76.
4
See, for example, Republic II: 368-383.
5
E. Havelock, Preface to Plato, New York, 1967, p. 266.
6
Ibid., pp. 264-267.
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As regards theology, the theory of the Forms is intended to remove the gods from
the realm of the tangible to that of the intangible. For the classical Greeks, piety was
expressed in agalma, an 'honour' conveyed by giving shape to a divine power.

7

The

process entailed an eidos, an imagination construct ed on the basis of 'as-if'. The gods
were thus shaped in aform that reflected an imaginary shape.

8

Plato's Forms, however,

though intended to break away from a mythos created by an image-dr iven mind, were an
extension of the same imaginati ve mind. The new concept of Forms, however, steered
the mind from tangible imaginary images to non-tangible ones. The same technique is
thus also required to abstract complex characteristics from the realm of the visible to that
of the invisible. However , not only did the invisible involve different standards of
judgemen ts, but most importantly, it introduce d the questioni ng of the visible.

9

Theology in the Republic represents or symbolises the required changes in the
existing understanding, at Plato's time, with respect to the di vine as well as the political
sphere. 'Adeiman tus, you and I (i.e., Socrates) at this juncture are not poets, but founders
of a city'. As such, Socrates explains, they ought to set out new standards to which the
stories of the poets should c~nform.

10

This statement (and the passage that follows) is

indicative of the close link between mythology, as expressed in poetry, and the existing
state of the political. It also implies that mytholog y is to blame for the status of the
political. The mythical needs to be 'theologis ed' for the 'ought to be political' to emerge.
In other words, theology in the 'ought to be political' is the means by which 'lies' about

7

C. Bennett, God as Form: Essays in Greek Theology with Special Reference to Christianity and the
Contemporary Theological Predicament, Albany: State University of New York Press, 1976, p. 213.
8
Ibid., p. 212.
9
See for example Republic II: 377-379.
10
Republic II: 379.
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the gods will not be told and only the 'true ' attributes of the gods, if any, will be
recounted.
In a similar way, Aristotle also appropriates a philosophical mean ing to explain
the term theology. Disc ussin g the 'principles and causes of thing s' in his Metaphysics, he
identifies theology along with physics and mathematics as the three theoretical sciences.
Physics deals with 'such beings as they can be mov ed' and with substances which are
'for the most part non- sepa rable [i.e., from sensible matt er]'. Mathematics is another
theoretical science, and some of its branches 'inve stiga te their objects qua immovable
and qua sepa rate'. Theology, on the other hand, investigates separate and imm ovab le
things.

For this reason, Aristotle stresses that theology is 'prio r' to physics and

mathematics and it 'is to be prefe rred' above them.

11

It is impo rtant to poin t out that, for

Aristotle, the study of theology does not postulate that there exists a divine in the
comm only accepted sense. The divine is understood as that which is eternal, immovable,
separate and honourable. Furthermore, Aristotle is careful to poin t out that the study of
theology does not posit that there exists a divine at all.

12

To put the above Aristotelian view of theology in context, a few points need to be
explained. For Aristotle, the theoretical sciences are associated with the 'first causes and
principles' which pertain to 'wisd om', henc e they are of a greater station than productive
sciences.

13

Theoretical sciences, i.e., non-productive sciences, are 'free ' in the

intellectual as well as in the economic sense.

As regards the former, they are free

beca use they are soug ht for their own sake in orde r to avoid ignorance and to further
11

Aristotle, Metaphysics, (trans. By H. G. · Apostle), Grinnell: The Peripatetic Press, 1979, Book E 1:
1025b3-1026a24, see also Book K 7: 1064a29-1064bl4.
12
·
Metap hysics , Book E 1: 1026a10-22.
13
Metap hysics , Book A 1: 981b27-982a4.
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understanding.

As regards the latter, wondering, which causes theorising or

philosophising, can only come about when almost all of one's 'necessities of life' are
satisfied.

14

For Aristotle, the term 'theology ' has a number of different meanings. In Book B
of his Metaphysics, he uses the term 'theologians' when referring to those who are not
philosophers, like the poet Hesiod.

15

Such theologians 'indulge in mythical subtleties',

and it is not worthy of the philosophers to take them seriously.

16

This, however, should

not be seen as a contradiction, for according to A Greek-English Lexicon theologos means
'one who discourses of the gods, of poets such as Hesiod and Orpheus' , whereas
theologia means the 'science of things divine' .

17

What is significant in this case is that

Aristotle ends up reconciling myth and philosophy. In Book B, he explains that the
'ancients' had an inkling about his theory of the 'unmoved movers' and the 'prime
mover'. Their uses of myths and anthropomorphic gods were another way, perhaps a
primitive way, of expressing those same ideas (i.e., Aristotle's). He even uses those older
ideas as a testimony to prove his own theory, implying that they were the root or the
beginning of philosophy.

18

The Platonic and Aristotelian origin of the term theology, therefore, points to a
philosophical ascription.

The term 'philosophical' denotes here not the assertion of

unexamined assumptions, but rather the search for consistent premises. In this context,
14

Metaphysics, Book A 1: 982b12-28. Aristotle is not very clear on whether the 'necessities of life' mean
that one should not be a slave or whether they require a certain level of prosperity. The fact that Socrates,
who is known to have had little wealth, is implied to be a philosopher (Book M 4: 1078b7-1079a4)
suggests that Aristotle means the former.
15
Metaphysics, Book B 4: 1000a10-1 000al5.
16
Metaphysics, Book B 4: 1000a19-1000a20.
17
Henry George Liddell & Robert Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon, A New Edition Revised and Augmented
Throughout (by Henry Stuart Jones), Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1948, vol. 1, p. 790.
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the myth is denied credibility because it takes for granted existing assumptions as being
the . truth about the gods, ignoring all the various contradictions to which these
assumptions may give rise.
The Euthyphr o dialogue is an example of the divide between an unquestioning
belief in myths and a quest for theology. The dialogue is between Euthyphro, a pious
person, and Socrates, the philosopher/theologian. For Socrates, the existing discourse
about the gods, the rivalry, quarrels and fights among them, which are recited by the
poets and the rhapsodists are difficult to believe.
by the poets is true.

20

19

For Euthyphro, everything that is said

Moreover, piety is about 'understand[ing] how to say and do, in

prayer and sacrifice, what is pleasing to the gods, .. and the opposite .. is impiety'.

21

For

the classical Greeks, K. C. W. Guthrie points out, the gods were not perceived in an
abstract way. Instead, they associated what impressed them 'either for joy or fear' with
22

'a god' .

Whatever rationale or historical truth the myths may have sprung from, they

were circumsc ribed with idiosyncratic experiences.

Hence, the person in pursuit of

consistency had to 'theologis e' the Greek Pantheon, for as it stood, according to Socrates,
'what is agreeable to Zeus [is] offensive to Cronos and Uranus, and pleasing to
23

Hephaestus but offensive to Hera' .

The above paragraph requires further elaboration so that the differences between
mythologising and philosophising/theologi_sing are not overdrawn. For a pious person
18

Metaphysics, Book A 8: 1074bl-107 4b14.
19
Plato, Euthyphro, in The Last Days of Socrates, (trans. By H. Tredennick ) , London: Penguin Books,
1969, 5C-6D (p. 25).
20
Euthyphro, 5C-6D (p. 25).
21
Euthyphro, 13D-14E, (pp. 38-9).
22
K. C. W. Guthrie, The Greek Philosophers: from Thales to Aristotle, London: Methuen & Co. Ltd, 1976,
p. 10.
23
Euthyphro, 6D-7E (p. 28).
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who believes in myths, the process of elucidating a myth is often, if not always, entangled
with corroborating it. This is not to say that this same process is alien to a philosopher
with respect to an idea s/he wishes to advance. The serious difference betw een the two,
however, is that the former is believed to originate from a non-mortal authority, even
though it is (always) propagated/preached by mortals. It is, therefore, most ly interpreted
as imm une to imperfection and assumes a sense of righteousness. Philosophising, on the
other hand, beca use of the mortality of its originator, gives more room for flexibility in
terms of its interpretation.

The early usage of the term 'theo logy ' suggests that

philosophers understood it as something different from the thinking of those of who
believed and enga ged in mythical discourse.
Mus lim philosophers were influenced by Plato and Arist otle's views on theology,
but this kind of philosophical theology is not the same as kalfim. It -is what they call as
ilfihiy yfit, unde rstoo d as metaphysics, whereas kalfim represents the myth ical or religio-

scriptural discourse.

Musl im philosophers and Fara bi in particular would refute the

activities of the theologians (mutakallimun) beca use they accept as truths the principles of
religion in the same way Plato and Aristotle the activities of the poets beca use they
accept as truth the myths they believe _about the gods.

Farabi on Rel igio n
In discussing Fara bi' s views of religion, religion is not treated merely as
representing a system of belie f a believer chooses to adhere to. It is associated with a
religious comm unity (mill a) governed by the principles of a set of teachings. Farabi
defines milla as a comm unity with 'specific opinions and actions, tied to conditions
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which have been drawn up for a group by their first leade r'.

24

The different but

conceptually related terms milla , dfn (religion/creed) and shar f'a (law), he writes, may be
considered synonymous, given that shar f 'a and sunna (tradition) for the most part fall
under the category of the specific or determined actions of the milla , while it is possible
'to call the specific opinions shar f 'a, at which poin t shar f'a, milla and dfn are all
25

syno nymo us' .

Further, of the opinions of a virtuous milla , there are those that are theoretical and
those that are volitional. The theoretical ones entail: a knowledge of the hierarchy of the
cosmos with God occupying the highest rank movi ng down to the ranks of the Spiritual
Beings and finally to that of Man (al-in san)

26

and his station relative to the ranks above

'him '; and a knowledge of prop hecy and revelation, death, happiness and the afterlife.

27

The volitional ones entail a knowledge of the different acts as perfo rmed by prece ding
and present leaders and their people and an ability to infer from these acts what is
virtuous and what is immoral in order to deduce the fate that such acts may lead to.
Not all mila l

29

28

are virtuous according to Farabi. For a polit y to be virtuous, every

mem ber 'need s to know the ultimate principles of beings and their ranks, happiness, and

24

A. N. Al- Farabi,, Kitab al-Milla ('Boo k of Religion'), in Kitab al-Milla wa-Nusus Ukhra, (ed. by M.
Mahdi), Beirut: Dar al-Mashriq, 1986, parag. 1.
25
Ibid., parag. 4. Note that Farabi also writes that sunna may be synonymous with shari'a, however, he
omits sunna from the final equation.
26
Al-insan, I suggest, has the same meaning as the Greek term anthropos. For although the latter is a
masculine noun, it can be used as a generic term designating 'huma n beings as a species' as different from
av17p (rajul- in Arabic) which means 'man' stressing macho traits. See D. J. Mastronarde, Introduction to
Attic Greek, London: University of California Press, 1993, pp. 28, 110.
27
Kitab al-Milla, parag. 2.
28
Ibid.
29
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the First Rulership of the virtuous city and its ruling rank s'.

30

In addition, every mem ber

needs to know and perfo rm the specific acts prop er to him that bring abou t happiness.

31

After laying down these strict requirements, Fara.bi explains that one can come to grasp
these things either by conc eivin g (yata ~aww arah a) and intellecting (ya 'qilah a) them or
by imagining (yata khay yalah a) them.

32

Very few people, he adds, are endo wed with the

capacity to conceive and to intellect, and most people will need to resor t to imagination.
For the latter, 'one ough t to have these things, along with the Active Intellect and the
nature of the First Rulership, prod uced for them via an imag inati ve impression
33

(tukh ayya l) by things which imitate them ' .

It is this task of imita tion that the milla

encompasses:
The milla is the outline of these things [i.e., the principles of beings,
their ranks and happiness] or the outline of their images in the soul.
For the general public, when it beca me difficult for them to
comp rehen d these things in themselves and as they really are vis-a -vis
existence, it was necessary to teach them by different ways, and these
are the ways of imitation (mul:ia~t). And these things are imita ted for
every group and every nation by way of the things which are most
know n to that group. And it may happen that what is best know n to
each one of them may differ from what is best know n to the other.
Most people, who seek happiness, seek it by having had it made
30

A. N. Al-Fara.bl, Kitab al-Siyasa al-Ma daniy ya ('The Political Regim e') , ed. by F. M. Najjar, Beirut: Dar
al-Mashriq, 1986. p. 84.
31
Ibid., pp. 84-5.
32
Ibid., p. 85.
33
Ibid., p. 85. See also A. N. Al- Farab1, Kitab Tahsfl as-Sa 'ada ('The Attainment of Happiness'), ed. By
Ja'far Yasfo, Beirut: Dar al-Andalus, 1981, p. 79, parag. 46.
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imaginatively present (mutakha yyala) and not by having had it
conceived (muta~aw wara).

34

The intellectual utility and the political dimension of the imaginati ve faculty are
well emphasised. Farabi identifies three tasks with the imaginative faculty: the task of
retaining the outlines of the sensibles (mafisusat), the task of connecting and
disconnecting the sensibles and the task of imitation. Based on its task of imitation,
Farabi accords the imaginati ve faculty a particular position that makes it distinct from the
other faculties of the soul. For not only it is capable of imitating the sensibles, it is also
capable of imitating the intelligibles (al-ma 'qulat).

35

By intelligibles is meant the

essences of things that get detached from their matter (madda) and become the forms
Crnwar) of these matters.

36

In imitating the intelligibles, the imaginative faculty imitates

the intelligibles in the rational faculty (al-quww a al-na.tiqa) even those which are most
perfected like the First Cause and the things which are separate from matter.

37

More importan tly perhaps is how the imaginative faculty figures in the
interaction between the Active Intellect and the rational faculty. In philosophical jargon,
the Active Intellect occupies a prominen t place in the broader ranking of the principles of
Beings. It is ranked third after the First Cause (associated with God or in Aristotelian
terms the 'Prime Mover') and the Second Causes (associated with the Celestial Bodies
and the Spiritual Beings). The Active Intellect is also the last of the principles of Beings,
which is separate from matter.
34

Kitab al-Siyasa al-Madaniyya, p. 86.
35
A. N. Al- Farabi, Kitab Ara' Ahl al-Madfna al-Fadila, edited by A. Nadir, Beirut: Dar al-Mashriq, 1996,
chapter 24, p. 108.
36

A. N. Al- Farabi, Risala fi'l 'Aql ('On Intellect'), (Texte Arabe Integral en partie inedit, Etabli par
Maurice Bouyges, S. J.), Beirut: Imprimerie Catholique, 1938, pp. 12-3.
37
Ara', chapter 24, p. 111.
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The Active Intellect is the cause by which the intelligibles and the intellect move
from existing in potentiality (bi-l-quwwa) to existing in actuality (bi-l-fi 'l).

38

Further, the

Actual Intellect typically makes up the rational faculty, and the imaginative faculty is the
connective (muwa~ila) between the theoretical and the practical parts that make up the
rational faculty. When the Active Intellect overflows on to the rational faculty, it is
possible that the overflow (Jaye!) extends to the imaginative faculty through the Acquired
intellect (al- 'aql al-mustafad) first, then the Passive intellect (al- 'aql al-munfa 'il), in
which case the Active Intellect has a direct act in the imaginative faculty.

39

In this case,

the imaginative faculty serves to process the intelligibles, which should arise in the
theoretical part of the rational faculty, by imitating them with sensibles which it connects
together. It also serves to process the sensibles, which should arise in the practical part of
the rational faculty, either by imagining them as they are or by imitating them with other
sensibles.

40

The political dimension of the imaginative faculty is equally important. It is this
faculty which is associated with prophecy.

Farabi explains that prophecy is a

combination of the following elements: the imaginative faculty of a person, in a state of
wakefulness, sees and receives from the Active Intellect both present and future
particulars (juz 'iyyat) or their imitations from the sensibles, and the imitations of the

38

On Aristotle's notion of the Prime Mover, see Aristotle, Metaphysics, Trans. by H. G. Apostle, Grinnell:
The Peripatetic Press, 1979, Book A, 1072al9-1072b31. For an extensive treatment of the role of the
Active Intellect and its position relative to the other intellects, see Fara.bi's Risala fi 'l 'Aql, and on this
particular point, see pp. 24-5.
39
Ara', chapter 24, p. 112. It is very likely that Fara.bi based his terminology (jargon) and his ranking of
the different intellects on the commentaries of Alexander of Aphrodesias on Aristotle' s works. See for
example Alexander of Aphrodesias, 'On Intellect', in Commentaires sur Aristote Perdus en Gree et autres
Epftres. Ed. A. Badawi, Beirut: Dar al-Mashriq, 1986, pp. 31-42 and pp. 42-3 .
40
Ara', chapter 24, p. 112.
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intelligibles and the other noble existents. And if, in addition to this, it happens that this
person also imitates the most perfected sensibles, then this person's imaginative faculty
reaches the ultimate perfectio n it can attain, that of prophecy.

41

To put this in

perspective, Farabi is here stipulating that the perfection of the imaginative faculty is a
prerequisite for the attainment of prophecy as well as philosophy. Once the imaginative
faculty is perfected, the Passive intellect comes to be perfected through intellecting the
intelligibles, at which point the Acquired intellect arises, the latter being further removed
from matter and closer to the Active intellect.

A person is a philosoph er when the

overflow from God, via the Active Intellect, reaches 'his' Passive Intellect, and 'he' is a
prophet when the overflow reaches 'his' imaginative faculty.

42

The activity of imitation, which is associated with the faculty of producing an
imaginative impression, does not always yield 'philosop hically' desired results. In order
to understand the different outcomes muJ:,,akat and takhyfl may lead to, and their
subsequent implications on the nature of the milla (i.e., virtuous or corrupt), one needs to
explore how muJ:,,akat and takhyfl, along with persuasion, relate to the cognitive ends of
the logical crafts of Rhetoric and Poetics. To do so, it is importan t to draw firstly on
certain aspects of Farabi' s division ·and classification of logic, itself related to what has
been referred to as the 'context theory'.
For Farabi, the craft of logic occupies a prominen t position, for it 'gives, in
summa, the laws which nature is to ascend to the intellect and to direct Man to the right
43

path and to the Truth' .
41
42
43

Followin g a late Greek taxonomy, Farabi appends Rhetoric and

Ibid., chapter 25, p. 115.
Ibid., chapter 27, pp. 123-5.
A. N. Al- Ffu"abi, Ihsa' al- 'Ulum ('The Enumeration of the Sciences'). Ed. U. Amin, Cairo:

Dar al-Fikr

al-'Arabi, n.d. p. 53. On how the importance of logic for philosophy was viewed, see Zimmermann, F. Al-
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Poetics to Aristotle 's works on logic, the Organon: Categories (Kitab al-Maqulat), Peri
Hermeneias (or: De Interpretatione , Kitab al- 'ibara), Prior Analytics (Kitab al-qiyas),
Posterior Analytics (Kitab al-Burhan- Demonstration), Topics (Kitab al-Mawa(j,i' alJadaliyya- Dialectics), Sophistical Refutations (meaning al-lf.ikma al-Mumawwaha) ,
44

Rhetoric (Kitab al-KhaJaba) and Poetics (Kitab al-Shi 'r).

The fourth part, i.e., the book
45

on Demonstration, 'is the most anterior in honour and leadership' .

In other words, it is

the most importan t of all of them, and it is the demonstrative faculty, Fara.bi argues,
which gives certainty to philosophy.

46

Demonst ration is unique among the other syllogistic crafts in that it 'proceeds
47

from true premisses through valid syllogisms to true conclusions' .

The other parts only

work for it, the first three being an introduction (madkhal) to it. The last four serve, on
the one hand, to provide it some sort of support (irfad), some being more useful than
others.

48

On the other hand, they serve as a means to demarcate these different crafts in

order to make known and differentiate between the different laws that govern each one of
49

them.

Fara.bi notes that a clear awareness of the differences between these crafts is

crucial, if one is to attain the correct desired goal one strives towards. That is, he
explains, one should not strive towards the truth by using mistakenly or unknowingly
dialectical instead of demonstrative methods. The outcome of such a mistake would be a

Fara.bi's Commentar y and Short Treatise on Aristotle 's De Interpretati one. London: Oxford University
Press, 1981, pp. xxi-xxiv.
44

Ihsa' al-' Ulum, pp. 63-72.
45
Ibid., p. 72.
46
A. N. Al- Fara.bi, Kitab al-Huruf ('Book of Letters'), edited by M . Mahdi. Beirut: Dar al-Mashriq, 1970,
p. 131, Parag. 108.
47
As phrased by Zimmerma nn, op. cit., p. cxv.
48
lhsa' al-~' Ulum, p. 73.
49
Ibid., p. 73.
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deviation from the truth resulting only in what may be considered as strong opinions
(

50

zunun qawiyya .
A

•

)

The subjects encompassed by logic are the things for which logic supplies the
laws/rules, and these consist of 'the intelligibles in so far as they are designated by the
expressions, and the expressions in so far as they are a designation of the intelligibles. '

51

This definition suggests that there is a direct link between linguistic expressions and
rational conclusions and the overall aim of the science of logic. This is not to say that
logic and grammar are the same. On this Fara.bi is explicit in giving more weight to logic
than to grammar when he argues that whereas the science of grammar supplies the laws
which govern one particular language, the science of logic supplies the laws which
govern all languages.

52

This needs to be understood bearing in mind the various

disagreements between the grammarians and the logicians in the days of Fara.bi. The
grammarians' views of logic, as voiced by Abu Sa'id al-Sirafi in his debate with Abu
Bishr Matta (who is said to have been Fara.bi's teacher), was that logic is merely Greek
grammar in disguise, and therefore they denied the science of logic its intellectual
·1·
53
uti 1ty.

The relation between logic and grammar may provide, for Fara.bi, a paradigm for
the relationship between philosophy and religion.

50

54

It needs to be noted that, unlike some

Ibid., p. 73. Note that zann, 'opinion' (singular of zunun) should be understood in the same way doxa is
understood as opposed to episteme. For an explanation of the usage of the term zann, see D. L. Black,
Logic and Aristotle's Rhetoric and Poetics in Medieval Arabic Philosophy. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1990,
footnote 25 on pp. 59-60.
51
Ihsa' al-' Ulum, p. 59.
52
Ihsa' al-' Ulum, p. 60.
53
D. S. Margoliouth, 'The Discussion Between Abu Bishr Matta and Abu Sa'id al-Sirafi on the Merits of
Logic and Grammar', Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1905, pp. 79-129, see especially, p. 113.
54
This has been suggested to me by Fritz Zimmermann, and I find it very convincing.
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other philosophers, Fara.bi was not a militant against grammar. In fact, grammar figures
as a science in his Enumeration of the Sciences,

55

a work which served almost as a

textbook for the study of philosophy and other sciences. Fara.bi is even said to have
taught the famous grammarian lbn al-Sarraj logic while the latter taught him grammar,
noting here that lbn al--Sarraj had been the teacher of al-Sirafi.

56

The idea that the link

between logic and grammar serves as a paradigm for the link between philosophy and
religion provides a different understanding of religion in general and of Islam in
particular. Religion is necessary for facilitating the teachings of philosophy in the same
way grammar facilitates, through correct expressions, the understanding of the
intelligibles.
In this case, as far as Islam is concerned, one can speculate that Fara.bi does not
claim superiority for its message. Islam is therefore presented as one of the religions,
which,

through

rhetorical

and

poetical

discourses,

represents

analogies

of

philosophy/truth. Such an interpretation does not conform to the common orthodoxy that
posits the supremacy of the message of Islam. This approach, on the one hand, presents
Fara.bi as taking away the highest station assigned to Islam in favour of the authority of
the Greek texts, especially those of Plato and Aristotle. The authority he grants to these
Greek philosophers and their texts may be discerned in such statements where Fara.bi
exalts Plato and Aristotle as being the creators/makers of philosophy.

57

If, however, one cannot go so far as to suggest that Fara.bi is completely doing

away with the relevance of the prophet Muhammad, one may deduce, only in a

55

Ihsa' al-' Ulum.
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See Zimmermann, op. cit., pp. cxvm-cxxx.
A. N. Al- Fara.bi, kitab al-jam' bayna Ra 'yay al-Hakfmayn, edited by A. N. Nadir, Beirut: Dar al-
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Mashriq, 1986, p. 80 (1).
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speculative capacity, that in his description of the process which leads to prophecy,
Farabi can be interpreted to suggest covertly that Muhammad is representative of a
philosopher (first) as well as a prophet (second), a combination that his favourite
philosophers do not enjoy. Such an interpretation, however, stretches the overall sense of
Farabi' s message, and would be based on an assumption that Farabi was concerned first
and foremost with harmonising Greek philosophy with the message of Islam. According
to the available works we have of Farabi, however, one can substantiate that he ·was
preoccupied and perplexed by the inconsistencies between the works of Plato and those
of Aristotle but not between Greek philosophy and Islam.
Another dimension to the importance Farabi places on logic is that he uses the
parts of logic and relates them to the intellectual development of a community starting
from the acquisition of language progressively moving towards higher crafts. After a
language has been acquired by a community, five crafts arise: the craft of rhetoric, the
craft of poetics, the faculty by which the people of the community memorise and recite
their stories and poetries, the craft of the science of language and the craft of writing. It
is worth noting what Farabi has to say about the first two:
Rhetoric is the excellence to persuade the general public in the things
that they practice in accordance with the knowledge that they have, by
means of introductions that, in the first instance, make strong
impressions on them, using expressions (alfaz) that are, in the first
instance, in agreement with the condition that they are used to using.
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The craft of poetics produces an imaginative impression (tukhayyi lu)
by discoursing in these things in themselves.

58

The carers of such a communi ty are counted as part of the general public (al-jumhu r),
even though they may be considered leaders and may even have crafts by which they can
rule. They present themselves as the elites, he explains, but given that their crafts do not
have a theoretical dimension, they are counted as part of the jumhur.

59

Once the practical crafts have been developed in a community, some people yearn
for further knowledge, and hence they seek the causes of the sensible things (al- 'umur almafisusa).60 While they firstly do so using the ways of rhetoric, they gradually move on

to the ways of sophistry and dialectic,
certitude (i.e., demonstration).

62

61

and from the latter they develop the ways of

The course of gradual intellectual developm ent of

discourses leading to philosophy extends to the formation of a political entity. When the
level of philosophy is reached using the ways of demonstration, it becomes necessary,
Fara.bi argues, to enact laws and to teach the general public what has been deduced
('istunb~ta) and verified from the theoretical issues, and what has been deduced by virtue

of the faculty of prudence (ta 'aqqul) from the practical issues.

63

The teaching of philosophy to the general public, Farabi points out, depends on
persuasion (iqna') and takhyfl. In other words, on can discern an un-stated suggestion to
the effect that in order to make itself relevant to the community, philosoph y depends on
iqna' and takhyfl, both representing the cognitive ends of Rhetoric and Poetics
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Kitab al-Huruf, p. 148, parag. 138.
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Ibid., p. 149, parag. 139.
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Ibid., p. 150, parag. 140.
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Ibid., pp. 150-1, parag. 141.
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Ibid., p. 151, parag. 142.
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Ibid., p. 152, parag. 144.
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I

respectively.

64

As Charles Butterworth observes, the importance of rhetoric cannot be

underestimated in Islamic political philosophy, and as he puts it '[t]he political
philosopher needs to be able to explain himself to the community if he and, with him,
65
political philosophy are to survive' . From this perspective, one may deduce that
according to Farab1, Rhetoric and Poetics are considered as essential components in the
broader path towards knowledge.
In his Kitab al-Shi 'r (Book of Poetry), Farab1 defines poetry and poetic discourse
and identifies what he considers to be the differences between the two. Unlike what many
poets and the general public believe, he argues, poetry and poetic discourse are not
merely about a metrical discourse divided into parts, which are uttered in an equal time
period.66

In his definitions, Farab1 follows the models of the Greeks mentioning in

particular the works of Homer as an example. Accordingly, he writes, the subsistence
(qiwa,m) of poetry and its essence (jawhar) is about two factors: it should be written to

imitate something, and it should be divided into parts, which are uttered in an equal time
period. The first aspect, Farabl adds, is more important than the second. A discourse is
said to be poetic when its content imitates something, and it is poetry when, in addition to
the imitation aspect, the discourse is metrical (mawzun).

64

67

Ibid.

65

Charles Butterworth, 'The Rhetorician and His Relationship to the Community: Three Accounts of
Aristotle's Rhetoric', in Marmura (ed.), Islamic Theology and Philosophy: Studies in Honor of George
Hourani, p. 112. Butterworth offers in this Chapter an interesting analysis of Fara.bl' s views on rhetoric
arguing that while not necessarily leading to Demonstrative truth, rhetoric nevertheless has the potential of
going beyond the realm of opinions, see pp. 114-6.
66
A. N. Al-Farab1, Kitab al-Shi 'r (Book of Poetry), edited by M Mahdi, Shi 'r, no. 12, vol. III, Autumn,
1959, p. 92.
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The effectiveness of poetic discourse, he explains, is in the ability of its author to
produce an imaginative impression of the imitated thing either in itself or into something
else. The former may be compared to identifying the thing as in a definition (l:iadd),
whereas the latter may be compared to identifying it as in scientific discourses in
Demonstration.

68

The complications arising from poetic discourse, Fara.bi contends, can

have compounding effects. Just as they can represent imitations of things in themselves,
they can also represent imitations of things already imitated. Farabi gives the following
example: one may make a statute that imitates a given person by the name Zayd, and may
make a mirror in which the statue of Zayd may be seen. The imitators, not knowing Zayd
but wanting to imitate him, may end up imitating his image they see in the mirror, thus
their imitation is twice removed from his reality, with a potential of being removed even
by further degrees from the real Zayd.

69

The inclusion of Rhetoric and Poetics as part of Aristotle's Organon by the
majority of the medieval Islamic philosophers suggests an amplification of the different
ways knowledge may be attained.

70

This amplification, however, is based on a

hierarchical division of knowledge. The Islamic philosophers elaborated upon the
received taxonomy of the Organon, primarily by attributing epistemological goals to the
notions of conception (ta~awwur) and assent (ta~dfq), which the science of logic aims to

68
69

Ibid., p. 93.
Ibid., pp. 94-5.
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It is worth noting that the medieval Islamic philosophers were not the first to include Rhetoric and
Poetics in the Organon, they were following the Alexandrian commentators. Moreover, Rhetoric and
Poetics were not included in the Organon as adopted by the Latin tradition. On this point, see Black, op.
cit., especially chapter 1. Black notes that some medieval Latin philosophers allude to this version of the
Organon mentioning among others Thomas Aquinas, see p. 3 n. 9. For a discussion about the origins of the
'context theory' as proposed by different scholars, see pp. 17-19. See also Langhade J. and Grignaschi, M.
(eds) 'Introduction'. In Al-Fara.hi: Deux ouvrages inedits sur la Rhetorique. Beirut: Dar El-Machreq, 1971.
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produce.

71

According to Fara.bi, for example, takhyfl can cause conceptio n of a thing by

producing an analogy that imitates that thing. Once this is done, iqna' can cause assent to
the thing which has been imitated.

Accordingly, he points out, in everythin g that

philosophy produces by ways of intellection and conception, the milla produces by ways
of imagination, and in everything that philosophy demonstrates, the milla persuades.

72

Notwithstanding their importance, Fara.bi notes that the crafts of Rhetoric and
Poetics can create problems for philosophy, if they are used for non-philo sophical ends.
On this point, the problems associated with Rhetoric are particularly worth noting.
Although 'persuasio n in the craft of Rhetoric is like instruction in the demonstrative
73

crafts' ,

it nevertheless operates independ ent of and indifferent to truth-value.

74

That is

to say, just as it serves to persuade in philosophical matters, it can equally persuade in
false matters. For although it is a syllogistic art and therefore is crucial in persuading the
general public to accept what has been verified, persuasion per se is its ultimate goal.

75

For example, the generally accepted matters (al-mashhurat) contain true as well as false
premises, and when Rhetoric uses genuine premises, it does so not because they are
genuine but simply because they are generally accepted.

Further, if it happens to

encounter true premises but which are not generally accepted, it would reject them.

71
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addition, it does not specialise in a particular subject. Therefore, it does not serve for the
purposes of :reflection or deduction, but only to persuade.

77

On another problematic level, Rhetoric is presented as the craft associated with
jurisprudence (fiqh) and theology (kalam).

78

The latter pair, as noted in the previous

chapter, does not occupy a favourable position in Fara.bi's overall political philosophy.
Fara.bf seems to imply that both fiqh and kalfim represent an obstacle to the way a milla
can become virtuous through reaching close to philosophy. Broadly, fiqh and kalfim do
not in any way serve the development of a virtuous milla because they are posterior to
79

it, and they are limited in the things they specialise in.

As far as jurisprudence is

concerned, for example, it is a craft 'by which a man is able to deduce the determination
of one thing after another, things which the founder of sharf'a, 'religion', was not explicit
in defining relative to the things which he was explicit about, precisely and
determinately.'

80

As for the craft of kalfim, it 'is a disposition by which a man is able to

defend the specific opinions and actions which the founder of religion made explicit, and
to show to be false everything which differs from it doctrinally' .

81

More importantly, in all the matters that they deduce, kalam and fiqh remain
confined to the ways of Rhetoric.

82

This latter aspect becomes crucial when Fara.bf warns

that unless the milla follows a philosophy which has reached the level of Demonstration,
the milla is likely to become a corrupt (ffisida) or an errant ({i,alla) milla.

83

The divisions

and sub-divisions of these mentioned crafts and the possible inter-links between them
77
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make more sense when Fara.bi explains the following: the crafts of kalam and fiqh are
posterior to the milla; the milla is posterior to philosophy; and the faculties of dialectic
and sophistry are prior to demonstrative philosophy. Putting this stratification in context
as far as the position of the milla relative to philosophy is concerned, Fara.bi argues that:
in being posterior to Dialectical _ and Sophistical philosophies,

Demonstrative

philosophy's posteriority represents maturity in the same way the fruit is posterior to the
blossom. Whereas by being posterior to Demonstrative philosophy, the milla provides an
instrument to the latter, in the same way the machine is posterior to the machine
operator.

84

To put things in perspective as far as the milla and its relationship to philosophy is
concerned: Fara.bi is happy to accept the view that provided that it imitates the high
principles of philosophy (and thus no doubt ensures the survival of philosophers), the
milla can reach very close to philosophy:

And the imitation of these things [i.e., the principles of beings, their
ranks and happiness] differ in excellence, and it can be that some of
them are more perfect and more imaginatively complete, while some
of them may be deficient'; some of them are nearer to the truth while
others are farther from it; some of them, the points of contention are
few or unnoticeable or it is difficult to contend against them; and some
of them the points of contention are many or manifest or it is easy to
contend against them or declare them as a forgery.

83
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Ibid., pp. 153-4, parag. 147. See also Kitab al-Milla, parag. 4.
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Kitab al-Siyasa al-Madaniyya, p. 86.
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85

However, despite Fara.bi's extensive treatment of the potentials of imitation, he seems
reluctant to make any concessions that would give the milla total independence in
anything. He, therefore, ensures that the milla' s fate rests on being closely dependent on
philosophy or, to be cynical, on philosophers. The milla and those who constitute it, no
matter how close their imitation of philosophy is, are not the same as philosophy and
philosophers. On this, Fara.bi is expli cit and uncompromising: 'thos e who seek happiness
and receive the principles of beings conceived, are the philosophers (al-hukama'). And
those for whom these things exist imagined in their souls, and they recei ve and seek them
as such are the believers (al-m u'min un).'

86

Philosophers, however, have vested interests in the success of the project of
imitation. Fara.bi seems to stress that it is very impo rtant for philosophers to give
instructions correctly and in a way that their teachings to the general public make clear
their imitative and analogical nature. If it happens, he says, that the peop le of the milla
believe that they are following philo soph y and not its analogies, then if real philosophy is
transposed to them, it is likely that they will oppo se it and oppo se the philosophers (ahl
al-falsafa). In such a case, neither philosophy nor the philosophers are able to exert any
influence on the milla. Further, it is likely that the people of the milla inflict harm on
philosophy and philosophers.

For this reason, to insure their own protection, the

philosophers may be forced to resist the people of the milla.

86
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Ibid.
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versa, who for a misun dersta nding on the part of the people of the milla develop this situation of hostility.
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Accordingly, one may argue, philosophy is not without its limitations. For as far
88

as philosophy is complemented by the development of a polity, it is dependent on being
accessible to being imitated just as much as the milla' s virtuousness is dependent on
imitating philosophy.

89

If this is a plausible line of argument, it may be worth wondering

whether there needs to exist a reverse process of imitation and imagination on the part of
philosophy and philosophers, in order for them to be accommodated by the milla. Plato's

Republic (Book VII) is an indication: after the philosopher escapes the shadows and
darkness of the cave, attains the light where he is in a position to see things as they really
are, and after he has to go back to the cave, he needs once again to get used to the
shadows.
The political aspect associated with philosophy, as emphasised by Farabi, is
·based on an (unstated) inter-dependency dynamics rather than the total divide between
the two spheres. To put this in a broader framework, the milla is important for Fara.bi,
not necessarily because he wants to reconcile its teachings with those of philosophy, and
the incommensurability between the intellectual values of philosophy and those of the

milla, as shown in this Section, is a strong indication that reconciliation is not on his
mind. Rather the milla is useful because philosophy, although' he would not state it, is
itself not (yet) a perfected entity. Viewed from this angle and on a related point, just as
one cannot ignore the relevance of logic for Farabi' s political philosophy, the political
88
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dimension may well prov ide a new perspective on the inclusion of Rhetoric and Poetics
in Arist otle's Organon.
In view of the calls to include the philosophical heritage into the unde rstan ding of
the Islamic tradition, the discussion in this chapter shou ld serve to quali fy some of the
praises one may attribute to the philosophical heritage. The idea that imita tion and
imag inati on shou ld be releg ated to the religious sphere, far from being cons idere d as
'liber al', it simp ly makes the believers subservient, at least intellectually, to the
philosophers. Whil e it makes sense that philosophers woul d natur ally want to privilege
their discipline over that of others, their approach, as show n in this Section, carries like
the Islam ist discourse, a priority of claim (al:z,aqqiyya) as far as what is authentic Truth.
This shou ld not mean that the philosophical heritage should not play a role in
conte mpor ary Islamic intellectual discourse, but like the Islamists and the 'liber als', the
philo soph ers' ideas and truths, to borro w Dary ush Shay egan 's phrase, shou ld not escap e
'the sharp blade of a fundamental, merciless scrut iny'.

Co ncl usi on
In his Muqaddima and in discussing the need for political leadership, Ibn
Khaldfin, referring indirectly to Fara bi writes that the need ed political leadership Fara bi
has in mind is not
That

which

is

know n

as

"political

utopi anism "

(siyasah

madaniyah). By that, the philosophers mean the disposition of soul
and character which each mem ber of a social organ izatio n must
have, if, eventually, peop le are comp letely to dispense with rulers.
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They call the social organization that fulfills these requirements the
"ideal city".

The norms observed in this connectio n are called

. "political utopias" (siyasah madaniyah). They do not mean the
kind of politics (siyasah) that the members of a social organization
are led to adopt through laws for the common interest. That is
something different.

The "ideal city" (of the philosophers) is

· something rare and remote. They discuss it as a hypothesis.

90

One may infer two relevant.points from Ibn Khaldfin's observation. The first has to do
with the distinction Fara.bi made between madfna and milla, as noted in the previous
chapter, and Ibn Khaldfin is explicit about the differences between them. He is not,
however, necessarily correct about philosophers seeking to 'dispense with rulers'
especially considering how much stress Fara.bi places on virtuous leadership. The second
is that if the philosophers' 'ideal city' is a hypothesis, then Fara.bi is not really in a
. dialogue with the Islamic umma. If he were, it should be assumed that the Islamic umma
realised an 'ideal city' at least during the time of the prophet Muhammad.

In other

words, Fara.bi's political philosophy does not revolve around harmonis ing Islam and
Greek philosophy, rather it is about founding an independ ent discipline that is not
subservient to the religious disciplines in the same way kalam had to ally itself withfiqh.
One other point to be made in relation to this discussion is that Ibn Khaldfin' s observation
does not mean as Dimitri Gutas suggests, that Fara.bi is not engaged in political
. philosophy. A hypothetical 'ideal city' could well qualify as a city in potentia.
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Ibn Khaldun, The Muqaddimah: An Introduction to History, (Trans. by Franz Rosenthal), Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1958, vol. 2, Chapter ill: Section 50, p. 138
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The notion that truth may be expressed in images is as appealing as it is
problematic. Some of the problems associated with such a notion are related to how far
one can rely on images and analogies. Before Fara.bi, Plato, among others, rejected the
notion that images or the shadows of the cave are in any way close to the truth. After
Fara.bi, Ibn Tufayl, among others, saw the benefit of images, as presented through
religious teaching, as the best way of managing and governing people deprived of reason,
and not because these images are analogies of truth.

91

The appealing side to Fara.bi's

position (or fantasy), on the other hand, is that it provides a common ground for
otherwise opposing spheres. This common ground can be as illusive as imitation and
imaginati on may be. However illusive his position may be, it seems to present, according
to him at least, a sense of stability for both philosophy as well as the milla. The stability
stems perhaps from the security that both spheres partake in the broader visage of
political power. It would be intriguing to speculate on this stability in case a Hegelian
twist is introduced to the scenario, whereby the imitator excels the imitated!
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For the actual reference, see Ibn Tufayl, Hayy Ben Yaqdhan: Roman Philosophique d 'lbn Thofail, ed. ·
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Concluding Comments

Searching is always honourable. Finding is often worrying
Slimane Benai'ssa

In his three-volume study, al-Thabit wa'l-Mut afiawwil (The Constant and the
Changing), Adonis c01;icludes that
Culture (thaqafa) is not [a process of] recovering, but [a process
of] creating. We must write and read while we are fully conscious
that culture is not [to be found] in that which is existent and
established, but in that which moves and establishes.

Culture

[then] ceases to be a collection of remnants from the past, of
values, measures and accompli shed achievements, and becomes
the movemen t that is on its way to being established, it becomes
innovation moving in the direction of the future ... Culture is not
that which we've created, but that which we create.

1

This is an eloquent summatio n by Adonis about what he considers to be the dynamics
and mechanis ms of cultures and traditions. His view of culture, however, as that
movemen t which always follows a forward motion is somewha t poetic. The direction
of the movemen t of cultures and traditions, Islamic or otherwise and whether they are
imagined, construct ed or real, is not as future-driven as Adonis likes to believe.2
Viewed from historical perspectives, the functioning of traditions is a process of
inhaling the past, a process that, at times, leads to the past acting as a source of
innovation and, at times, as the blood that nourishes a vampire.
The acute relevance of the past in contempo rary Islamic political thought is such
that it is only a movemen t into that past which will provide a key for a clearer view of
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the present and the future. The problem is not so much the past per se, but it is the
present' s perceptio n of that past, that is marred by an epistemological obfuscation, or
as Daryush Shayegan describes it, a 'cultural schizoph renia'. Muhamm ad Benis
writes that, unlike the course of civilisations in general, Arabic civilisation (al-thaqafa
al- 'arabiyya) is character ised by a state of silence.

Only five decades ago, Benis

observes,
modem Arabic civilisation did not have the same presence as it has
today in the world, the [same] world that denies us [a place] as a
civilisation and as a society with a long history of unique
achievements. The world came to know us through our recent/m odem
civilisation, which we almost do not acknowledge in the Arab world,
and most often we ignore .. . For this reason, the other knows us more
than we know ourselves [emphasis added], or perhaps more than we
are prepared to know ourselves . .3
Benis is here touching on a key aspect in the attitude of Muslims and Arabs
towards the turath, that of the extent to which they are prepared to be not just
enchante d but also disappoin ted as a result of getting to know their past.

The

movemen t in the direction of the past then is not about further entanglin g the present
with the past, but rather about disentangling the present, in so far as it is possible and
desired, from some of the seeming yokes of the past. It would be a movemen t that
seeks to come fo terms with not just the triumphs and civilising contributions of the
past turath, but also a movemen t that carries a humble spirit ready to confront the
failures and tempestuous tendencies of that same turath.

It would also seek to

uncover (kashf) the various currents , conformi st and non-conformist, that make up the
3
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turat h, and not just to select aspects and deny or supp ress the exist ence of others,

beca use of political moti ves or intellectual romanticisation.
The epist emol ogica l ·prob lem facing Arab ic-Is lami c tradi tion is incre asing ly
beco ming more comp lex in its structure, espe ciall y in the way in whic h its diffe rent
know ledge comp onen ts are bein g veile d or obscured.

It shou ld be recal led from

Chap ter Two that Adon is argues that Islam has not been unde rstoo d throu gh the
civil isatio n that exist ed prior to its emer genc e, that of al-ja hiliy ya, an epist emol ogica l
proc ess that leads at best to (mis )und ersta nd al-ja hiliy ya throu gh Islam. A simil ar
patte rn of (mis)understanding, from with in the Islamic comm unity and from without,
is curre ntly takin g place abou t the natur e of Islam, the one that Beni s is abov e
alluding to whic h is mani fest in a dom inant conte mpo rary perc eptio n that equa tes
Islam ism with Islamic civilisation.
This inade quate equa tion harbours comp lex dime nsion s, whic h serve to
comp ound the epist emic prob lem facing Arabic-Islamic civilisation. On one level,
Islam ism claims authenticity (a~a,la) by virtue of bein g faithful to the Islam ic tradi tion
in the way it conf orms to the teachings of the foun datio n texts of Islam, Qur' an and
Hadith.

Acco rding ly it advocates an unde rstan ding of Islam char acter ised by an

ortho dox fram ewor k of beliefs and practices that are said to be clear to follow. Yet
this ortho dox fram ewor k itself is mark ed by epist emic ambi guiti es that mak e diffe rent
interpretations not just perm issib le but inevitable and inde ed legit imat e.
One impl icati on of accepting at face value that the curre nt know n as Islam ism
represents 'orth odox y' (whe ther such an acceptance come s from Mus lims - Islam ists
or not, or non- Mus lims) , is that religious 'orth odox y' itself is redu ced to a defin ed and
close d 'interpretation. As such it gets denied some of its own internal flexible
dynamics that allow it to stand as an orthodoxy and argu ably to survi ve intel lectu al
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currents that threaten its foundation. Indeed if it were not for these flexible dynamics
that stretch inward as well as outward the boundaries of orthodoxy, it would not be
possible for the Islamists to use a similar religious rhetoric to that of the Kharijitesthe seceders (i.e., those considered to be renegades in mainstream Islam) and yet still
claim to be the upholders and defenders of the faith. The dimension that is being
veiled in equating Islam with Islamism then is not that Islamism is not 'Islam', but
that 'Islam' is 'Islamism' plus other components that are different to and differ from
Islamism.
The priority of claim (al;aqqiyya) over the authenticity of Islam, of which the
Islamists claim a monopoly, has resulted in a strong and powerful intellectual
tendency to suppress anything that borders on flexible approaches to an understanding
of Islam. But this is not to say that such flexible approaches do not exist, but when
they do there are powerful movements that forcibly alienate and relegate them to the
'un-Islamic' or 'un-orthodoxy' category. To borrow the views of Amin al-Mahdi,
there are now black lists on which ideas, innovations and intellectuals are being
marked when they do not meet the 'expression of opinion' guidelines formulated and
sanctioned by Al-Azhar. The mentality of censorship over the freedom of thought
and innovation that characterises most of the Arab world, al-Mahdi argues, is the
effective recipe to paralyse the faculties of sight, hearing and speech of a nation, that
is those faculties essential for a tradition to have an intellectual presence and the loss
4

of which results in it 'exiting history' .

If the exit door of history for the Islamic tradition is close at hand, it is then of

capital importance that the door of disagreement (bab al-ikhtila,f) be opened, an

4
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ikh til af that permits all parties, including the Islamists to take part in a constructive

debate about Isl am and other matters. Having argued in this study that the Constant
(al -th ab it) exhibits Ch an ge (tal:z,awwul) and the Changing (mutal:z,awwil) exhibits

Constancy (th ub ut) , it is only appropriate that I should note that Isl am ism ma y be
heading towards a ch an gin g direction. As I write this conclusion, the new spiritual
leader of the M us lim Br oth erh oo d (A l-I kh wa n al- Mu sli mu n), M a'm fin al-Hudaybi,
declared that violence and terror are forbidden according to Islamic law and
em ph asi sed that an Islamic state or Caliphate is to be sought through convocation
5

(da 'w a). Ti me will tell wh at the future implications of such a statement are.

Th is study has shown that the Islamic tradition revolves around different and
differing intellectual trends and modes of thinking, and if these diverse currents are to
be exploited constructively for the benefits of Muslims and others, an intellectual
disposition towards accepting ikh til af in religious and non-religious matters is
imperative.

An implementation of this ikh til af wo uld no t be complete unless this

same acceptance of differences is realised on the political terrain.
This thesis has also sh ow n that political thought in the Islamic tradition is
ma rke d by different and differing views. It is thus difficult to limit the political in
-Is lam to a set of defined rules and regulations. This is not to say that the structure of
the political in itself is no t constrained by differences, bu t paradoxically it is at the
same time facilitated by the ne ed to accommodate these differences. Thus, when one
invokes the notion of pluralism in society, one is in fact giving a term to adorn the
difficulties resulting from differences and disagreements amongst peoples and various

5
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groups; all the more reaso n to be upfro nt in ackn owle dgin g these differences and
acco mmo datin g them.
To end on a traditional note, it is relat ed that Imam 'Ali bin al-Hussein
(nick name d Zayn al-' A.bidin), great gran dson of Muh amm ad, was asked: 'Is it
fanat icism if a perso n loves his peop le?' To which he responded: 'It is not fanaticism
if a perso n loves his peop le, fanat icism is when a perso n cons iders the vices of his
peop le to be bette r than the virtues of othe rs'.
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GL OS SA RY
'adl

justic e

'alma nawi yya

ideological secul arism

'alma niyya / 'ilmaniyya

(inclusive) secularism

'aqd siyas f

political cove nant

'aqil

wise/intelligent perso n

'aqil a

to unde rstan d

'aql

intellect

'ilm

science, discipline

a 'imm at al-r)alal

errant imam s

al:iaqqiyya

priority of claim

al- 'aql al-m unfa 'il

Passive intellect

al- 'aql al-m ustaf ad

Acquired intellect

al- 'umu r al-mal:isusa

sensible things

ala

tool, mach ine (pl., alat)

al-am r bil-m a 'ruf wal-n ahy 'an al-m unka r

comm and right and forbid wron g

al-da 'wa al-nir)aliyya

a call for struggle to bring abou t the
islamisation of the state and society

alfaz

expressions

al-b,ukama'

wise people, philo soph ers

al-ib da' al-in sanf

huma n innovation

cil-ikhwan al-m uslim un

Musl im Broth erhoo d

al-is lam al-si yasf

political Islam

al-ju mhur

general public

al-khi,tab al-ik hwan f

broth erhoo d discourse

al-khi.tab al-jih adf

struggle discourse

al-kh ulafa ' al-ra shidu n

Orthodox Caliphs

al-la dhdh at al- 'aqliyya

intellectual pleasures

al-la dhdh at al-/:iissiyya

sensible pleasures

al-la dhdh at al-kh ayali yya

imaginative pleasures

al-m a 'qulat

the intelligibles
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al-madd al-islamf

Islamic expansion

al-mdddiy ya al-tdrfkhi yya

historical materiali sm

al-manha j al-ildhf

divine path

al-mashh urdt

generally accepted matters

al-mawju dat

existent beings

al-mawru th

that which is transmitte d/inherite d

al-mu 'minun

believers

al-mutafi awwil

Changing

al-mutaq addimun

predecessors

al-qiyds al- 'aqlf

rational reasoning

al-quwwa al-na_tiqa

rational faculty

al-ra 'fs al' -awwal

First or chief ruler

al-sa 'is

political practitioner (active participle of siyfisa)

al-salaf

predecessors, forefathers

al-salaf al-~dlih

pious forefathers

al-.safiwa al-isldmiy ya

Islamic awakenin g

al-thdbit

Constant

al-turdth al-dfnf

religious tradition

al-turdth al-falsafi

philosophical tradition

al-wa 'y al-thaqdf i

intellectual consciousness

al-wujud al- 'aqlf

mental existence

al-wujud al-dhdtf

essential existence

al-wujud al-fiissf

sensible existence

al-wujud al-khayal f

imaginati ve existence

al-wujud al-shabah f

analogical existence

amana

religious trust

Asbdbu al-Nuzul

circumstances of revelations

ashraf

noble

a~ala

authenticity

bafith

study

bashar

people

bdtin

esoteric

bila kayf

without asking how

bi-l-fi 'l

existing in actuality

bi-l-quww a

existing in potentia

burhdn

demonstrative truth
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dawla islamiyya

Islamic state

dhatiyyat al-umma

the identity of the Islamic community

(j,alla

errant

(j,idd

opposing, in opposition to

fa4il

virtuous

falasifa

philosophers'

falsafa

philosophy

faqfh

jurist (pl., fuqaha ')

fasida

corrupt

fayd

overflow

fiqh

jurisprudence

ghalaba

domination

hadathf

modem

b,adfth

a saying attributed to Muhammad

hijra

emigration

huffaz

memorisers (of the Qur'an)

b,aqfqa

reality, truth

b,iyal

ploys

b,ujjat al-Islam

Proof of Islam

b,add

definition

b,akimiyyat Allah

God's complete sovereignty/govemership

h,iyal

ploys

i 'jaz

inimitability of the discourse (of the Qur'an) .

ibda'

innovation

ijma'

consensus

ijtihad

religious innovation

ijtima 'at

social groupings

ikhtilaf

difference (pl., ikhtilafat)

fman

faith

inkhirat

participation

irada

will

irada qadfma

eternal will

ishara

intimation or allusion

ishkaliyya

problematique

isti 'ara

metaphor

isti 'la'

superiority
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istimrariy ya

continuity

istinbat

inferring, deducing

istinsakh

transcription

isti_slal:i

redressing

iplah

reform

izala

eliminating

jadal

disputation

Jahiliyya

total ignorance; pre-Islamic period

jawhar

essence

juz 'iyyat

particulars

kalam

theology

kashf

unveiling

khalq

people

khawarij

seceders

khawap_S

the elect, elite

khayrat

goods, benefits

khilafa

caliphate

khushu'

piety

kijah

active struggle

kufr

disbelief

kull

whole

za f,,ukma illa Zillah

God alone should be the judge in all matters

ladhdha

pleasure (pl., ladhdhat)

ma'rifa

knowledge

madda

matter

madhhab

school of law (pl- madhahib )

madfna

city, polis

ma(i,awiyya

a return to the Islamic principles of the past

mafisusat

sensibles

majaz

figurative

makayid

schemes

man/iq

logic

ma_talib khasfsa wahiya

infamous and feeble pursuits

ma_talib sharifa 'aliya

high honourable pursuits

milla

religious polity

mithal

pattern, model
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mu'tadil

moderate

mubaya'a

pledge allegiance

mubdi'an

makers/creators

mughalaba

strife

mub,akat

imitation

mujaddidun

reformists/innovators

mujahada

struggle

mujtama' islamf

Islamic society

mukafal:ia

struggle

muqawama

resist

mutakallim

theologian (pl., mutakallimun)

mutatarrif

extremist

muwa.sila

connective

nahrJ,a

renaissance

nawamfs mu' allafa

concocted laws

nazar

theory, speculation

nifial

religions

nuwwab

agents

qal;Ja'ih

abominations

qahr

coercion

qatf'a

rupture

qiwam

subsistence

qiwama

guardianship

qiyas

analogy

qiyas zannf

doxic syllogism

qudra

capacity; omnipotence (of God)

ra'iyya

subjects or citizens

raj'f

backward

ramz

symbolism

.,,,._

n asa

leadership

rububiyya

lordship

rub,

spirit

shabfha

simulacrum

shar'·

Law

Sharf'a

religious law
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shumuliyya

a comprehensive application of Islam in all
spheres

siyasa

politics

sul,tan

dominion

sunan

norms

Sunna

Tradition

Sani'

Craftsman/Artisan (God)

~ifa

attribute (pl., .sifat)

~al:ifl:i

sound

$ayrura da, ima

perpetual becoming

$il:ifiat

soundness (of a ];iadith)

ta'aqqul

prudence

ta'wfl

allegorical interpretation

ta 'wfl al-ma 'na

interpretation extending the message of the
meaning of the text

taba'iyya

conformity, subordination

tafsfr

commentary

ta}JJ.am

arbitration

tah,lfl bunyawf

structural analysis

tah,lfl tarikhi

historical analysis

tajammu 'jahili

'un-Islamic' society

tajdfd

renewal

takhyfl

imagination, imaginative impression

taqaddum

progress

taqaddumf

progressive, open minded

taqiyya

precautionary dissimulation

taqlfd

emulation, imitation

taqlfd al-baJil

emulating falsehood

taqlfd al-J:,,aqq

emulating truth

taqlfdi

traditional

tarbiya

education

tashbih

simile

ta~awwur

conception

ta.sdiq

assent

thaqafa

Arabic civilisation/culture

turath

tradition/heritage/legacy
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uluhi yyat Allah wah,dah

belie f in the divinity of God alone

umm a

comm unity

walJ,da

unity

Wa$J
wira th

description
inheritance

wuju d

existence

wuka la'

prox1s

wula t

rulers

ya 'qil

to intellect

yasu su

to mana ge

yatak hayy al

to imag ining

yata_sawwar

to conceive

zayn al-df n

Orna ment of Religion

zunu n qawi yya

strong opinions

zahir

exoteric
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